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271 pages were reviewed and 266 pages are released.

P' Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning other Government
agency(ies) [OGA]. This information has been:

r
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referred to the OGA for review and direct response to you.
referred to the OGA for consultation. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information
when the consultation is finished.

r

In accordance with standard FBI practice and pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and Privacy Act
exemption G)(2) [5 U.S.C. § 552/552a (b)(7)(E)/G)(2)], this response neither confirms nor denies the existence
of your subject's name on any watch lists.
For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national
security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S. C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010). This
response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records
do, or do not, exist.

p
-You have the right to appeal any denials in this release. Appeals should be directed in writing to the Director, Office
of Information Policy (OIP), U.S. Department of Justice, 1425 New York Ave., NW, Suite 11050, Washington, D.C.
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's eFOIA portal at http://www.justice.gov/oip/efoia-portal.html.
Your appeal must be received by OIP within sixty (60) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.
The envelope and the letter should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Appeal." Please cite the FOIPA
Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified.
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The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the focus of
the investigation. Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or matters, which may
or may not be about your subject(s). Our experience has shown when ident, references usually contain information
similar to the information processed in the main file(s). Because of our significant backlog, we have given priority to
processing only the main investigative file(s) . If you want the references, you must submit a separate request for them
in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources permit.
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See additional information which follows.

Sincerely,

David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information
Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

Enclosure(s)
In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request submitted to the Records Management
Division at Winchester, VA, enclosed is a processed copy of the document responsive to your request. This material is
provided to you on a CD-ROM at no charge.
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Intormal Memorandum
TO:

3/2/81

Mr. Colwell
b6
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StJBJ'ECT:

Assumption of Besponsi~ilities
of Drug Enforcement .Acbli.Distrailou (DEA)
By The FBI

., .

PURPOSE:
To respond to your request to review the 1977 study of this
issue and abstract highlights for 1ou.
By memorandum dated 3/21/77 Attorney General Griff in B. Bell
approved a proposed study format for examining this lasue and on .
6/21/77 a report was presented to him ( Federal Bureau of Investigation
Assumption o1 Federal Drug Enforcement - .A J'easibility Study). 1'be ll&jor
11Dd.in~• and a••mapt~ o1 1h&t 2'8port are . .t 102"tla ml.ow:
~he drug abuse probl911 in the United States ls in aany
ways not a law enforcement probl8'l. lt involves compl~ aocio-econoaic
issues at home and diplomatic and economic issues abroad. Thus, it ill
a national problem which can be affected only in part by Federal law
enforcement efforts.

•.

Jn specific reference to DEA, the study found three aspec"
of its non-law enforcement operati·>os to be troublesome - lmA'a role in
promoting 1oreip crop control and eradication was believed to 110re properl
be the province of "the State Department; DEA investigative activities
abroad were believed to be loosely controlled and, thus, potentially
controversial; and DEA'& ·regulatory 1unction regarding commercial drug
product~on i.D 'the US was 1ound to be contrary to law enforceaent interests.
With regard to thes•! issues and a fourth to be named the
report aade the following recommendations - foreign crop control should
be handled by the State Department i• coordination with Federal drug
agencies; foreign investigative activities should be in strict accordance
with host country jurisprudence; regulation of commercial drug production
should be handled by another agency, again with coordination; and border
management, now ahared by Immigratt~n and Haturalization Service, Border
Patrol, Customs Service and others, should be unified and coordinated in
one, non-investigatory, agency.
In general, the report concluded that drug enforc-ent
would benefit from transferral to the FBI if certain conditions were
aet. Briefly, these were - assumption of criminal investigative duties
only, with regulation, border mana1i•naent and other issues placed elsewhere; retention of FBI philosophy, aanagement and procedures, with DEA

personnel and expertise integrated as necessary to accomplish tbe in-

creased role; absorption of all losses, reductions, etc. by DEA as the
"losing" agency; passage of legislation "to allow DEA personnel in the
competitive Civil Service to transfer to the FBI as excepted aervice

&-

llr.

Colwe~\'>

•

•

0

0

employees; training of FBI personn·:l as narcotics investigators ud
training of DEA personnel in ~he full range of FBI investigative responsibilities . (elimination of DEA as a separate operational entity); provision for revocation of any labor-management agreements present DEA
personnel may be under.
Other, lesser, issues raised as considerations to·IHt
dealt with were: need for legislation ~o enable transferral of operating
funds from one agency 'to another; possible reluctance on the part of
foreign governments to cooperate as fully with the FBI bec~use of our
domestic foreign counterintelligence role; questions as to short-term
inef f iciencles due to the inherent problems attendant to reorganization;
problems dealing with the oft-cited "buy-bust" philosophy of many J>EA
personnel; relative lack of FBI expertise in undercover operations (as
of time of report in 1977); inability of the FBI to absorb all 26 JlEA
supergrade personnel; need for the FBI to discard some redundant DEA
personnel, such as budget staff, laboratory people, etc.; potential
corruption problems in some J>XA personnel.
These are hart the highlighta :of "the &"ellOrt, •hi.ch amabera .238

pages. J can expand on any details you might wish. Further, I have not
addressed primarily administrative areas, such as office apace, regional'
laboratory operations. In addition to the report itself, there are several
letters which deal with the substance of the report - one ls from
Director ltelley to the Attorney General commenting on the report and
noting that other options, such as recombination of agency duties, are
possible; one is addressed to DEA complaints about some rf~heJltudy
team's findi::S&:~&Dd one is &D uns~licited commentaTY by_
I
~ _o the Attorney General &Dd the Director, l>asecrupon hi&
work witll bO
>9BJ Jmd mA, about WLaDt~ipated problems 1.D any
· aerger.
bf
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b7 C

FBI/DEA JOINT NARCOTICS TASK FORCE

Per the request of ADIC WELCH, the following analysis
of the FBI/DEA Joint Narcotics Task Force is set forth:
The Task Force was established in September, 1977
with the stated purpose of effecting "optimmn use of the resources of both agencies in order to achieve successful prosecution and neutralization of high level narcotics traffickers
who are also members of the organized crime element".
'1he ~ask FMCe was established with an 1'B1 Supervisor
and nine Bureau Agents plus a DEA Group Supervisor with six
Agents. The Task Force has been in operation since that time
working out of DEA'a New York Regional Office on West 57th Street
in Manhattan.

·,

A number of major problems have arisen since the inception of the Task Force and the followizJ& J.a AD en1nneration
of those problems:

I.

DIFFERENCES IN INVESTIGATIVE METHODS

Despite public protestations to the contrary, DEA remains an agency geared to the ''buy-bust" operat1.on. Ber Agent•
are evaluated and promoted almost exclusively on the mmiber of
arrests made and on the amount of narcotics recovered. Largely
as a result of these personnel policies, DEA Agents are not usually interested in long-term investigations alnce such investigations do not normally lead to large number• of arrests or large
recoveries. It is much easier and much better currently from a
career atandpoint for DEA Agents to work a number of quick turnover cases where their individual statistics can be high. Because
of this the DEA Agents assigned to the 7ask Force are often impatient with the methodical approach taken by Bureau Agents. On
numerous occasions, this impatience baa damaged particular in-

(

vea tigatt ons .
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b7 C Pe r DEA.

I

~tn•tance, during the on-going investigatiQ
-

it was determined by surveillances that
g on almost a nightly basi.a a particular apartmeD

was frequ

building in Manbattt :

tents -re finally able to deter-

t~t

mine
post
post
ment

which apartment
was visitin and an observation
was obtained.
rst night a'ter the observation
was obtained and based solely on the fact that the apartof interest was rented in a name used as an alias by a
DEA
the DEA Supervisor assigned to the Task Force
had
and an associate ''braced" just outside the apartment u
ng. He then had the apartment bu~doorman and
neighboring tenants contacted. As a result,
was \Dldoubtedly alered to the Task Force's interest
and hi.a

Q,

.actint:le• r&ladng

~

dlat particular

ap~.

Other examples of the impatience of the DEA Agents
abound. On surveillances, some of the DEA Agents do not stick
to given assignments but rather suddenly appear right .in ~e
middle of whatever action is going on since that is where individual recognition can be achieved. Such la also the case in
arrest situations, since each DEA Agent wants to personally be
in on every arrest.

·.
--

•.

PurtheJ:more, the l>EA Agents operate in mi J1Ura of
lnistrust which continually aurrounda the Task Force. It appear•

to be common practice in DEA for Agents to steal cases, arrests,
and recoveries from one another, and it appears to be impossible
to overcome that aura of mistrust. For instance, an FBI Agent·
recently received a subpoena to testify in Pittsburgh on a
matter that was completely unrelated to any Task Force case.
And yet, the DEA Supervisor and the DEA Agent who had been working with that particular Bureau Agent immediately decided that
the DEA Agent would go to Pittsburgh at the aame time as i f in
fear of being "scooped" by the Bureau Agent 1D aome way while
he was out of their sight.

II.

TARGET SELECTION

Another problem area encountered in the Task Force
operations has to do with the selection of targets. The original
list was decided upon jointly by the New York Office and local
DEA representatives. However, it soon became obvious that the
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targets which were given were unrealistic in that they were too
well insulated for success to be achieved by a new operation
such as the '1'ask Force. Most of die targets assigned had been
targets of narcotics investigations £or years with little, i l
any results achieved. However, when the Task Force tried to
shift to new, more realistic targets, DEA became adamant that
the assigned targets could not be deviated from. the issue
finally was taken up at the Department of Justice and in June,
1978 restrictions re new targets were lif ed somewhat. Under
owever, even
er
ae
e
s were es
oCal m:A office has been extremely reluctant to let the Task Force look at uew targea.
g

-.
A related problem was that most of the targets initially assigned were only involved in narcotics violations and
were not good targets for a multi-jurisdictional attack, such as
was envisioned for the Task Force. At no time were ,guidelines
established about how new targets would be selected. Instruct- ·
ions from Headquarters simply advised that the Task Force
should always be looking for new targets. Sice DEA controls the
narcotis J.nformation system in the Bew York City area, they have
basically controlled the information on potential new targets
for the Task Force. DEA has been adamant that FBI informant information be channeled through DEA'• Unified Intelligence Division
(UID) and that the Task Force would not be a conduit for this information. However, DEA bas not proposed a new target for the
Task Force aince February or March, 1978 and all new targets
which have been proposed have come from the FBI. Furthermore,
DEA has on numerous occasions blocked efforts by the task Force
to concentrate on individuals lower in a particular narcotics
organization in an effort to turn the lower echelon individuals
against their bosses.

b7C Per DEA
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b7 C Per DEA

and the Police Department was desirous of turning over the
conspiracy portions of the case to DEA. DEA advised that the
case would be pursued by the Southern D i . Q f New York Conspiracy Group. and infonnation regarding
would only be
turned aver ta the Tf sk Force if that in ormation linked him to

I

-

When the initially-assigned targets were found to
be unrealistic, the Task Force began casting around for viable
targets and, unfortunately. opened a number of marginal caaea
which dissipated the ability of the Task Force to concentrate
effectively on a limited number of targets. These marginal
cases usually were opened when an FBI or DEA informant could
establish an i.mmediat:e case against an :J.ndividual and .1.t ha. .been
in those cases where the Task Force bas achieved its wcceas to
date.
According to the Bureau, the Hew York Task Force baa
been the most successful to date as far as arrests and convictions. However, those statistics have been achieved almost exclusively in cases which required no long-term investigation,
but rather on the other, more easily established cases.

m.

UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS

Another major problem encountered by the Task Yorce
bas been one of unrealistic expectations. The Department of
Justice stated that it expected the Task Force to impact on
traditional organized crime and also on the drug traffic i.n Rew
York City. 'l'he expectation of a major impact was unrealistic,
given the fact that there were already over 600 narcotics investigators working in New York City. In addition, the expectations of the New York Office and the local DEA Office were not
realistic. The FBI Agents on the Task Force anticipated that
when a target was given, DEA would be able to lay out the entire
organizational structure of the targeted individual. Such has
not proved to be the case. DEA, on the other hand, expected
vast mnounts of narcotics information on the targets from FBI
informants. They did not realize that most FBI informants have
little i f any information on uarcotics matters and that what information they did have was being routinely passed on to DEA
under previously established guidelines.
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CURRENT SITUATION

·
During September, 1978 t:wo attorneys £ram the Department of ~ustice visited each of the Task Forces to 111ake an
"objective analysis" of their operations. They indicated that
the other two Task Forces were still basically working narcotics cases and that New York seemed to be the only one trying
to break away from straight narcotics cases and to get into
such areas as financial flow and true RICO investigations. Now,
as was the case in September 11 the Task Force has gotten away
from "street buys" and is concentrating on making cases based on
FBI violations. This has met with considerable resistance from
the DEA Agents assigned to the 7.aak Force. £or die reason.a aet
.forth iD Section .l

•upu.

The marginal cases which detracted from a concentrated
target investigation have all been disposed of and the Task
Force is working on a small number of targets ao that each can
be given the attention it deserves.
CONCLUSION
As the various problems set forth above arose, attempts
were made to resolve them with DEA. However, most of the problems
still exist and will -probably continue to .xiat . . .long aa .die
Task l"orce is in operation.

The results achieved to date basically do not juad.fy
the continued expenditure of Agent and Supervisory time and
attention which is required by the Task Force operation.

It •hould be noted that dissolution of the Task Force
would not cause a great loss to the FBI since virtually all the
investigations being currently conducted could •till be pursued
using violations over which the FBI has investigative juri•diction.
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Dear '8dce Bell: .
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.
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Ja addltlma to tbe ftndlnp &Dd CODChlslou repn:Ung cine
· ~·
aforcemeat add.reued ID tile Tut Poree Beport utitled "Federal Bmof lueatlptlOG Auamptton of Federal Drug EJlforcement (A l'easlblllf;r .
~), Jane Zl, 1977" - I feel It eacambeAt 1IPOD me to euve a.at GU' ·
Beport doe8 aot preelllde JOU cou1deratioll of other po8Slble a1tenatheL
ftere are ClbTlau]J a range ol altematiTu other Uaaa a merpr, la wbole
or la put, of DEA and PBI respoas!bWUea, or ao merger at all; aad I feel
I would be rem tu U I did 90t at Jeut addreu MTeral ke, luuea ud .._eat
.,. . poaalble alterattn&.
..
' - . . ~

nm. J mgest tllat.., declalou repn:Ung ...., . . . . . of dr9I

eaforcemeDt rupoulbWtle1 JDelllde eoulderatton of bordero:iDlgem~
pa.rtlelllarlJ tlae nmltipllclty of law eaforcemeat ud laapectl__ aerilCe
qwtea •rille IMm:ler reapoulbWtleL I am Collfldent tlaat tile Pruldellt••
JleorpJaJa.t:loa Project 1til1add.reu1'order mamgement ud related jllli8d.lctioaal lamu ID-deptla, la aa effort to allaDCe tlae acc"'8Dlab,WlJ' forMl'der
law moreemeat ud lupectl.U MnleeL
·
11on1er ••semeat wemrU;r Jlnolft• aarcoua Ud dlllpJwa

me laterd1etloll ud apacles otber Du DEA ud tlae ImmJgratlOD ud

llablnHutlcm lenlce ud Department• other a.a.a tlae Department ol ~
8oweter, were Mrder ma•cemeat n1p01111bUltlea flaed la a 81Dcle J>lpart...t, I woald umme u.t aareotica, eertala lm.mJpatJm aetiTWe• ud
..to•• l'8llpOUl»Wtiea, at a •la•nmm, woald be llldaded UaerelL a woald
•em a.at llae Departmeat cf 1uUce or Treum7 woald be two of tbe Iopa)
411epartaeata lo
. .:_ ·. - - .

:

-

CMK:a.m
j ~ Mr. Behl
.... _ AINI
a-""
J. ~ ....,;.

l - l4r. Reed
1

-I

•••me mcll n1pDD•l>lW1ea bJ ftrt.e ol tlla1r prwat •lulou;
.. :. :·
'

_(j)
Mr.
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· althorlp I am cogn1u.nt of the border lnapecUonal senlcea rendered
~:~
agencle• of the Depart.menta of Agrlculture; Bealtb, l..cmcatlOD and Welfan; ~'. . -

amon; otbera.

~

'

.

A sblgle, 1'order mau1emen.t &geDCJ would proylde addltloaal opUou
ID terms Qf u FBI role In dnae enforcement. The FBJ eoald UIWDe, Ill sacb
a CoY8J'IUDental reorpnl&aUon, domestic drug enforcement jurisdlctlaa. · .
IA Reh caae, J aubmlt that the l'edeiil dOmestic drq aforeemeat role - u
recommended ID tbe Tut l'orce Report - woa1d be one of dlrectlng ruoarcea
towarda COlllplraq cues llrrolYllt& dftll flDl.aellll and 8UIJS))J acU1'ltle1 1a
wh the a.me mauer u tile l'BI aow direct81ta effort.a Ja Orp.lllsed Crime
ud Wll1te Collar Crime 111\'estlptlou. Addit.lanaJIJ, tlae Federal role woa1d
., lonpr laclade direct hlvolnment la 1oca1 drva moreemeat.
I
percelye contlmaaUoll of tile traditloul, cooperaUye eaforeemeat role wltll '. - ·.
state aad loca1 peramut. wb1ch ulata la other FBI:jurisdlctlonal anu,
bat wltb tbe empha •la Gil IDYe2Uons for the pupoae of proaecuUoa. 'De
dlreet IDYolYement la 1oci1 po e operatiou u pracUcect bJ DLA would, la
J:use part, be replaced "1 addltloaal tnllWal, laborato17 ud other l'BI
·
App01"t aenice• focued on tile dnlg eaforcemnt Meda of state and local
police qeacleL Jt 8boald l>e poJated Giil amt tla1a woa1d lae a aJp.lfJcul
cbaqe from the earrat Federal dnJI eaforeemeat l'Ole ud aetlYltlea wltll
8tate lad local pnramuta.

"'••d.

A •c:ODd U,. law b •• -tter of DEA'a foreign tnte~e
ft!pOUlbWUea, 1rbether ducrlbed u atn.tepc, taeUCill or ope~oa&L
I mueat Uiit tile• IM traurerred to wblclaner quer wUl ll&ft prlma.17
ltorder ••1emeat nspoulbWtle1 - la IDcllld• arcoUea laterdlctloL la
UT nut, I do .at Nl1eft . . - forelp actlTWea llaoald lte •••med bJ a..

nu.

...
•••

. ' .

I do aot bellne that 11Dgle, border manarement respouB>WtJ la
another agency would conflict with domestic layeatlgaUYe respoulbllltl
bemg placed Ill tbe FBI; rather, It presents a real opportunity for •hanced,
eooJ'dinated Federal dn1I enforcement ud a fDIDc of accountabllltle.. fte
NaUonal empbuls la this eaae would elea.r)J 1Je to prnent .arcotlc• u4
dangerous dnli• from ever enterJ.ai the V1a1ted ltatea.
...... ·

-.n.

A laartll uw, ud one tlaat la addreased Ja tbe Ta* l'oree
la the matter of tlae transfer of DI.A'• eompll.ance and regulatory rewlblllUea to a more approprJate &IUCJ, oae DOt prliliiril, enp1ed Ii w .

euforcemeat.

While W. Bvea11'1 Ta* hree Report ••Dd• on tu on merlta,
U la aeyertheleaa a comparatlTe ua}Jala of DEA and Ulla Barta11 for lie
upreu parpose of JOU' detenntntng tile feutbWtJ of . .J'liD&, la wlaol• or
la part, *"I moreement respouJbWUea, ud waa DOt deaJped to aplon
all other drue aforcemut alleraatlYea. nere are a amber d dftll eafOJ"Mmeat alteraatnea, otber tlaaa a meqer of Di.A ud l'BL U, parpOM un
.. to -nest that otber 'riable drq eaforcemut alterm.t1Te1 do ma ud .
are WOrilV of roar caaa1c1erauan

--••rrer

Be.Sd•• Ille merpr or
altenaUYea. there an .a.en.
hr aample, • • po111>WtJ ml&ht lacbade Df.A U•mpUcm of tile ..rorcemeat acUYllle• ol Uae JmmlgratloD ud NablrallDtloD lenice. Tall WCMlld
.ot, lwnrner, ruolye tile lUu olHrcler ••semeat nspoulbUU, MSlll
wsted la a aJ.acle qeaq. Tlala altenatln woa1d mot pncl.se tM traufer
of dllomeatlc dNC ..roreemeat acUYltlea to Uda Bana.
Aaotlaer ,osllbWt;r ••pt IMlllde tnufer ol ltorder lllteNlctlca
ud forelp lateW,eace actlTWea lato Uae Cutoma lenlce (T,._,,
Departmeat). Comblalac DEA ud Gae Border Patrol wlWD tu l:Mplrtm 1Id
., 4'Utic• .. ret •DOtber poulblUIJ. Tlala latter altenatlYe ..id .... a
ipl1t n1pOUlblllt,J for ltorder •••pmeat 1"hreea DEA/Border Patrol• ·
. . . . . Miid ad Cutoma • ._ otlaer. lleltller flf tlaeH alteratlYea, ..,....
enr, . .id pncWe l'BI awaiptloa of *»me.UC *VI ..roreemeat MthW-.
, ..,_ . .
. ' · ..... ._
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~H~~le Grlfflll B.

~~~-;~~E.f

Bell

·,_ ·
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In closing, I would point out that lhoald Joa wlsb to uplo~--~;r. ~: ·_
altemttvea or opUons pertntnl"I to a realignment of DEA'• orpntnUoaal ,.· ·
structure or its management and operaUonal acUvlUea, we are available to
support 1oa as 7ou 1D8J deem appropriate.

ID Ull nent, I •ope JOU appreciate Ulat I laa:ye lnWated tbla letter
because l llbare and eapport 7our dealre to do that wh1cll best aerna tbe . ·
Interests ol tbla Natloa.
· ·
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. 1'he Attorney General
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A.sh
Asalatant Director
FBI JdentlCtcatlon Dtvtalon
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In :~corllance with arrar19eunu ••4• bfl
,I ;
I
the Attorn•y General. the hI · .
Study T~u ae with bEAmlnlatrator: Peter I. 8en•lft9er.ana .-.
aembera of bis ataff on Mont1ay, July 11, lt77, to discuaa the

Jto

DEA react ion to " • Studf Teall'• report.

llr. Bena Inger was

bE
b

7

c

·

able to •eet with •• only on that date. Subsequent ~iacaaa!oaa
were hel~ with ~ra of bla ataff on July 19, 1977. at whicb
tl11e a copy of Kr. aensiager'• aaorandaa tc )'OU c!ate~ 3uly 15,
1977, waa aade available.
.. ·
J.

It 1• llf anderatan<!lnv froal

Jtbat -tb9

-

·

·~ ·

purpou of oar eonsultatloea with DD wal to eoaic!er poaalbl•

> .'b '--

b~c

changes of spet:lflc lte.. In oar report which DEA haa queatlonea.
Th••• it... .ere delineated bf llr. ••n•int•t and Ill• ataff, en~
each will be addr•••~ •eparately later In tbl• -..orandm1. - _· _
•owe•er, consi~er 1119 - - . of U.. strong e:-enta aad• by
a:. hnalnger la Itta -..orandua, I feel obll9ated to repl7 -to
ea91! ot tboae obaervatlona to . .t the record atral9bt • .
It appear• that llr. ••n•lnter•• cementa to a lar.extent are ba•ed on illpreaalons taken frClll the •eonclDaions•
•ection of the DD atady oat of contest Insofar u the detail.a
of the atadJ are concera9d.
of the tteas referred to bf
Jlr . . .naln9er are ocwered ln oonsiderabl• detail throaghoat the
DD atady report. We f"l tbe r•port 8P4t•t• for ltaelf._

.,.t

!'be llllclt •rut probl. . la lti9hly eomplex. tt ta eo
International eoel~ic probl• aa well u a legal one.
•• ha•• addressed thl• le oar report. . . aleo Indicate tbat la
oar opinion a aajor aatlonal effort laYOl•lnt aany different .
99encle1 at all 1•••1• of IO'f•r ....nt la aecessarf. . .
taken aognlsaDCe of the Importance of crop •radlcation and crop
aubatltatlon •• factor• ID supply r.auctlon. We recognise tbe
aeed for eloae international eooperatlon among l•• enforce11ent
. .99encte• aa an element In aupplf reductlon. . . also zecotals•
·- the al9nlf leant role Of the Ve I. DepartMnt Of State aiM5 other
. ·:~eral 91enel•• la "l• effort.
.·:~: .. :..:.
_· ._,_ ,. -......
· mncloearu fM)

laa••

· :,;.~
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Mr.
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The Attorney General

'· .

. •·'
.

--

~

. ~~:~:~~;·~l~-:-. ~
.--~- Coi . ~-.: ·-.:·· -.~ .- ~~;-

• .\

'The difference between Jlr. Bensinger an~ the •t&ae1f ,'":' ' · ' ·
· T••• lle• ln tbe estent to which.•• a national policy, a law~ - · ·
enfore~ment aqeney ahould as1uae prlae reaponslblllty (•l••lon)
for crop eradication and dru9 aupply reduction and whether or
not a u. 8. Pederal law enforcl!lDent agencr fa the proper entlt~
to beeoae ao deeply lnYol••~ tn tnternatlonal affair•. !'be•f
are basic phlloaopblcal difference•.
tt ta our eonalctered opinion that Sf th• nt ••r•

9i•en the drug enforcement responalbllltlea, there woald be ao

diainution of national emphaala on forel9n crop eradication.
The l'BI would, Jn llalaon •1th v. •· State Departaent, forelp
law enforceaent, ana oth•~ r•8POft•ible a9encl••• ener9etleallJ .
participate to acbl••• thl• 9oal. We hold DO lllulon• •• to ··
th• •cope an~ complesltl•• of the International dra9 prob1.. ,
an~ are alndful of tbe 11Ulti-faceted approach•• needed to oombltt
lt. The dlf ferenc•• in approach woul~ be tholl• o~ •t~l• ratber
than aabatanee.

With retard to CC11Plianc• ~ revulatory faactlons,
we bold tbe .... phlloaopblcal dlfferenc•• ooncernlnt the proper

role of a law enforce..nt et•ncy. We do not bell••• tbat tbe
·'
only
to obtain a •1tnlficant reduction Jn tlliclt 4raga l•
to
one a9ency, a law enforcement aqeney, re1ponslble for
crop reduction and r-vulatorr actl•ltlea coablned wit• tbe
traditional law enforceaent rolea. •• will 1•••• tt to
llr . . .na1nt•r to artu tbat tbe 41UDtltf of 1111clt •r111•
(dlYerted llclt drugs) eTallable ln the Vnlted ltat•• wlll
lncr•••• tf tbe ecapllance and regulatory fanctloaa wre r•cwea
frOll the drug lav enforcement ateney. lacb woalc! be oontrar,
to
acknowledfed la oar report ~hat tb•r• woalt
....... dilllaution ot effort •arl119 anr tran•lttoa period.
llr . . .n•iDCJ•r etat•• ttaat the lapact .oald be treater tbaD w
!ftdicat~. .. laan taken cotnlsaace that there .oald a..
. a •l9nlf icant iapact. Anr attempt to farther ~ntlfy
wlrtlcall,r tlae waat •f ~be lapact -.1.s be l9t9bl7 ~lat!ft.

••J
ba••

•r •1•••

.. Isa••

laa••

fte a.ttorn97 . .neral reqaeat.a a ten aat!e ap of ftt
. .reonnel eonduet tbi• etac!y. Tb• proposal ttHlf . . . to atlldy
." ,nether tH 0011blnln9 of DBA and n1 reaoaro•• In tl'I• nr ...ld
· ·· enhance the onrall enforoeaent effort. In ef feet, " wre · .
· aar1~ ~ eon•lder ••tber • 1ar9er n1, wblcb 90Gld Uc:lah
r

. tor.er BA cuouoea, WCMlld be ath'uta9eou.
-2-

oar

-.clalea,

The Attorney C:.neral
.,;,

_·_ ...

..- .

·--·

,,.. ""'·: .·; •.

~

•• ·aet forth in t.he report. i• that there would be an adv•iatai• .·
· only by preser•lt\9 tboae character iatlca which we perc•l•• to ~ ~ •' ·
have aa~e the FBI auece1111ful. 'ro aeeompllsh tht• tn any -.·.._. . , ~ · ~ ·
reor9anl1atlon, lt would be ••sentlal to •alntaln tbe top
·
le1derahip of the rBI ln ccmaand. Should aueh a reor9anl1atlon
be favorably considered, lt ••• obvioua to us and la a&t fortb ·
tn the report that the l'BI would want an~ ezpect to aeeept the
• current reaourcea of DEA vblch could be aaaia11ate4. Tbl•
woul~ include most DBA eaployee• at all 9rade 1•••1• and certain
DEA top aana9eaent personnel. HoweYer, our sta~7 tndlcatea
that the~e are categori•• of DEA ..ployees In top aana9...at ·
poaitiau and Jn other area• which could not be readily aullt11ate4.
. .

'I,.

.

Aa It voa1'5 be aeceaaarr for th• n I to preaerwe lta
aanageaent an~ 1n•eatl9atl•• ayate••• •11 of the tr•tned aDC1 . :
eirperienced l'BI peraonnel would be •••entlal to accompllah
lapleaentatlon of a reorganisation. For ~1• reason, we fHl
and ao stated In our report that any reduction ln force. abould
auch be n.ceaaarr, ahoald ccme from aaong DEA employ•••· ftl• ·
would bave the leaat adYerae l11pact on the reor9anlsatlon. . .
percel•• t.hat •llOst •upport personnel, profeaalonal and technical
employee• and ••rwlcea• would be ne~ed. •• •r• aware that ~bere
vlll be trauaa frma any reorgaiiiaat1on vhlch will affect 110rale.

Mr. 9enalft4)er in hi• 11et10randua lt•t• a eerie• of
•tay tJD••tlona• to which be would lite an•vera. lpeclfic .. ... ·

th•••

answer• to
•ueatlon• would be speculatl••• but th•
•u••tion• were broadly a~dr•••ed In the contest of the atady.
will 1•••• it to Kr. Bensinger to argue that far more ooula
be accompll•h•d by a~dreaaing probl..a in the crlalnal jaatlce
•Y•t-. Thia, of oour••• wa• not part or our aanaate.

•e

••9•

Th• DU. a.orandma on
I atat•• •Th• Unit.a ltat••
&ttorn•ya, who prosecute both PBI ant! D!A conaplracy caHa, . . re
not conaulted.• Aa aet forth In our report, we oontaet~
aaaeroa1 o. s. &ttorneya, Aaslatant o. a. Attorneys, Deparment
of Juatlce Strike Force Attorneys, and two principal Section
Chiefs in the Crlainal Dl•laion of the Departaent. an4 the
result• are incorporated In oar flndinga.
.
• .;~.·· J · '.

In an attachllent to hi• aemoranc!m1 captlonec! ••la- ---~ · ~ -,1ea4lnt or Inaccurate ltat...nta llade in lteport• (to ntcb w · .'

tat• azceptlon). Jlr. hnaino•r cam•nta tbat DIA ha• been ahlnd
tlaat amMroaa -.baaay and conaulat• otf lcl•l.a do not fawr • ·.

_,_

'lb• Attorney General
.
.

-.·
;4

•er9er of DEA an~ the PBI. Th• ltu"y Ten di" not conauct a ··
perference poll. but Inquired •• to whether cooperation would
be less If the PBI

ba~

~

the lllssl

b6

r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1-::::"rt~=---rr-::-r=.......~p~a~r=r:•~•~n~t~repre- b 7 c

ore fft po ce o f lclala. As set forth la 0ctr
report, those persons contacted repll~ that cooperation would
not be adver1ely af fecte~.
·
. '· . .

The ata~y Tea• la aware aaa ao atat•• in tbe
%eport that OXA'• OYeraeas operations are con4acted with tbe
taclt apprOYal of boat country law enforcet1ent aathorlti•• ana
o. 8. Conaular ana Baba••Y cff ielala. •otvltbatandln9, •ome of
tbeae actiYltlea are In wlolation of boat ooantry law• ana aa
far a• .. ooul4 detenalne, •acb appro.al bad been
only .
•erballJ. llr. Ben•ift9er•a atateMnta concernlnv ftI practice•
ewer•••• are overstated and will be addressed ta a ••parate
ccmmunica tlon.
.
. ·

•l••a

.

The ~ ..-oranc!ua ral••• l••u•• ooncernlng th• nact·
amlber of per•on• aaal9ned to •••&iuartera operat10ft8 of DBA and
~· DI.
in our 41acuasiona wlth DEA .repreaentatiYea, It was
actnovled9ed that the stati•tlca ••~ were those l>BA faralabec!
to the ltudy Tea. Actually, a lbllte4 aaaber of aployH• la
the ~eadqaart•r• CQ11Pleaent are dcmiclled outside Waahi1a9ton,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The Honnrable Griffin B. Bell, Attorney General
of the United States, requested that Director Clarence M.
Kelley, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), have the
FBI conduct a study concerning the feasibility of transferring drug law enforcement functions from the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to the FBI.

A study proposal

was made and the Attorney General by memorandum dated

March 21, 1977, to Director Kelley and A.dministrator Peter B.
Bensinger, DEA, approved the study proposal and directed
its implementation.
B.

(Appendix A)

STUDY TEAM
Attorney General Bell and Dlrector Kelley selected

Assistant Director Richard H. Ash, FBI, to conduct this
study.
: -·: -;::

'."T

•. - . r ,
.~~ .. ·.f LI

Director Kelley to assist Mr. Ash:
Acting Assistant Director Thomas F. Kelleher, Jr.
Laboratory Division
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Inspector Richard G. Hunsinger
Deputy Assistant Director, Finance and Personnel
Division
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Inspector James v. Cotter
Training Division

~
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Special Agent in Charge Thomas J. Emery
Organized Crime Division, New York
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·i' :
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The following FBI personnel were designated by
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l

Special Agent!
National Coordinator, Narcotics Ma ters,

Criminal Investigative Division
Special Agentl
I
Budget Formulation and Presentation Unit,
Finance and Personnel Division

b6
b 7C

b

Special Agent!
Planning and Inspection DiVisl n
C.

SCOPE OF STUDY

The approved study proposal limited this study
to factors bearing upon FBI and DEA, two elements of the
Departnent of Justice.

For this reason, inquiries were not

made of other Federal agencies involved with drug abuse
prevention/drug law enforcement.
The perspectives expressed in this report are
those of the FBI study team, ternpere4 by their cumulative
law enforcement experience and the

view~

expressed by the

many DEA personnel interviewed.
Since the study

w~s

limited to factors affecting

the feasibility of combining two Department of Justice
elements, FBI and DEA, broader alternatives involving other
agencies were not explored.
Many alternatives could, and perhaps should, be
studied on a government-wide basis; but the study team did
not have the time or mandate to consider all possible
alternatives or their merit.
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Data considered by the study team were acquired

by various methods.

Briefings were presented by

Mr. Peter B. Bensinger, and his staff at DEA Headquarters,

Washington, D.

c.

Interviews were conducted with sta£f

and support personnel at..DEA Headquarters and at DEA
Regional offices in New York (Region 2), Miami (Region 5),
Chicago (Region 7), Dallas (Region 11), Los Angeles (Region
14) and at respective DEA District Offices at Newark,

West Palm Beach, Ei Paso, San Diego and St. Louis.

In

addition, interviews were conducted and briefings were
received at the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) , at
DEA Laboratories in Dallas, Chicago and McLean, Virginia,
and at the DEA Regional Technical Support Center in Addison,
~exas.

During visits to these areas, representative
United States Attorneys, Assistant United States Attorneys
and Department of Justice Organized Crime and Racketeering
Strike Force Attorneys were contacted.

In addition, the

Acting Chiefs of the Organized Crime and Racketeering
Section and the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Section,
Department of Justice, were interviewed.
DEA foreign operations were examined and visits
made to DEA foreign Regional Offices in Mexico City,
Mexico (Region 15); Bangkok, Thailand (Region 16); Paris,
France (Region 17); and Caracas, Venezuela (Region 18).
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Foreign District Off ices in each Region were visited at
Monterrey, Mexico; Hong Kong, BCC; The Hague, Netherlands;
and Bogota, Colombia respectively.

The District Office at

Tokyo, Japan, which is within Region 20, was also visited.
During these foreign visits, a representative number of
United States Embassy and Consular officials and foreign
law enforcement officers having responsibilities for
narcotics matters were interviewed.

The Special Assistant

to the Secretary and Coordinator for International Narcotics
Matters, United States Department of State, was also
interviewed.
Numerous DEA documents, studies, and data submitted
upon request were examined and analyzed.

Representative DEA

employees at all levels were interviewed.

Other relevant

source and research documents pertaining to previous studies
and

u. s. Govermnent positions concerning the narcotics and

drug law enforcement problems were used as background
material and are listed in the bibliography accompanying this
report.

Other internal documents of both DEA and FBI were

also useC!.
As much as possible, the findings and conclusions
in this report are based on an objective assessment of
analytical data and other materials which were collected.
Nonetheless, of necessity, many of the judgments are-based
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upon opinions obtained from DEA personnel and others, and
the cumulative, subjective opinions of the FBI study team.
This study was not intended to evaluate DEA's.
effectiveness, nor was it intended to focus on the mechanics
of the possible transition of DEA resources into the FBI.
However, the study team dia gain impressions of factors
relating to DEA effectiveness; and the team was concerned
with potential problems which might surface if DEA were
assimilated into the FBI.

Further, the team recognized that

major issues involving the implementation of any transfer of
drug law enforcement responsibilities from DEA to the FBI
should be valid considerations in the decision making process.
Not the least of these is the problem involved in the transfer,
assimilation or possible reduction of certain categories of
personnel that exist in DEA for which no counterparts exist
in the FBI.

The major basic issues which were perceived

during this feasibility study have been addressed.

Undoubtedly,

other such problems and concerns would surface during
any subsequent implementation study.
A study of U. S. drug law enforcement cannot be
conducted without being aware of the significant law enforcement problems at ports of entry and on the
particularly the Southwest border.

u. s.

borders--

A detailed study and

analysis of border law enforcement activities, which
necessarily involves other Federal agencies in addition to
DEA and FBI, were deemed clearly beyond the express mandate

5
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of this study.

Narcotics interdiction is but one aspect,

though a very important aspect, of the much broader issue of

u. s.

border management policies.
The study team did not attempt to sample opinions

or obtain other input from elements outside the Department
of Justice with the exception of the limited number of
contacts set forth above.

Time did not permit such a sampling

in sufficient depth to be meaningful and it was not deemed to
be within the parameters of the mandate as delineated in the

study proposal.
It should be noted that the words "drug" and
•narcotic" are used interchangeably throughout the report.
They refer to all controlled substances as listed in the
schedules of the Controlled Substances Act.
The study team received the complete cooperation of
Administrator Peter B. Bensinger, his staff, and all DEA
personnel.

Without their courtesy and support this study

would have been most difficult, if not impossible.
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II.

A.

THE STUDY IN CONTEXT

BACKGROUND OF DEA
Until 1965 virtually all Federal narcotics law

enforcement programs were administered by the Deparbnent
of the Treasury.

The original responsibility was that

of the U. S. Customs Service (Customs) dealing with smuggling
contraband into the United States.

In the 1920's,

additional control and regulation of illicit drug
traffic began to be exercised through Federal tax laws.
In 1930 the Bureau of Narcotics was created within the
Treasury Department and took over most of the narcotics
enforcement duties then exercised by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, with its basic charter grounded in the
Excise Tax Laws.

Responsibility for controlling smuggling

and illegal importation of drugs remained with customs.
With passage of the Drug Abuse Control Amendments
of 1965, the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control (BDAC) was created
in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW).
.

•

. . •..

~

":

. ··-

- l

. ..

In 1968, Reorganization Plan No. 1 created the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) in the Department of
Justice by combining Treasury's Federal Bureau of Narcotics
and HEW's BDAC.

Customs antismuggling responsibilities

were not specifically changed.

7
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In 1970 the basis for Federal drug law enforcement
was changed from the tax power to the commerce power.
Reorganization Plan No. 2 in 1973 created the Drug Enforcement Administration in the Department of Justice by merging
BNDD, the Office of Drug.Apuse Law Enforcement (ODALE),
and the Office of National Narcotics Intelligence (ONNI),
and taking Customs' functions and personnel having
responsibility for intelligence gathering and investigation
of drug-related smuggling other than border interdiction.
The organizational changes resulting in
formation of DEA are illustrated in Exhibit 1.
Although the U. S. has historically had a
separate agency devoted to enforcement of Federal drug laws,
most foreign countries have just one Federal law enforcement
agency responsible for enforcing all Federal criminal laws.
None is known to have a Federal law enforcement agency
devoted specifically to a single violation.

Foreign

countries do not appear to be handicapped by incorporating
enforcement of all federal laws in the one agency.
B.

DEPICTION OF DRUG ENFORCEMENT PROBLEM

In recent years major Federal enforcement emphasis

~ f:.-i ti
-~ l::·I g
,:;..

·:.:·-.

has been placed on heroin trafficking, heroin being considered the most debilitative of illicit dangerous drugs.
Cocaine, 'cannabis (marijuana), and barbituates and
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amphetamines, have received Federal enforcement attention
but with less emphasis from a policy standpoint than heroin.
Heroin is a derivative of the opium poppy.

Until

a few years ago the poppy fields of Turkey, through the
infamous "French Connectien," were the source of most illicit
heroin in the United States.

The disruption of the "French

Connection" and development of alternative crops in Turkey
nearly eliminated this source of supply of "white" heroin.
Currently as much as 90% of the illicit heroin
on the streets in the
Mexico.

u.

S. is "brown" heroin produced in

Enforcement efforts, including eradication of

poppy fields in Mexico, are beginning to effect a reduction
of this supply.
Now an increasing amount of "white" heroin from
the "Golden Triangle" area of Burma/Thailand is showing up
in the U. s., much of it apparently coming through Europe.
Cocaine is a product of the coca plant,
primarily grown in Peru and Bolivia, and processed and
distributed through Colombia.

It comes to the U. S. via

various routes, through Mexico, Florida and other points
on the East and West Coasts.
Both heroin and cocaine, when refined to
pure form are not bulky and are easily concealed.
Marijuana, on the other hand, is bulky and transportation
is more difficult because it is not as easy to conceal.
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Of course, cannabis refined to hashish, hashish oil,

or other derivatives, is more easily concealed.
In considering motivation for narcotics trafficking,
the paramount factor is the enormous potential prof its to
be realized.

A kilogram-et 50% pure heroin costing perhaps

$40,000 in Mexico, when cut to the normal street purity of
about 6% can be sold in the
of

u.

u. s.

for $1,300,000.

Estimates

S. heroin addict population vary from 500,000 upward.

Daily consmnption is estimated at 35 milligrams per
addict.

At current street level cost of about $1.50 per

milligram, the daily habit would cost over $50.

This trans-

lates to an annual cost to the addict population to support
their habit of approximately $10 billion.
These gross figures show the enforcement problem
is an enormous one.

This, in turn, emphasizes the need for

concentration of investigative attention on major trafficking
organizations to irranobilize their activities as opposed to
an attack upon individual traffickers, especially at the
lower level.
As to the foreign supply problem, it must be
recognized that in many areas, cultivation of the opium
poppy is a way of life, centuries old, to whole populations.

It is their sole source of income and until

alternative means of livelihood are developed and available
to these people, little progress can be made in reducing

11
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the supply.

Further indicative of the problem is the

situation in Colombia where the revenue from cocaine

:;)t] ~
'< .~

on the black market is estimated to exceed legitimate
revenue from coffee, its major and most notable export.
The effect on the

countr~s

economy is inestimable.

The above facts are cited as indicative of the

u. s.

magnitude of the problem facing
agencies.

drug enforcement

Of course, the uses and abuses of illicit

narcotics and dangerous drugs in the

u. s.

are not and

cannot be the sole responsibility of one agency.

Local,

State and Federal effort must all be marshaled in combatting
the problem.
The thousands of State and local law enforcement
personnel are the first line of defense against internal
drug trafficking.

The Federal effort should induce and

assist their discharge of this responsibility but not seek
to supplant, override, or control it.
Many Federal agencies must also contribute
to the drug law enforcement mission:
•customs must fulfill its
responsibility for interdiction
at ports of entry and along our
borders;
•The Internal Revenue Service must
investigate tax law violations;--

12
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•The Bureau of
Firearms, the
agencies must
violations by

Alcohol, Tobacco and
FBI and other Federal
investigate other
drug traffickers; and

•The Department of State--at home and
abroad--must consider drugs as a major
foreign policy issue.
These factors point up one critical circumstance:
the need for a major national debate and policy declaration
on the topics of drug usage and drug law enforcement--domestic
and foreign.
Nonetheless, State and local law enforcement
authorities must still be responsible for the majority
of domestic enforcement, including arrests and seizures.
This, of course, raises another issue.

If

Federal enforcement effort is to be concentrated on the
upper level violators, this requires that work on low
and mid-level violators be handled by State and local
police and prosecutors.

This will increase the burden

on them--a burden many may have neither the resources nor
training to handle.
Exhibit 2 displays the study team's perception
of the U. S. illicit narcotics problem considering that all
hard narcotics originate outside this country.

The first

column shows the distribution system from foreign supply
to fulfill the domestic demand; the second column shows
the method of attack to eradicate or diminish the narcotics

13
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usage; the third column shows the agency or agencies involved
at each stage; and the last column indicates whether this
is perceived as a law enforcement function.
In considering whether FBI assumption of the
narcotics enforcement responsibilities would enhance overall
Federal enforcement efforts (in the area of narcotics and
other current FBI areas of responsibility), the study team
concentrated its attention on the primary law enforcement
mission as historically associated with the FBI.
recognized that illicit narcotics per
violations.

~

It is

represent Federal

Nonetheless, the study team suggests that the

principal Federal law enforcement agency should not have
the primary mission of reducing the foreign supply and
reducing domestic demand - its mission should be limited
to basic criminal law enforcement.

It should not be

charged with responsibilities outside the traditional
scope of law enforcement.
It is necessary, of course, that the responsible
law enforcement agency recognize its obligation to
cooperate closely with those agencies which have the
primary diplomatic and sociological responsibilities for
crop control and demand reduction.
Considerations set forth in this report relating
to potential enhancement of the enforcement effort should
the FBI be given drug enforcement responsibilities, and

"' ·. ·-· :
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the problems associated therewith including the conditions

precedent for such an assumption to be beneficial, are
based upon this perception of the

u. s.

illicit narcotics

problem.
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CONCLUSIONS

The FBI assumption of Federal narcotics
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enforcement responsibility by combining FBI and certain
DEA resources, will result in improved enforcement
capabilities only if the-combining of these resources
is carefully structured to preserve current FBI management
philosophy and structure, Excepted Service status, and
law enforcement orientation and perspective in all
elements of the organi2ation from top management down.
To keep DEA intact as a separate entity in the FBI would
serve only a cosmetic purpose and would not enhance
overall enforcement effectiveness.

Advantages will

accrue only if DEA Agents are trained as FBI Agents and
FBI Agents are trained as narcotics investigators to
provide a totally integrated investigative force with
the necessary flexibility for combined efforts.
The advantages would be:

~

~~·--_; ..:._
·.·.

.- . .:
..:

;.

•The FBI has 8,333 Special Agents,
DEA 2,016 -- combined they would be
a formidable human resource deployed
throughout the U. S. and overseas.

;~

Ll

'FBI training procedures, discipline,
and experience oriented toward conspiracy
type violations would enhance the effort
against high level narcotics traffickers.

I
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•FBI procedures for recording investigative
results including criminal intelligence
and the FBI records system which provides
ready retrieval from a larger data source
and research material would be an asset.
•The higher educational level of FBI
Agents together with the diversity of
background and preemployment experience
would be helpful.
•FBI Special Agent accountants would provide
a special service in tracing funds and assets
of narcotics traffickers not only in the
development of conspiracy violations but
also to lay a foundation for confiscation
and forfeiture--techniques often more
likely to immobilize criminal organizations
than prosecutions.
•FBI informant developing techniques and
the current pool of FBI informants directed
against organized crime would provide a
valuable resource in narcotics enforcement.
•Technical investigative support procedures
and expertise, e.g., legal intercepts, used
by FBI in organized crime investigations
would be effective against high level
narcotics traffickers.
•Long term undercover operational
techniques used by FBI combined with DEA
experience and training in narcotics
undercover operations would enhance the
effort.
·
•combining of DEA regional laboratories
with FBI Laboratory would provide greater
support to all law enforcement elements.
•Extensive FBI support functions, e.g.,
Identification Division, Training Division, and
Technical Services Division, would enhance
narcotics enforcement effort.

18
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•DEA informants, assets, undercover
techniques could enhance law enforcement efforts against organized crime,
white collar crime, and other criminal
activity within the purview of the FBI.
•DEA has extensive foreign and domestic
police officer training programs,
which would be a valuable extension
to the FBI National Academy and other
police training programs and would
solidify the excellent relationship
that exists among local, state and
foreign police officials and their
counterparts at the Federal level.
significant advantaqe--the
concentration of effort which could
be employed by one agency against
major law enforcement problems--white
collar crime, organized crime, and
narcotics. - Such ~ one agency concept
would enable adjustments in priority
according to need on both short and
long-range basis and at any given time
full forces could be directed to a
single major issue.

·~ost

The disadvantages would

be~

•There does not appear to be a concerted
national policy supporting a strong Federal
narcotics enforcement effort (official
Government statements and media stories
indicating a softening on the dangers
of marijuana, cocaine, and to a lesser
extent, heroin) • This places law enforcement in a Vietnam-type conflict with
attendant morale problems which could
permeate the FBI.
•Reportedly, the perception of the FBI
as an intelligence agency might strain
narcotics law enforcement cooperation
in some foreign countries.
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•complexity of reorganization would
cause a period during which there
probably would be a significant diminution
of effort.
•Narcotics is a global problem involving
an agricultural economic system based on
supply and demand which requires intimate
coordination and interaction between law
enforcement and many other interested
agencies.and disciplines . FBI with its
vast and diversified responsibilities
probably would be disinclined to use
extensive resources in non-law enforcement
efforts, i.e., crop eradication and addict
rehabilitation.
Xhis study was not directed towards determining
the effectiveness of DEA but the study team gained certain
impressions of DEA as an organization:
•nEA appears to be more effective today than
two years ago, but not as effective as might
be expected. ·
•Many DEA employees at all levels are
competent, dedicated, knowledgeable, and
purposeful in carrying out their duties.
•niversification of top DEA management
among occupational specialties--not law
enforcement per se--has created rivalries
and a lack of overall enforcement focus.

•oEA records system, which relies heavily
on automation, is limited and does not
adequately serve the total DEA mission.
•nEA Agents are not disciplined to record
detailed investigative results including
intelligence information; the DEA records
system does not readily store and retrieve
essential information for complex investigations.

~-

~!.

~
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•oEA

has an Office of Intelligence co-equal
with its Office of Enforcement. Its
intelligence structure does not interact
effectively with its criminal enforcement
mission.

~~

I
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•nEA Agents do not have the diversity
of experience and backgrounds to provide
investigative support to complex investigations, e.g., accountants.
•oEA personnel are not in the Excepted
Service. 1 Civil Service procedures
encumber management in a law enforcement
organization where management flexibility
and discipline are sorely needed.
•nEA personnel to some degree lack organizational identity and image which comes only
from stability and tradition. They are a
conglomerate of many former agencies with
past and present rivalries.
•some DEA Agents, for one reason 02 another,
are oriented towards a "buy-bustn
enforcement philosophy which detracts
from DEA's efforts to pursue long, painstaking, conspiracy investigations directed
at the highest level of drug trafficking
organizations.
•2s% of DEA Agents do not have college

degrees. This limits the perspective
and enforcement flexibility of the
whole organization.
•DEA management has difficulty in having
policy decisions implemented and multijurisdictional investigations conducted.
This may be due to DEA regional management
structure and the relative autonomy of the
Regional Directors.

•oEA lacks an adequate case management
system which would enable first-line
supervisors to better direct human

n
(;

1 FBI Agents are in the Excepted Service. This is discussed
in more detail in the section captioned nHighlights/
Critical Issues," (page 63).
2 •suy-Bustn is a basic narcotics law enforcement investigative

technique involving the making of an undercover narcotics
purchase and the subsequent arrest of the seller.
21
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resources and which would provide a
method for following and supervising
investigative efforts, particularly
rnultijurisdictional cases.
•nEA personnel in foreign countries

apparently operate, on some occasions,
contrary to host country laws.
We believe

the~ollowing

are the FBI's primary

organizational strengths and characteristics:
•strong leadership
•A law enforcement perspective at all
levels of management based on a career
development prograr.i and a diversity of
backgrounds from which all top management
personnel are appointed from the Special
Agent ranks.
•Flexibility of ma~1agement and operations
and a discipline allowed in the Excepted
Service.
•Records systems, case management systems,
and supervisory philosophy and control
developed over many years as the FBI
grew and took on greater responsibilities.
•FBI hiring and selection procedures
allowed in the Excepted Service which
built a core of Agents with advanced
academic degrees and wide professional
and avocational experience providing a
diversity of perspectives and talents.
•Intangible attributes of image,
esprit de corps, patience and
the will to accomp~ish based on
traditions of success and pride.
Only if these characteristics, which we believe
to have been keys to the FBI's success in the past, are
preserved in the reorganization, will overall law
enforcement effort be enhanced.
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Therefore, if the FBI and certain DEA resources
are to be combined, the study team strongly feels that
all of the following conditions precedent are essential
for the result to be advantageous to the overall law
enforcement effort.
•oEA investigative personnel must be
totally integrated into the FBI mission
by training and assignment as necessary.
•In a like manner, FBI Agents must be
trained as narcotics investigators.
•Top policy management positions must be
retained by incumbent FBI managers.
Certain DEA managers would be needed to
handle expanded jurisdiction.
•supervisors in DEA must be trained as
FBI Agents and FBI supervisors and placed
in career paths wherein they will compete
equally with FBI managers and not exclusively in narcotics related activities.
•oEA support personnel would be transferred
from DEA to the FBI on a need basis.
•There would be no reduction in force
(RIF) action taken against FBI personnel
as a result of any reorganization. Any
RIF necessary would occur among incumbent
DEA personnel.
•DEA personnel would be accepted as needed
onl~ if they voluntarily waive existing
Civil Service competitive status and are
placed in Excepted Service positions.
•DEA personnel who do not have appropriate
clearances and those subject to pending
integrity investigations or administrative
inquiries would not be accepted until
background investigations were conducted
and appropriate screening as necessary
was completed. The acceptance of any DEA
employee in these categories would be at
the discretion of the Director of the FBI.
23
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•That the Regulatory and Compliance functions
currently handled by DEA be transferred to
some other Federal agency as these are not

primarily criminal law enforcement functions.
•That legislation be enacted increasing FBI
supergrade level by 23 positions and the
Executive Level by 1.
•That a supplemental appropriation be
enacted to cover transition expenses.
This appropriation would be above the
level of current appropriations for FBI
and DEA combined.
To accomplish such a reorganization, Federal
legislation will be required to overcome certain Civil Service
statutory and regulatory restrictions.
In conclusion, we emphasize that no reorganization
of the Federal narcotics law enforcement effort will be
a panacea for the national narcotics problem.

The illicit

trafficking in narcotics is a criminal endeavor undertaken
in response to enormous profits generated by the global
laws of supply and demand controlled by economic and
sociological factors on which U. S. law enforcement has
little if any impact.
Perhaps needed most of all is a clearly defined
National policy on drug law enforcement
enunciated and supported by the highest
levels of government.
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IV.

A.

HIGHLIGHTS/CRITICAL ISSUES

LEGISLATION
Issue:

If FBI were to assume Federal
drug enforcement responsibility,
certain legislation would be
necessary.

All FBI employees are in the Excepted Service;
most DEA employees are in the Competitive Service.

By law,

FBI appropriations cannot be used to pay employees not in
the Excepted Service.
DEA 26.

The FBI has 140 supergrade positions;

The FBI has four Executive level positions; DEA

has two.
Legislation would be required to:
(1) Provide that all DEA employees
transferred to the FBI · be placed
in the Excepted Service.

(2) Provide authority for the FBI Director
to place 23 anditional positions in
the FBI in Grades 16, 17 and 18.
(3) Provide for an additional Executive
level position in the FBI.
(4) Provide an adequate supplemental
appropriation to effect the transition.
In addition to the required legislation
indicated above, a more orderly structured and effective
transition would result if leqislation were enacted to:
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(1) Transfer compliance and regulatory
functions together with assigned
personnel to another Federal agency
(2) Mandate the FBI's authority as the
primary U. S. narcotics law enforcement
agency both foreign and domestic
(3) Delineate.J;he roles of the FBI
other agencies, especially the
Customs Service; specifically,
customs role to that of border
only

and
U. S.

limiting
interdiction

(4) Define the FBI's primary mission as
narcotics criminal law enforcement,
with reduction of supply and demand
not being elements in this pri1Tlary
mission
(5) Define responsibility and authority for
FBI's investigative operations in foreign
countries relating to narcotics
i c:-"'.' '(

~

(6) Provide guidelines for the relationship
between FBI and local/~tate law enforcement
aqencies regarding narcotics law enforcement
(7) Vest in the FBI Director the authority
in his final discretion to accept DEA
personnel into positions in the FBI
based upon a transition plan to be
developed by the FBI Director
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(8) Mandate before ceasing to exist as an
entity DEA handle necessary disposition
of any DEA personnel not being accepted
into the FBI (whether not beinq placed
by the FBI Director or not choosing to
transfer to the FBI for personal or
other reasons). This should be by
transfer to another agency or reduction
in force, if necessary
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B.

ORGANIZATION

1.

Total Integration of Personnel
Issue:

DEA investigative personnel accepted
into the FBI should be totally integrated
into the FBI mission.

Total integration of investigative personnel
is regarded as the only workable approach to obtain the
full advantage of the resulting larger work force which
would be created by FBI assumption of DEA resources. To
bring DEA resources into the

!'B~

as a Division or other-

wise a separate entity would serve only a cosmetic purpose.
It would not serve to enhance O\•erall enforcement
effectiveness.
The FBI's presence in many cities an4 towns in
the

u.s. where DEA does not have representation can only

be advantageous if all Agent personnel in those areas are
capable of working drug cases.

The experience of FBI

personnel in organized crime matters, conspiracy cases and
•

in the use of Title III technical installations will substantially reinforce current DEA investigative strategies
provided the value of these approaches may be realized by
the use of interchangeable personnel.

.
nationwide

On occasion, the attack on a major case of
scope calls for a short ranqe commitment of

a major portion of total

i~vesti9ative

manpower.

The

full impact of such resources can only be concentrated

27
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on narcotics matters if all personnel are knowledgeable
and capable of handling their assignments.
The contrasting managerial approaches and investigative methodology of DEA and the FBI outlined in this study
cannot be siMultaneousl:r-applied within the same organization.
In the event a decision is made to have the FBI assume
Federal narcotics enforcement responsibilities, the investigative procedures and policies of the FBI must be uniformly
applied by all investigative personnel.

otherwise, the

advantages of a combining of forces would be thwarted by
the creation of two separate management systems, two categories of investigators and competition within the same
organization and the changes effected would not enhance
overall enforcement.
To enable the elements of this work force to
easily exchange intelligence data and set out investigative
tasks, the investigator must be cognizant of the investgative interests of other personnel within his agency.

He

must be encouraged to develop a sense of personal obligation
to see that useful intelligence information is transmitted
to where it's needed regardless of whether or not it is of
significant value to the case he is currently working.
Such a sense of obligation comes from a feeling of identity
with all of the other personnel in his organization that
can only come from a total melding of all personnel.
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2.

Compliance and Regulatory Functions
Issue:

Should a criminal law enforcement
agency have compliance and regulatory
responsibilities?

The goal of DEA compliance efforts is to
eliminate the diversion-of legitimately produced controlled
substances into the illicit drug market.

Under the Control-

led Substances Act, the Attorney General has the authority
to classify manufactured controlled substances by "achedu.l..ing," to establish quotas and to require handlers of
these products to register on an annual basis.
General has vested this authority in DEA.

The Attorney

DEA conducts

inspections and audits to assure compliance.

Compliance

investigators do not have the power of arrest, the authority to carry firearms, or to serve or execute search warrants.

DEA personnel in the 13 domestic regional offices

conduct administrative hearings which can result in administrative, civil, or no action.

Having employees within the

criminal law enforcement agency empowered to conduct these
hearings is tantamount to having them serve as investigators,
judge, and jury to interpret the regulations they set in the
first place.
There is a definite need for these activities
to control the manufacture and flow of legal drugs: however,
this does not appear to be properly placed in a criminal
law enforcement agency.

Notwithstanding, there is a joint
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interest in sharing intelligence and it is essential that
criminal violations be reported as soon as possible to the
appropriate responsible agency.

The advantages of having

compliance investigators and criminal investigators in the
same agency are closer

~rdination,

and immediate referral capability.

information retrieval,
These are outweighed

by' the potential conflicts of interest.

The FBI has many

investigative responsibilities but none involving regulatory or compliance functions.

Adding compliance investi-

gators who are in a different General Schedule series
(GS 1810) than criminal investigators {series GS 1811) would
deny the current flexibility inherent in FBI Agents to investigate all types of violations.

Assumption of these

responsibilities might set a precedent and lead to further
regulatory and compliance functions being assigned to the FBI.
The Study Team strongly feels that, should the
FBI be given the responsibilities for narcotics enforcement,
the regulatory and compliance function currently performed
by the Off ice of Compliance and Regulatory Affairs in DEA
should be transferred to some other Federal agency.

Under

any such reorganization, the FBI should be given the responsibility and authority to conduct criminal investigations
involving criminal diversion of all controlled substances
in the same manner the FBI presently handles referrals from
other Federal regulatory agencies.
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C.

OPERATIONS

1.

Diminution of Effort During Transition
Issue:

Any major reorganization
will result in some loss
of effectiveness during
transition.

The study team stresses that potential
enhancement of law enforcement efforts flowing from
FBI assumption of Federal narcotics law enforcement
responsibilities by combining of certain FBI/DEA resources
is in the long term.

Such a reorganization will eventually

provide greater flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness
through greater resources in personnel, equipment and
management.

This will affect not only narcotics law

enforcement but other related priority law enforcement
issues as well.
The reorganization will not produce these
beneficial results overnight.

Inherent in any major

organizational restructuring is a transition period during
which unusual time and effort must be devoted to training,
~:i :.

, ... ····

L:t

·~ ~~0.!·~:-i Ls
:-. ~ ~ '

.:

personnel problems, management adjustments, and redefining
of policies, tactics and procedures.

This necessarily

detracts from enforcement activities and results in a
diminution of effectiveness.

How long this transition

period lasts is dependent upon the degree of orderly
preplanning and careful prestructuring of the implementation.
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The study team encountered several Federal
prosecutors, OF.A personnel, and others who stated that
the narcotics

proble.~

is "here and now," not in the future.

They opposed any suggestion of the combining of DEA into
the FBI as they envisionee-the reorganizational trauma
resulting in a lessening of pressure on the criminal
eleITlent, particularly narcotics violators.

We do not

disagree with this assessment insofar as the short term
is concerned.
Should DEA and FBI resources be combined, the
FBI would of course immediately recognize and adjust to
the priority mission of narcotics law enforcement.
Certainly the magnitude of the problem would not allow
the level of effort to be reduced--it may well be increased.
This is not to say that the FBI would necessarily use the
same tactics or procedures as now used by DEA.
Further, we recognize that the narcotics and
-:::·· -.·;...
~-:

; < '~
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~
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n

u

dangerous drugs problem will be upon us as long as there
is a supply and a demand--factors upon which

, .:;.:

enforcement has very little impact.

u.

S. law

The large sums of money

to be realized from illicit drug traffic will always entice
some into this criminal endeavor.
and now" and in the future.
.. ;

:::

The problem is both "here

Although we sense that DEA

'*

,, f'.j ~
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as an organization has not reached its full effectiveness
since the last reorganization in 1973, and another reorganization now will suspend the maximization of enforcement
efforts, the study team believes that in the long term
the combining of certain DEA/FBI resources should lead to

td §

a

enhancement of overall enforcement efforts.

This will

result from the provision of greater forces, efficiency,
flexibility and resources to not only narcotics enforcement
but to other priority law enforcement targets as well.
It is recognized that past history of drug enforce-

i~;~·"I

ment reorganizations shows significant loss of effectiveness

bi

a

during transition.

Complexities of an FBI assumption of

DEA responsibilities are such that short-term diminution of
effort could likewise be significant.
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2. Investigative Techniques (Retrospective vs.
Prospective)
Issue:

It has been suggested that the FBI
investigates "retrospectively" and
narcotics enforcement requires "prospective" investigation, therefore
the FBI is not qualified to investigate narcotics violations.

There are certain myths or misunderstandings which
imply that the FBI and DEA are unlike in that, whereas
FBI investigates retrospectively crimes known to have been
conunitted, DEA investigates prospectively

by seeking infor-

mation about crimes that will be connnitted, or by creating
some antecedent conditions for a crime to occur (e.g.,
offers to buy heroin).
In fact it is difficult to imagine any investigative
agency which does not employ both prospective and retrospective investigative techniques.

We are well aware of

the fact that both the FBI and DEA use both techniques.

We

suspect that the real issue is the type of emphasis placed
on the prospective undercover agent technique frequently
used by DEA.

In this context, then the implication is that

the FBI would be deficient in narcotics enforcement because it has little expertise or proclivity to use such a
technique to the degree necessary.
Such thoughts ignore some of the basic responsibilities
and investigative priorities of the FBI.

The FBI has been

deeply involved in organized crime investigations for a
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Invariably these investigations involve

ongoing conspiracies requiring prospective investigative
tactics.

They are often in the general areas of crimes

which have no complainant, i.e., racketeering, shylocking,
gambling, prostitution,-and pornography.

In investigating

these types of crimes, as well as many others, the FBI
frequently uses similar techniques as are used in investigating narcotics matters.
The FBI recently has received national publicity in
-

a "store front" covert operation in Washington, D.C.
known as "The Sting."

In this operation,FBI Agents together

with local law enforcement officers assumed the role of
organized crime figures involved in fencing operations.
(Undercover operation wherein antecedent condition was
set up to enable a crime to occur.)

This is just one such

example among numerous that could be cited.
DEA's undercover type role typically involves a rel-

" :: fl

atively short time span, e.g., the introduction by an

G

informant of a DEA Agent, playing an undercover role, to

:' )

a narcotics trafficker for the purpose of purchasing

.:.

''

narcotics from the trafficker.

If possible, a succession

of buys are made by the undercover Agent up the organization
ladder, to the highest practical level.

The operation is

usually terminated by an arrest at a point where judgement
indicates the potential for additional success would not
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warrant the additional time and expense.

This technique

is generally referred to in law enforcement vernacular
as "buy-bust".
In contrast the FBI undercover operation is usually one
of longer duration wherein the FBI undercover Agent with
appropriate cover and back-up protection operates in place
over an extended period of time in an effort to develop as
much evidence concerning as many crimes and criminals as
possible.
As ;ust one example,

l

I

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J~

To date information developed and testimony furnished by this one FBI
undercover Agent has resulted in 15 Federal convictions
and 3 local convictions.

Also, there are 8 additional

subjects who have been indicted and are awaiting trial in
36
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U.S. District Court and 11 others awaiting trial in
State and local courts.

Most of these indictments are based

on Extortionate Credit Transactions (shylocking) or
Interstate Gambling Business violations.
During FY 1976 there were 1091 persons convicted in
U.S. Courts based on FBI organized crime investigations.
The vast majority of these involved prospective type investigations.
in only

This is indicative of the extent of FBI involvement
~

category of prospective type investigations.

Several federal prosecutors advised the study team
that DEA Agents are not generally prosecution oriented.
They are arrest oriented and look to the federal prosecutor
to develop or request development of the necessary additional
testimony and facts to fortify as much as possible the
potential for a successful prosecution.
We feel that to a degree this opinion results from
heavy emphasis on the "buy-bust" technique.

i [~! [l
~

":

. ..

-,

:-,

It is exciting,

glamorous and has great appeal to the active law enforcement officer (whether he is a DEA Agent or FBI Agent); however,
without sufficient managerial discipline and administrative
control this technique has the potential of over emphasizing
the arrest of the low.level trafficker.

As the officer

•buys up the ladder" the investigation usually becomes more
tedious and time consuming and the judgement for terminating
with the "bust" becomes more appealing.
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There is a prevalent feeling both in and out of DEA

:l
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that narcotics investigations are "dirty business," and

~: ;!:J ~

effective investigators

•.·.~·1 ~

narcotics at the street level as a primary step to uncover

~

get down in the dirt.

This

feeling is generated by the investigative technique of buying

>·>:.

sources of trafficking at higher levels.
danger at this level can be very great.

The element of
The investigators

tend to develop a "macho" complex and cite examples of having
to be ready to display their willingness to get involved

.

•.

.
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at that level

t~

gain support and cooperation from informants,

local and foreign police officers.

This "buy-bust" philosophy

is the "visible" activity by which many persons evaluate all
operations of narcotics investigators including DEA.
The study team recognizes this approach is a
valuable technique but has gained the impression that heavy
emphasis on the "buy-bust" approach has to an extent detracted

:~

-~

from the DEA organizational mission of developing conspiracy
cases in an effort to effectively immobilize high-level
traffickers.

It would be expected that if the FBI were

to assume jurisdiction for Federal narcotics enforcement
this technique would not be totally abandoned but that
other investigative techniques which the FBI has used
successfully in the past would be used to augment the
Federal effort directed against major narcotics traffickers.
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3. Foreign Invoivement

Issues: 1. Perception of FBI as an intelligence
agency reportedly might strain
narcotics law enforcement cooperation
in some foreign countries.
2. In certain foreign countries DEA
apparently operates contrary to
law of the host country which FBI
would not do.
Two issues concerning necessary drug enforcement
effort overseas have been raised during the course of this
study.
There is a concern that should FBI assimilate drug
enforcement responsibilities the mere name of the FBI could
in some ways adversely affect the degree of cooperation
received in various foreign countries.

This concern is

based upon the assumption that since the FBI has a national
security/foreign counterintelligence mission domestically,
FBI representatives overseas are engaged in endeavors in
furtherance of this mission.

The FBI has a very limited

nwnber of representatives overseas who act in a liaison
capacity and are

~

involved in foreign counterintelli-

gence activities.
We have not determined what position each and
every country would take, but FBI representatives abroad
and those involved at Headquarters with overseas
operations felt that an FBI assumption of the DEA mission
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would not adversely affect the current FBi mission overseas nor would foreign law enforcement authorities be reluctant to deal with the FBI relating to narcotics matters
even though this would change the FBI presence from liaison
capacity to a more operational mode.
U.S. Embassy and Consular officials, including
Ambassadors where available, were contacted during this
study and expressed the view that an FBI assumption of
drug enforcement responsibilities would have no adverse
effect on the present missions of FBI or DEA.l
Foreign police officials, including sone directly
involvetl with narcotics enforcement. were contacted by the
study tearn.

The great majority indicated they would be in

favor of such a consolidation
FBI's overall reputation.

b~sed

principally upon the

The few who incicated they per-

sonally felt a separate agency to handle narcotics was
preferable indicated they would have no reluctance whatsoever
to deal with the FBI should it acquire the narcotics enforcement mission.

The foreign police officials contacted

did express satisfaction with DEA's foreign efforts.
The study teaI"J found no specific basis for the concern
that foreign cooperation regarding drug enforcement might
be lessened by an FBI assumption of these duties.
The other concern is one of the study team.
response to the

e~phasis

In

on attacking the narcotics problem

1 DEA received communications from State Department personnel at
certain overseas locations expressing reservations about FBI
assuraption of narcotics enforcement responsibilities. Certain
State Department and foreign officials have indicated preference
for a continuation of the one agency (DEA) concept for drug
enforcement.
40
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at every level, DEA has greatly expanded its overseas opera-

tions and has assumed a broad operational stance in most
countries where it has representation.

Some countries are

quite restrictive as to the degree of operational latitude
given U.S. drug enforcement personnel.

Law enforcement

authorities in other host countries give at least tacit
approval to DEA's becoming much more operationally involved,
e.g., developing and operating informants, working undercover,
making buys of illicit drugs, participating with the host
country law enforcement personnel in investigative activity,
international case making, etc.
It must be recognized, however, that associated with

$f~ .
;~Ja
i

expansion are inherent problems of host government sovereignty,

~{ ~~!j .

possible displacement of indigenous police functions and the
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appropriate development (rather than replacement) of foreign
government enforcement capabilities.

Cooperation of

foreign governments is essential to the success of international narcotics control programs, but particularly in those
countries wherein DEA has assumed a high degree of operational
activity, the cooperation could become subject to extreme
political sensitivity, both in the host countries and in the
U.S.

DEA personnel have accepted the challenge of reducing
the flow of illicit narcotics in every way possible and

.

have given the broadest possible interpretation to guide-

41

lines restricting their overseas activities.

This maximiza-

tion of operational latitude in some areas involves DEA
personnel in situations that would be contrary to host
country law if undertaken by the host country law enforcement personnel.

For instance, some countries prohibit their

own law enforcement personnel from working undercover,
some prohibit anyone from buying or possessing illicit
drugs, yet DEA personnel regularly work undercover and
make buys of illicit drugs in furtherance of investiga-

tive activities.

Although DEA Foreign Activities Guidelines

limit foreign activities to the extent permitted by host
country law, DEA personnel recognize the conflicts but
operate to the optimum of what is allowed by host country
law enforcement authorities.

Although this operational

latitude is at least tacitly approved in the host country,
by DEA management, and by u. s. Embassy/Consulate personnel,

it could be subject to extreme controversy.
The view was expressed by one foreign law enforcement
official that certain foreign law enforcement perspnnel
are "using" DEA by allowing them to engage in activity
prohibited by their own laws, regulations or policies, and

,i

1''B

i; ~, ;: ~

if it were to become an issue DEA personnel could find themselves in violation of foreign laws and without support from
officials with whom they are working.
A9ent~

In this event, the

could possibly l>e personally liable.

Should ±he rBt a,a.i.Jnilate narcotics enforcement
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responsibilities, the degree of operational latitude
exercised would not be as great in some countries.

The

FBI would not, indeed could not, operate in any country
contrary to the laws of that country or the U.S.
The need for foreign.. activity in support of the
dnag enforcement mission is not questioned and the FBI
would operate in a manner necessary to achieve the best
possible results but within the limitations and restrictions not only of United States and international law but
also with due consideration for the propriety of the particular activity.

In this regard, it must be noted that DEA

activity which may be tolerated might well not be tolerated
if done by the FBI in view of the much higher public profile
of the FBI.
In assessing what may be expected of U.S.law enforcernent efforts overseas, it must be acknowledged that
as long as a high demand for narcotics continues in the
United States the supply will likely be sustained somewhere in the world.

This will be assured by the enormous

prof it potential to traffickers both in foreign lands
and in the U.S.

Accordingly, U.S. overseas law enforce-

ment efforts alone, regardless of the size and deployment
of the force, could not be expected to substantially
stem the tide of narcotics before they reach a point of
interdiction at the border or arrive on the domestic
·;.:·
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scene itself.

However, some impact and success can be

expected solely from the law enforcement effort.

The U.S.

presence in foreign countries is vital to influence
through diplomacy furtherance of U.S. drug strategy, to
demonstrate the high priority of the U.S. commitment to
drug suppression, to aid foreign authorities in improving their own law enforcement efforts, and to carry
out important operational and training activities.

En-

cumbrances to the U.S. foreign law enforcement effort
in different countries, such as restrictions of varying
laws, internal political attitudes, and internal economic
considerations cannot be easily overcome.
As important as the U.S. law enforcement presence
is in foreign lands, more vital is the implementation of
U.S. foreign policy as it impacts on crop eradication,
crop substitution, and efforts to encourage greater
action against the narcotics problem by the
governments themselves.
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4.

Southwest Border Operations
Issue:

Magnitude of law enforcement
problems, and division of authority
among several agencies, affects
narcotics law enforcement on
Southwest Border.

The Mexican-U.-S, Border presents unique problems
to Federal law enforcement agencies.
Naturalization Service (INS),
(Customs), and

DEA

o.

Inunigration and

S. Customs Service

all have a mandated interest in the

flow of narcotics and dangerous drugs and traffickers in
these conunodities across that border.
•INS is responsible for preventing
entry of any illegal, criminal, or
inadmissible alien, including narcotics traffickers or addicts.
•customs is charged with the seizure
of all forms of contraband entering
the U. s., including.narcotics and
dangerous drugs.
•oEA is mandated to enforce the Controlled Substances Act domestically
as well as to influence and encourage
Mexican authorities to eliminate the
growth and attempt to control the
flow of illicit drugs from Mexico to
the u. s.
•The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, the u. s. Coast Guard, and
the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) as well as the FBI, exercise
closely related law enforcement functions in the border area.
If INS or Customs discovers narcotics or dangerous
drugs in the course of its border inspections, each is
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obligated to notify DEA of that discovery and DEA pursues
any legal process.

The survey team ascertained that the

biggest problem in one DEA border office (El Paso) is the
amount of time that must be devoted to working referral
cases based on INS and Customs interdiction of small quantities of narcotics at the border.

This office had 1500

such referrals last year, and the 23 Agents assigned to
that off ice spent over 16 percent of their time on such
referrals.

DEA Agents stated that seldom do these cases

have any inpact on slowing down narcotics traffic nor do
they result in substantial convictions.
The DEA investigative thrust along this border
is placed in a perplexing predicament.

DEA national policy

encourages the concentration of investigative resources on
Class I and II traffickers yet along the border local Class
III and IV violators are breaking narcotics laws, which are
concurrent State and Federal violations, with iMpunity
because of the apparent inability of the local criminal
justice systems to cope with the problerr..

National news

media have recently highlighted the sudden affluence of
Southwest border communities where border property owners,
destitute a few short years ago, are now conspicuous consmners with large amounts of ready cash attributable to
trafficking in marijuana.

,t·:; m
-~ :

.

state that, despite frequent statements made to the contrary, successful marijuana traffickers along the border

[
,.;-._

DEA investigative personnel
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also involve themselves in the trafficking of heroin and
cocaine.
Some DEA border personnel are of the opinion
that Class III and IV violators apprehended "either go
Federal or they go free" in certain jurisdictions, meaning
they will only be successfully prosecuted in Federal courts
based on DEA investigations.

They believe the key to

successful overall narcotics investigations is utilizing
the threat of prosecution against Class III and IV violators
to coerce them into supporting investigative efforts

a~ed

at apprehension and prosecution of the Class I and II
violators in their supply systems.

An essential element

in this process is an aggressive attitude on the part of
local and Federal prosecutors and some DEA border personnel
feel this is, for the most part, lacking.
The survey team found the high rate of trafficking
along the border has overtaxed existing DEA capabilities
for maintaining a flow of intelligence information of value
to investigative elements of DEA and other law enforcement
agencies.
The overlapping jurisdiction and efforts of INS,
Customs, and DEA; the high degree of criminality on both
sides of the border; the degree of effectiveness of the
Mexican police authorities; and the sheer volumes of people
and vehicles crossing the border has resulted in each agency

E
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On August 14, 1974, EPIC became operational.
Probably the major achievement of EPIC is the intangible
form of cooperation it has generated among DF..A, INS, Customs,
U. S. Coast Guard, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
Federal Aviation Administration, and a multitude of State
and local agencies.

EPIC itself physically resembles a

wartime military combat information center and is in service on a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week basis, manned by a
staff col'lprised of DFA, INS and Coast Guard personnel.
Part of this staff, known as "The Watch Section," is trained
in disseminating data and is responsive to incoMinq authorized inquiries.

This section is primarily concerned with ·

subject inquiries and lookout stops.

Each inquiry is

recorded manually, indexed, processed and retained.

The

other part of the staff is known as the "Analysis Section."
Its function is to track events as they occur on a current
basis and compare them with incoming investigative reports
and updated data from the participating aqencies.

This

section produces intelligence sununary data through analysis
and cross-correlation of information from all participating
agencies.
EPIC is essentially a conununications and data
storage and retrieval center.

In addition to nationwide

telephone service, it has a secure teletypewriter system
and extensive nationwide radio networks with Single Side

... . ,.
(: . -

'

~
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Band Radio via Telephone Patch.

The teletypewriter system

is extensive and is linked to the State and Defense Departments' overseas system and to the FBI's National Crime
Information Center System.

EPIC has a direct link to

the DEA Automated Teleprocessing System (DATS).

This is

a nationwide multistation teleprocessing system which
services 13 Regional Offices, 51 selected District Offices
and 8 laboratories.

This system provides rapid access to

criminal, biographical and other pertinent data on any
drug violator of current interest.
EPIC is in the early stages of developing its
own computerized intelligence iuformation storage and
retrieval system which has been named "PATHFINDER-I."

The

objective of this svstem is to provide to all intelligence
and enforcement personnel authorized to use EPIC, an integrated and centralized capability for instantaneous information dealing with known or suspected illicit drug activities.

In addition to primary subjects and their aliases

on file, it will also display from file known associates,
cars, boats, airplanes and guns owned or found to be in
the subject's possession.
EPIC also maintains an FAA air microfiche file,
U. S. Vessel documentation microfiche file, INS air inspection-alien smuggling and fraudulent document indices and
file, access to the California Narcotics Information Network,

t~· ra
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and to the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System (NLETS).

The center contains an elaborate map dis-

play system of the world and other maps 0£ pertinent areas
therein where

i~licit

drug movement, illegal entry of aliens,

or smuggling of weapons and contraband are likely to occur.
~hrough

this visual aid the "Watch Section• is able to spot

and trace the movement of selected targets and violators'
movements and activities.

such movements or occurrences

are reported to EPIC by the various participating agencies
once the agencies have been notified that a •1ookout" has
been placed on a particular subject, vehicle or craft1
e.g., the FAA will follow aircraft flights on its ·nationwide radar system and will keep EPIC advised via its communication network as to the location of the aircraft.
Since estimates running to nearly 90 percent
have been offered as representing the percentage of Mexican
heroin in the total

u. s.

consumption, it is difficult not

to emphasize the detrimental impact border competition has
on the effective accomplislunent of DEA'& mission.

EPIC

has not overcome the problem of overlapping jurisdiction,
jealousies, and competition between the various agencies
having border management responsibilities.
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This study- was not designed to provide an in-

depth analysis of the overall Federal law enforcement
activities in relation to the

u.

s.-Mexican border.

None-

theless, it is obvious there is critical need for a more
coordinated, effective effort to impact on the problem from
the jurisdictional aspect of many agencies.

There is

duplication of effort, e.g., EPIC, TECS, and INS's system
which is under development, all are computerized systems de. signed to improve the effectiveness of the border enforcement
efforts.

There is serious competition among the agencies.

Communications equipment varies among the agencies often
making cooperative operations difficult or impossible.
This wasteful duplication and competition in fulfilling
border-related Federal law enforcement functions needs
improvement by a strong, unified policy and closer cooperation.
The study team has no ready solution to the
border problem.

It is discussed here to emphasize the

magnitude of the problem and to indicate that this par-

ticular law enforcement problem will not be solved merely
by having the FBI assume responsibility for Federal narcotics law enforcement.
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5.

Informants
Issue:

Two different approaches to
the utilization of informants
are ~sed by FBI and DEA.

In enforcement activities, DEA emphasizes
use of its investigative personnel and informants in undercover assignments.

For the most part, its informants are

developed and used on a "one-time" basis usually in connection with undercover activities to introduce an undercover Agent into an on-going criminal activity with the
normal expectation that the informant's identity will be
disclosed during the course of prosecution.

Long-term

intelligence-type informants, with possible exception of
some in overseas areas, are not characteristic of the relationships entered into by DEA Agents and people who supply information to them.

Many DEA Agents feel that, in

order to penetrate high-level drug conspiracy organizations,
there is a definite unfulfilled need for high-quality intelligence informants who can furnish needed information on
a continuing basis relative to these organizations.
Of course, it is recoqnized that because DEA
Agents are limited to the investigation of narcotics violations, their approach to informants can be narrower in
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scope than that of the FBI.

By way of contrast, the FBI

must maintain a corps of informants familiar with organized
crime and racketeering, domestic security and terrorism,
foreign counterintelligence, and a whole spectrum of other
criminal violations such as hijacking, bank robbery, jewel
thefts, and the like.

b7 E Pe r DEJI.

I

~

This differs from the

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-I

FBI's philosophy and policy of attempting to establish a
longstanding confidential relationship with its informants.
The FBI makes concerted effort to avoid compromising or
identifying its informants.

This has enabled the FBI

to develop and operate highly placed and strategic sources
in the Organized Crime and White Collar Crime fields.

As

a matter of policy, FBI informants are used only as a last
resort for purposes of testimony, with the aim of utilizing
their services in successive cases in the area of criminal
activity with which they are familiar.

In order to accom-

plish this objective, efforts are made to protect the
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identity of·informants and to construct a prosecutable
case in a manner that precludes the necessity for informant
testimony where possible.
DEA also develops sources called defendantinformants.

These are persons who have been or could be

arrested for violation of narcotics laws and have agreed to
cooperate.

This type of informant can be very effective

but his use is limited to the case in question.
In the FBI,,

b7 E

After the passage of three statutes in 1961
which injected the FBI into the fight against organized
crime, it became clear that a successful organized crime
program has two basic interrelated characteristics:

(1) the

ability of Agents to develop, on·a continuing basis, quality
intelligence information relating to persons and activities
associated with organized crime: and (2) the Agents' ability
to translate intelligence information developed into the

f::;r~

' ·~
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bases of meaningful prosecutive cases directed against
high-level underworld figures on a continuing basis within
the various criminal statutes.
'rhe purpose of the FBI's criminal informant program is to obtain information relating to violations of law
within the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI.

While

many other valuable sources of information are available,
the use of criminal informants is undoubtedly one of the
most important tools used by the FBI to gather information
of

s~gnificant

bearing on criminal investigations.

The overwhelming majority of successful investigations conducted by the FBI have relied, to some degree
or another, on the participation of inforl'\Clnts.

In many

cases, informant information served as the basis for the
initiation of these investigations and also provided the
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foundation for the utilization of highly effective investigative techniques such as long-term undercover operations

~

and Title III electronic installations.

In other situations,

the course of the investigation was, in large measure,
directed by the flow of informant information.

In complex

cases, more than one informant may contribute his or her
services and information to the effort of resolving the
investigation.
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Experience has demonstrated that the value of an
informant in an investigation varies with the nature of the
criminal activity.

The more complicated and sophisticated

the subject matter of the investigation and the more covert
the criminal enterprise involved, the greater the need for
informant information.

This principle is most clearly dem-

onstrated in highly sophisticated organized crime and white
collar crime investigations which almost always involve the
use of informants.

These cases £or the most part are being

investigated by the FBI prospectively, i.e., seeking infermation about crimes which will be committed, or which are
being committed and no complaint is made.
The FBI considers it extremely important in these
cases to develop as much corroborative evidence as possible
and to look at each investigation from a total view.

Con-

sideration is almost always given to the lawful utilization
of body recording devices and/or transmitters on cooperative
individuals who are dealing with subjects, the review of
financial records to develop patterns of financial activity
on the part of subjects which may assist in the identification of witnesses and other subjects, and the utilization
of court-approved electronic surveillance under the provisions
of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets
Act of 1968.
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In part, the DEA domestic criminal informant
program is geared toward the short-term "buy and bust•
narcotics law enforcement technique.

The FBI program

generally is to develop a long-tenn association with the
informant and allow him to develop within his criminal
organization so he can provide the highest level of intelligence possible over an extended period of time.

Information

developed by FBI informants is used, insofar as possible, to
develop admissible evidence from sources other than the
informant, thereby developing a more reliable type of testimony
and shielding the informant from unnecessary exposure.
These approaches (FBI and DEA) to the utilization
of informants are different in style and philosophy.

However,

there is nothing involved in these differences that persuades the study team that the combining of DEA/FBI informant
resources in the FBI would be counterproductive to the
overall law enforcement effort.

In fact, it is our opinion

that the FBI informant program should enhance the narcotics
enforcement effort, particularly with regard to high-level
traffickers.
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6.

Cooperation with Local/State Law Enforcement
Issue:

Would the FBI fund and participate in local/State narcotics
enforcement task forces to the
same degree as DEA?

DEA is charged with the development of a Federal
drug law enforcement strategy to encompass cooperation and
coordination with all levels of law enforcement.

Over the

years, DEA has provided manpower and equipment support to
task forces composed of local and/or State narcotics enforcernent personnel, usually in major metropolitan areas.

DEA

personnel and some equipnent are provided at DEA expense,
but operating costs and sorne payroll costs for assigned
police officers and support personnel have been provided
principally by Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA) grants.

The LEAA grants for these task forces are

being terminated after FY 1977, and DEA has requested funding
in its FY 1978 budget to continue these operations.
According to a General Accounting Office report of
Oecert'.ber 13, 1975, entitled "Federal Drug Enforcement:
Strong Guidance Needed," the mission of the task forces is
to control illicit drug traffic in their geographic areas
thrcugh (l} urgrading the level of drug law enforcement by
local and State enforcement agencies, (2) targeting street
and middle level violators, (3) directing its activities
to communities where adequate resources are not available,
(4) emphasizing investigations of drugs such as heroin which
60
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produce greater danger to society as opposed to less
dangerous drugs such as marijuana, and (5) coordinating
its drug enforcement activities with the appropriate DEA
Regional or District Office.
The in-depth

t.r.~ining

of local/State police

officers, results of joint efforts, and intelligence gained
from these combined operations are important benefits.
Cooperation is a key to the effectiveness of overall
narcotics enforcement as it is in other areas where violations cover both local/State, and Federal jurisdictions.
The FBI has traditionally cooperated with and
worked with local and State agencies in all areas of mutual
interest and jurisdiction.

This cooperation includes par-

ticipation in undercover operations in the areas of organized crime and property crime principally for the purpose
of joining resources to combat large scale criminal conspiracies falling within both Federal and local/State
jurisdiction.
The FBI's philosophy is that Federal law enforcement should honor the prerogative and primary enforcement
responsibilities of local/State law enforcement agencies
but should assist through training and cooperative functions.
The Federal law enforcement effort should be primarily
devoted to the multijurisdictional national, interstate, or
international criminal activities.

Assistance to local/
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State authorities should be supportive of undiminished
State and local responsibilities - it should not supplant
or duplicate them, or be in competition with them.
It is realized OF.A's intimate participation with
the local/State police in the task force operations which
involve working the lower level and street-type narcotics
violations is in conformity with longstanding Federal
policy of direct assistance in such matters.

Nonetheless,

as a general philosophy, we feel Federal efforts should be
directed toward major cases involving multijurisdictional
violators.

Local/State authorities should discharge their

responsibilities concerning the lower level violators which
are principally local in nature--drug law enforcement is
not a Federal problem only.
This change of approach, of course, could not be
immediately accomplished taking cognizance of the fact that
the entire narcotics enforcement effort in some major metropolitan areas is centered in the task force operations--both
from the funding and personnel standpoints.
Certainly, should the FBI asswne responsibility
for Federal drug enforcement, recognition would be given
to the totality of the narcotics problem and every possible
measure of assistance would be given to local/State authorities to help combat this problem.

This cooperation would

include forming and participating in task forces where the
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situation is warranted; but Federally funded and/or
staffed task forces designed principally to combat lower
level narcotics violations would not be the normal manner

, ;i.

of operation.
O.

PERSONNEL

1.

Excepted Versus Competitive Service
Issue:

Per 28

All FBI employees are in the Excepted
Service1 most OFA employees are in
the Competitive Service.

u. s.

Code, Section 536, "All positions

in the FBI are excepted from the competitive service and
the incumbents of such position6 occupy positions in the
excepted service."

Further, the FBI appropriation specifi-

cally states that none of the funds appropriated for the
FBI shall be used to pay the compensation of any civil service employee (construed by the Department of Justice Off ice
of Legal Counsel to mean competitive service in light of
28

u.s.c.

536).

In DFA, except for the Administrator, his

Deputy, incumbents of positions in GS-16 and above, certain
GS-15 positions, and up to 304 positions excepted from the
competitive service under Schedule A,

1

all DEA personnel are

in the competitive service.
1 The Civil Service Commission may except positions from
the competitive service when it determines that appointments thereto through competitive examination are not
practicable. Such positions are excepted under criteria
for Schedules A, B, and c. Positions excepted under
Schedule A are, "positions other than those of a confidential or policy-determining character for which it is
not practicable to examine." The Commission has granted
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The major distinctions as applied here between

excepted and competitive service are:
(1) FBI may hire.independently of the civil service
register applying its own qualification standards, whereas
DEA must follow civil service competitive hiring practices
(except for the Schedule A exceptions).
(2)

The FBI may devise and apply its own promotional

and career development program, whereas DEA applies civil
service competitive procedures.
(3)

DEA

employees may file formal grievances under

the Department of Justice qrievance system which includes
a formal hearing before a Civil Service Cormnission grievance
examiner before final decision by DF..A, whereas as an excepted agency the FBI may follow its own grievance procedure which does not include provision for a formal
hearing.
(4)

As competitive employees, those in DEA have

the full protection of the Civil Service Commission's
appellate and review procedures should an adverse action
be taken against them {adverse action means demotion in
rank or pay, suspension for more than 30 days or dismissal).
DEA authority for 154 schedule A positions for Special
Agents, series GS 1811, which will include in requirements for the position the need to work in undercover
assignments. These 154 excepted positions are used
by DEA essentially in hiring new Special Agents. The
Commission has also approved 150 Schedule A positions
for Intelligence Analysts, aeries GS 132, because of the
difficulty of hiring logical candidates through competitive
procedures •
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The Commission's procedures include the right of appeal
to the Civil Service Commission as well as right to a
formal hearing.

In the FBI veterans have in effect the

sar.ie protection, although the FBI follows a policy of

endeavoring to not effec..t...an adverse action against a
non-veteran which would likely not be sustained by higher
authority were the employee a veteran.

This is done out

of a quest for equity.
As the Government's agency responsible for

inve~

tigation of the preponderance of Federal criminal violations along with donestic security and foreign counter
intelligence, the FBI's excepted status is needed to
provide maximum management flexibility, particularly in
the areas of selection, discipline, deployment and advanceEent of personnel in a career oriented atmosphere.
In this regard, .Ambassador Laurence H. Silberman,
former Deputy Attorney General of the United States, on
July 15, 1975, testified before the Permanent Subconunittee
on Investigations of the Committee on GovernMent Operations, U.S. Senate, which was taking testimony pertaining
to Federal Drug Enforcement.

His testimony in part

as set forth in Hearing Report, Part 3, pages 755 and 756,
is as follows:
"As you dug into this investigation, I think
this conunittee has become aware that the protections which Civil Service gives employees,
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while very valuable, are probably inappropriate
in an organization engaged in direct law enforcement. You need a higher degree of discipline and you need a higher degree of f lexibili ty of management ••. If this committee were
to recommend Congress legislate to get it
passed, which would put DEA under the same personnel status (as the FBI), I think you would
do a great se~~ce to the country."
Should DEA resources be brought into the FBI, it
would be imperative that those DEA employees in the competitive service be accepted as needed in the FBI only if
they voluntarily acknowledge removal £rom the competitive
service to accept an appointment in the excepted service.
In this regard, Subchapter 2, "Change from Competitive to Excepted Appointment," of Chapter 302 of the
Federal Personnel Manual states:
"When an employee proposed for appointment to
a position in the excepted service or for noncareer executive assignment i 's serving under
a nontemporary appointment in the competitive
service, the agency may not make the excepted
appointment or noncareer executive assignment
or conversions thereto until the employee has:
(1) Been informed that because the position is
in the excepted service it may not be filled
by competitive appointment, and that his acceptance of the proposed appoint.Jl'\ent will take
him out of the competitive service while he
occupies the position; and
(2) Submitted a written statement to the
effect that he understands he is leaving
the competitive service voluntarily to
accept an appointment in the excepted
service."
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To resolve any possible doubt as to the legality
in assimilating

DEA

competitive service personnel -into

excepted positions in the FBI and to insure authority to
pay them, enabling legislation should mandate that all
DEA personnel

transferre~to

excepted service.

the FBI be placed in the

On the basis thereof, the aforementioned

Federal Personnel Manual provisions would be applied.
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2.

Integration of Certain Categories of Personnel

Issue:

Certain categories of DEA
personnel cannot be readily
assimilated into FBI.

The prime resource of hoth DEA and FBI is the
human resource.

Disposition of personnel is a major

consideration in any transfer of responsibilities from
one entity to another, particularly where one would
eventually cease to exist as an entity, in this case DEA.
This action should be in concert with and be designed
to best serve the basic intent and goals behind the
transfer of responsibility.

Change of the type being

contemplated here is rarely, if ever, effected without
disruption to the status of personnel.

Their personal

destiny was quite naturally a major concern of those DEA
personnel interviewed by the study team.
The solution most palatable to all personnel
would be one involving assimilation of all DEA employees
interested in transferring to FBI into positions in the
FBI in the same GS Grade, performing essentially the
same functions and in the same location as in DEA, with
this to be

acco~panied

by no change in the status or

destiny of FBI employees.

This does not appear entirely

possible or feasible for all employees.

The conditions

precedent which bear on this statement follow:
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(1)

The FBI would be the parent organization.

FBI personnel at all levels would be needed to sustain
the discharge of the FBI's traditional law enforcement
mission and at the

sa~e

time participate meaningfully

in the enormous task of assimilating drug enforcement
responsibilities into the FBI's system and mode of
operations.

For this reason, present FBI employees should

be retained in their positions.
(2) As the larger organization, the management
concepts of the FBI should prevail and be controlling.

A

major component of these management concepts is that since
the FBI's mission is law enforcement, all activities are
interrelated and, therefore, managed by career Special Agent
personnel in positions classified in

S~ries

GS-1811.

Top

manageI'lent should be retained by incumbent FBI managers to
insure the continuity of the FBI r.tanagement system and
policies.

Thus, there would not be

~sitions

in the FBI

into which all DEA managers could easily and acceptably
cross over.
(3)

Aside froM management roles, there are

other DEA positions for which there are no FBI counterparts
into which DEA employees could easily and acceptably cross
over.
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DEA employees who acceptably could be assimilated into
assignments in the FBI; however, a detailed determination
of precisely which DEA positions and personnel could
logically be assimilated into FBI would be a major
undertaking and was not addressed by the study team.
The reception of most DEA Special Agents in the
GS-1811 Series into like roles in the FBI, including those
in many supervisory assignments, can easily be envisioned.

Disposition of DEA employees in certain special categories
would present grave problems that would have to be addressed.
Of the 26 DEA supergrade positions (GS-16, 17,
and 18), 16 are in Series GS-1811 and 10 are in other series.
Should the assimilation of drug enforcement into FBI occur,
it is apparent there would not be roles in the FBI into which

each of the 26 DEA supergrade officials could easily and
acceptably crossover.

The FBI would expect to accept DEA

management resources in those areas where practicable.

The

study team would be remiss if it did not point out that
berths in the FBI for all DEA supergrade officials are not
readily apparent, particularly for some in positions in
other than Series GS-1811.

Again, the FBI would want and need the expertise
of current DEA personnel and would expect to accept all such

a
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personnel practicable, including top management.
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Similar problems are inherent in considering the
disposition of

DEA

employees in other special categories,

i.e., those assigned as GS-15 Assistant Regional Directors,
for which there are no FBI counterparts, administrative
officers in regions, and.J:..hose mid-level and higher
managers in budget and accot•.nting and personnel management.
There are perhaps no personnel management
actions in the Federal Government more grave and significant
than those stemming from a transfer of functions.
most complicated undertaking.

It is a

The study team did not consult

sources outside the FBI on this particular issue, but there
appear to be two potential avenues of approach.

These may

be termed:
(1)

Administrative, meaning accomplishment of personnel dispos~tion
essentially through a plan stemming
from general guidelines set forth
in the Civil Service Corranission's
Federal Personnel Manual, following
approval of whatever vehicle is
employed to mandate the transition
(along with some necessary legislation)
and,

(2)

Legislative, meaning providing by
legislation the ground rules for
disposition of personnel, in this
case DEA's.
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Administrative:

The provisions of the Federal

Personnel Manual do not provide a handy blueprint for
.. .

:

' ·~ ~

disposition of personnel.

Rather, the very complexity

of the provisions designed to provide guidance to all
Federal civilian agencies!.and departments, presents obstacles
to an orderly and productive transition, which could defeat
the very purposes for which the transition was initially
effected, particularly when viewed in the context of the
three conditions precedent.

It is conceivable that a plan

based only upon provisions of the Federal Personnel Manual
could easily result in employees

fro~

DEA and FBI competing

for positions in the FBI on bases such as seniority in the
Federal service and Veteran's status.

DEA employees could

replace FBI personnel in roles for which they would not be
adequately prepared and which would inhibit the intent of
the transition.

Under the administrative approach, some

legislation would still be necessary to afford the FBI
Director authority to place additional positions in Grades
GS-16, 17 and 18 in the FBI, provide any necessary additional
Executive Level positions in the FBI, and to resolve any
doubt that DEA employees transferring to the FBI would be
in the Excepted Service (otherwise the FBI appropriations
could not even be used to pay them) •
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Legislative:

Because of the unique nature of the

situation involved, a legislative approach could be undertaken
so that disposition of personnel would be in concert with
conditions precedent which are responsive to the intent
behind the transition.

Legislation would per se orchestrate

the disposition of personnel and mandate the transition
as spelled out in Item A above.

(Page 25)

The study team concludes that the legislative
approach is the most desirable means to serve the purposes
attendant to any transition.
Should transition be effected through
legislative process, the FBI, working closely with
DEA, would devise a plan for transition of DEA personnel
to the FBI for whom there would be assignments in the FBI.

DEA should make every effort to relocate DEA personnel
for whom no FBI slots would be available and for those
not willing to accept transfer for personal or other
reasons.

Should DEA have personnel in excess of the

needs of the FBI, DEA should effect required reduction
in force procedures.

Any DEA personnel removed by

reduction in force would be carried on priority reemployment rolls in the FBI for such positions as may become
open consistent with their individual qualifications and
the needs of the FBI.
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Labor - Management Relations
Issue:

DEA has recognized employee

unions in three of its regions;
the FBI is exempted from
recognizing unions.
The FBI is specifically excepted from the
provisions of Executive Order 11491 which enunciates
the policies governing officials and agencies of the
Executive Branch of the Government in all dealings with
Federal employees and organizations representing such
en.ployees.

This

exce~tion

is based upon the FBI's broad

domestic security, foreign counterintelligence, and
investigative responsibilities.
DEA

and its employees are covered by the

provisions of Executive Order 11491.
DEA

Organization of

employees would be on an individual region basis.

In this regard, recognition has been granted by

DEA

to

locals of the American Federation of Govermnent Employees
in its Chicago, Boston, and Baltimore regions.

A contract

is in effect in Chicago and contract negotiations are
underway in Boston and Baltimore (the latter region
currently is being consolidated into the Philadelphia
Region) .
Mindful that DEA has a headquarters installation,
13 domestic regions and six foreign regions, the foregoing

indicates that DEA employees have not rushed to organize.
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The FBI holds steadfastly to its exception
from the provisions of the Order.

Thus, any DEA elT'.ployees

becoming FBI employees would have to understand and accept
without reservation that their privileges under
Executive Order 11491 cease.
Unions would have to acknowledge this as well.
It is observed that through its ·efforts, the American
Federation of Government Employees was successful in
attracting Congressional backing so that a provision that
would have transferred 900 inspectors from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) to the U.

s.

Customs

Service was stricken from Reorganization Plan 12 which
created DEA.

Labor's stated position was that loss of

the 900 jobs by INS would

do~mgrade

control over entrance

of illegal aliens into the country, regarded as a source
of cheap, hence competitive, labor.

Labor could react

to the loss of potential membership and the cancellation
of recognition of employee unions in DEA regions by
opposing FBI assumption of drug enforcement responsibilities.
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V.

STUDY AREAS AND FINDINGS

Much of the material in this section is an expansion of items previously set forth in Sections III and IV,
"Conclusions" and "Highlights/Critical Issues."
A.

ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND
ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY
As Federal law enforcement agencies, DEA and FBI

have basically similar goals, although their tactics, procedures,
and organizational structures differ.
As of April 30, 1977, DEA on-board personnel totaled
4,031 with 950 being assigned to headquarters.

The Special Agent

complement was 2,016, of which 220 were assigned to Headquarters.!
As of April 29, 1977, FBI on-board personnel totaled
19,356 of which 7,169 were assigned to Headquarters and the FBI
Academy, Quantico, Virginia.

Of 8,333 Special Agents, 783 were

assigned to Headquarters and Quantico.
Exhibits 3 and 4 show the organizational structure
of FBI Headquarters and of DEA Headquarters.
The chart £or DEA shows administrative £unctions
reporting directly to the Administrator and training and enforcement functions reporting directly to the Deputy Administrator.
FBI Headquarters is organizationally structured
with the Director, Associate Director, a Deputy Associate
Director for Investigations, a Deputy Associate Director
for Administration, and 12 divisions, each headed by an
1 785 personnel, including 112 Special Agents, are physically located at Headquarters; the remainder are at other locations but
perform under Headquarters supervision, e.g., 51 Special Agents
assigned inspection duties are located outside Washington, D. c.
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Assistant Director of equal rank, 10 of whom report through
the respective Deputy Associate Directors, one of whom
(Legal Counsel) reports jointly to the Director and
Associate Director, and one (Planning and Inspection)
who reports to the Director.
DEA headquarters is organizationally structured
somewhat differently.

In addition to the Administrator

and the Deputy Administrator, there are three Assistant
Administrators, one for Administration and Management,
one for Enforcement, and one for Intelligence--the latter
two reporting through the Deputy Administrator.

In

addition, there are several other organizational entities
of varying rank, some of whom report to the Administrator
and others to the Deputy Administrator.
P.xhibits 5, 6 and 7 show locations of DEA domestic
and

forei~n

Regions and District Offices.

For comparative

purposes, the locations of FBI field offices and foreign
liaison posts (Legal Attaches) are depicted with the
overlays on Exhibits 6 and 7.
The FBI is organizationally structured with
a headquarters, 59 domestic field offices, and 13
foreign liaison posts.

The domestic field offices are

supported by approximately 500 Resident Agencies.

The

FBI has a centralized management system as opposed to
a regionalized system.
DEA is organizationally structured with a
headquarters, 13 domestic regional offices, and six
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DEA DOMESTIC REGIONS & DISTRICT OFFICES

"
• 1

sl!ATTLI!
Blaine, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Andlorap, Alaska
Vancouver, Canada
Boise, Idaho

NEW YOAK
Buffalo. N.Y.
Melville, N. Y.
Albany, N.Y.
Rouses Point, N.Y.

ex>
0

I
i

PHILADELPHIA
Pittslugh. Pem.
WilminRton, Del.
Atlllltic City, N.I.
HEADQUARTERS
Ottawa, Canada

Wiclita, Kai.
Minot. N. Dalt
Sioux Fals, S. Olk.

AlbucJJerque, N. Mex.
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
Noaales, Ariz.

Fresno, Cal.

t

Montreal, Canldl
Toronto, Canada

Dl!NYER
Satt lake City, Utlh

Honolulu, Hawaii
Lis veaas. Nev.
Reno, Nev.

f:

JFK Ailport •
Newark, N.J.

KANSAS CITY
St. Louis, Mo.
Omaha, Neb.
Des Moines, loWa
MilnellPOfiS, Mim.
Dt*lth, Minn

LOS ANQl!LES
SIMI Dieao. Cat
SIMI Frilldsco, Cat
Clllexico, Cal.
Sacramento, Cal.
Teeate, Cal.

I

Rochester, til.Y. ITISk Force)

Great Fals. Mont.
Portland. Ore.
E1111ene. Ora. (Resident Office)

:1 ~I

iI

@

Phoenix, Ariz.
Tucson, Ariz.
S111 1.Jis, Ariz.
Cheyeme, Wyo.
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HAWAII
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Douttas. Ariz.

. ~..•j 111
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DALLAS
SIMI Antonio, Tex•
HlllSt111. Texas
McAllen. Texas
L•edo. Texas
El Paso, Texas ~
Austil. Texas \!;
Brownnile, Texas
Corpus Clrlsti, TeX1S
LdltJock. Texas
Midland, Texas
Ellla Pass, Tex11
Del Rio, Texas
llklaluna City, Okla.
T!Ns, Okla.

Nl!W ORLEANS

Blton ROIJlll, la.

Little Rock, M:.

Nashville,

Tem.

f"__-:7

Memphis, Tenn.
lli'minlflam, All.
Mobile, All.
JIChson, Miss.
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EXHIBIT NO . 7

foreiqn regional offices.

The domestic regions are

supported by 92 district offices, and the foreign regions

are supported by 58 district offices.
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Three of the foreign

regions are being phased out, two (Manila and Ankara)
through consolidation and the other (Caracas) through a
pilot program of having district offices in south .America
report directly to headquarters rather than through a
region.

One domestic region (Baltimore) is being eliminated

through consolidation •
DEA has one configuration of territories

·-

in the U.

s. for its operational regions (Exhibit 5),

. .

a second configuration for its laboratories (Exhibit 8)
and a third for its Internal Security Regional Offices
(Exhibit 9) •
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Inspector who heads the Off ice of Internal Security at
DEA headquarters and the field laboratories report directly
to the Director of Science and Technology at DEA headquarters.
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Operational DEA regions are typically staffed
.by a Regional Director, Deputy Regional Director, an
Assistant Regional Director for Administration, and one
or more

~ssistant

Regional Directors for Enforcement.

Below this level are unit and/or group supervisors,

~

~:)~ [i

.

The latter report directly to the Chief

--

varying in number dependent upon total personnel assigned.
District offices are headed by a Special Agent in Charge,
in some cases with an Assistant Special Agent in Charge
and group supervisors, and report through the Region,
generally to an Assistant Regional Director .
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DEA FORENSIC SCIENCE LABORATORIES
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SHOWING REGIONAL DIVISIONS

~
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Special Testing & Research laboratory in Mclean, Va .
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Wash., D.C.
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At the local level, DEA participates in task
forces with local/State law enforcement agencies, these
having been funded by LEAA through Fiscal Year 1977.

LEAA

is discontinuing funding of the task force operations and
DEA is requesting funding in their FY 1978 budget to continue
these operations.
In field activities, DEA regions closely parallel
larger FBI

~ield

offices both structurally and operationally,

except that DEA Regions have an additional layer of
supervisory personnel in the form of Assistant Regional
Directors.

Otherwise, the Regional Director would equate

to the Special Agent in Charge, the Deputy Regional Director
to the Assistant Special Agent in Charge, and group aupervisors
to field supervisors.

Further, the span of control of group

supervisors is generally less than that of field supervisors
who have more investigative personnel assigned.

The Assistant

Regional Director for Administration or District Off ice
Administrative Officer compares in some respects with the
FBI Office Service Manager.
With the FBI's centralized headquarters management system, certain administrative and support services
such as budget and personnel matters, are not decentralized
to the field.

The district offices which report to
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regional off ices in DEA maintain their own files and
other support systems whereas the resident agencies reporting to FBI field offices are dependent upon the field
offices for files and most administrative support.
overseas, the FBI maintains a very limited number
of liaison representatives in furtherance of its criminal
investigative activities.

DEA, on the other hand, has

assumed a broad operational stance overseas and this has
led to a steady increase in personnel assigned overseas.
In the past few years, U.S. narcotics Agents overseas have
increased severalfold to nearly 200.

DEA feels its nar-

cotics suppression activities abroad provide substantial
returns in terms of drugs removed from world-wide traffic
and therefore this overseas expansion will likely continue.
Looking again at the DEA Headquarters organizational
chart in comparison to the FBI Headquarters chart, it would
appear most functions would readily adapt to consolidation;
Chief Counsel to Legal Counsel Division: Office of Internal
Security (Chief Inspector) and Off ice of Program Planning
and Evaluation to the Planning and Inspection Division;
Office of Training to Training Division; Office of Science
and Technology to FBI Laboratory Division; Office of
Enforcement to Criminal or Special Investigative Division;
Office of Administration and Management to Finance and
Personnel and Administrative Services Divisions, etc.
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Two DEA offices, that of Compliance and Regulatory

Affairs for which the FBI has no counterpart function,
and the Office of Intelligence, would not be subject to
such consolidation.

As set forth elsewhere,

it

is believed

the regulatory and compliance function should be moved to
another agency.

As separately addressed, the FBI has no

counterpart to the DEA Off ice of Intelligence since the
criminal intelligence function is an integral part of
investigative activities in the FBI.

(The FBI Intelligence

Division manages operational investigative activities
relating to espionage and foreign counterintelligence.)
Should FBI assumption of the DEA mission occur, it
is likely that implementation would result in an excess of
personnel in several areas arising from both the economies
of scale and efficiencies of operating methods which would
not provide for the same functional organization and staffing.
The same would apply to DEA's regional concept
of operations.

Should the FBI assume drug law enforcement

responsibilities as the larger and parent organization, its
centralized management and operational concepts should
prevail.
DEA is the principal Federal agency charged with
enforcement of

u. s.

narcotic and'danqerous drug laws.

Simply stated, its mission is to enforce the

u. s.

drug laws

and to bring to justice those organizations and principal
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members of organizations involved in illicit drug activities.

(DEA's full mission statement is set forth in

Appendix B) •
DEA's stated operational strategy is to collect,
analyze, and appropriately disseminate information identifying major drug traffickers and to initiate and develop
investigations leading to apprehension and prosecution of
these major traffickers.

It employs a variety of enforce-

ment methodologies · from simple purchase of drug evidence
to complex conspiracy investigations, with primary emphasis
on eliminating sources of illicit drugs and disrupting
the highest levels of traffic.

!n fulfillment of this

strategy, DEA has assumed a broad operational posture in
foreign countries, including international case making,
strengthening of local capabilities, intelligence gathering, development and operation of informants, and undercover work.
In all enforcement activities, DEA emphasizes use
of its investigative personnel in undercover assignments,
and the development and use of informants.

For the most

part, its informants are developed and used on a "one-time"
basis with the normal expectation that the informant's
identity will be disclosed during the course of prosecution, and undercover assignments also are usually
short-term.
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In its operational activity, and as set forth

in its operational guidelines, DEA is continually conscious of its limited manpower resources.

A major con-

sideration in the decision to undertake a particular
investigation is the amount of manpower to be consumed.
If a great deal of manpower is deemed necessary, then it
is balanced against the probable outcome, generally the
number of arrests to be expected.

The operating philo-

sophy seems to be one of maximizing the number of arrests

a
.
H
.

and/or seizures with the limited resources available.
Consequently, decisions are sometimes made to concentrate
on lower-level individuals in the trafficking organizations
simply because these cases provide more prompt and visible
results.

For instance, court-authorized electronic

intercepts under provisions of Title III of the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, notorious for
expenditure in manhours, are not commonly used by DEA
although most investigators consider such installations to
be very valuable tools against major trafficking figures.
The recurrent stated reason for the limited use of Title
III installations is that these installations require so
much manpower that they adversely affect other ongoing
operations.
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Current DEA management has endeavored to
redirect investigative activities to its most important
cases.
In the past three years, DEA has conducted 29
conspiracy schools in which 830 DEA Agents have received
extensive training regarding the philosophy and importance
of conducting conspiracy investigations as well as investigative techniques.
During the same period, DEA also increased the
number of technical/electronic training schools and trained
70 Agents in the application and use of sophisticated
equipment in conspiracy investigations under Title III
provisions.
Additionally, during the past three years, DEA
Chief Counsel's Office has conducted seven schools providing
conspiracy prosecution training to over 350
and Assistant

u. s.

u.

S. Attorneys

Attorneys.

As a result of enforcement emphasis and the
aforementioned training, a substantial increase (40 plus%)
in Class I - Class II arrests resulted in the past year.
Conspiracy investigations have also increased significantly
and the use of electronic surveillance nearly doubled in
the same period.
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In order to prioritize its investigative activities,
the FBI has implemented a "quality versus quantity"
concept to insure emphasis is given to major cases.

In

much the same vein, DEA emphasizes investigations concerning major narcotics traffickers through G-DEP.

Re-

sultant accomplishment statistics then readily show both
the level of effort and the level of results against the
various priorities of targets.
Current DEA management strongly emphasizes the

;, t.i a
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direction of enforcement activities against Class I and
Class II violators with a corresponding down-play of
emphasis on violators in Class III and IV.

Unfortunately,

it appears the ingrained work habits and enforcement
philosophies of some DEA personnel sometimes create a counteremphasis on "buy and bust" techniques, which most often apply
to the Class III and IV violators.
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in some degree to the traditions of predecessor agencies.
Drug law enforcement under customs was predicated
on the premise that hard drugs such as heroin and cocaine,
being contraband, had to be smuggled into the U.S.

On

the other hand, BNDD andjJ:s predecessor Federal Bureau
of Narcotics, believed enforcement of crininal drug laws
required action similar to that in vice-type crime.

This

generally necessitates the participatory involvement of
enforcement personnel in undercover type assignments.

The

Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement was involved with
local law enforcement against the lower level narcotics
violations characterized as street crime.
Over the years Customs enforcement was characterized
by heavy emphasis on seizures and other Federal narcotics
enforcement efforts heavily emphasized arrests.

Combining

of these philosophies into DEA gave it a legacy of "buy
and bust" enforcement techniques as opposed to the necessarily painstaking development of conspiracy cases aimed
at the upper echelons of drug trafficking.
While Class III and IV violators cannot be ignored
totally as they are of ten the keys to development of cases
against upper level traffickers, the major direction of
Federal enforcement should be at the major traffickers
through patient development of conspiracy-type cases.
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DEA's regionalized organization has resulted in
parochialism and rivalry between Regions.

In practice,

there are ineffective communications and lack of cooperation between DEA's Regions.
alized system for

enfor~

DEA has no institutioncooperation between or

among regions by even reauiring coverage of investigative
leads by one region for another.

Each region sets its

own priorities and may or may not elect to conduct investigation in support of another region.
Too often the individual DEA investigator is left
to his own devices, usually telephonic or other personal
communication with someone he knows in anqther region, to
get necessary investigation done across regional lines.
Multifaceted conspiracy investigations in DEA almost
require for success mobile task force operations which
are centrally funded and directed to bridge the chasm
between regions, both foreign and domestic.
In the FBI, investigations are managed differently.
In the field office where the case originates, it is
assigned to an Agent who is responsible for all facets of
the investigation including the requesting of investigation by other field offices which must cover leads within
specified times.
The FBI does not have jurisdiction over any Federal
violation directly comparable to narcotics: however, the
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trafficking organizations are similar to other organized
criminal activity and would be subject to similar investi-

~

gative techniques as applied in organized crime investiga-

f' l fl
~· n m

tions, e.g., the development of conspiracy cases against
major figures.

H1h

The FBI approach to such investigations is
characterized by use of long-term informants whose identities

u~ ~

are carefully protected and who are used for purposes of
testimony only as a last resort--other means are used to
verify information received from the informants wherever
possible so their testimony will not be required.
III installations are used regularly.

is recorded, analyzed, and used in furtherance of the inves-
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tigation at hand as well as to inititate new investigations.
The criminal intelligence function is an integral part of
the work of the Special Agent investigator and his supervisors.
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Criminal intelligence

is developed as a part of all ongoing investigations and
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Title

Undercover operations are usually on a long term basis.
Should the FBI be given drug law enforcement

. ... . ·l

responsibilities with assimilation of certain of DEA
resources, it would be expected that the FBI's more
centralized organization structure would prevail.

This

concept has proven successful over the years for the FBI

(B{ ~

with its multijurisdictional responsibilities.
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It must be noted here that federal drug law enforce-

U

and permutations over the years, which have not been
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team gained the definite...impression from those interviewed

at all levels of DEA that only in recent times has a sense
of stability, both structurally and operationally, begun
to emerge, and this has led to increasing effectiveness.
Enforcement effectiveness is difficult to measure,
particularly in light of DEA's very broad mission statement.
In concert with the primary emphasis on heroin trafficking,
DEA uses as one measure of enforcement activity effectiveness the "price/purity" ratio.

This measure considers that

a reduction in supply (brought about by enforcement ef f ectiveness) causes the street level price of heroin to
increase and the purity level to decrease.

Purity level

is obtained through analysis of heroin seized and price
data is collated from information developed in the course
of investigations.
For instance, a recent DEA release indicated that
during 1976 the street purity level dropped from 6.6% to
5.8%.

In March, 1976, average street price of 6.6% pure

heroin was $1.26 per milligram; in March, 1977, the price
for 5.8% pure heroin was $1.53 per milligram.

(Average

addict consumption is reportedly about 35 milligrams per day) .
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Also used, of course, are comparative arrest
and seizure figures, especially taking into account
the level of the violators (G-DEP criteria).

Drug abuse

statistics, such as the number of heroin-related deaths,
also give some indication of enforcement effectiveness
when considered together with other data and trends.
Again, criminal drug law enforcement is only one
of many elements affecting the overall level of illicit
drug use and abuse in the U.S.
B.

INVESTIGATIVE PRIORITIES AND STRATEGIES

l.

Jurisdiction
DEA was established July 1, 1973, by Presidential

Reorganization Plan No. 2 as the prime Federal agency
charged with enforcing the

u. s.

narcotic and dangerous

drug laws.
The investigative jurisdiction of DEA is based
primarily on Public Law 91-513, dated October 27, 1970,
and titled the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and
Control Act, 1970.
In addition, certain provisions of Title 18,

u.

S. Code, 1952, Interstate Transportation in Aid of

Racketeering are within the primary jurisdiction of DEA,
if

the

unlawful activity is narcotics.

If it is other unlawful

activity, i.e., arson, bribery, etc., it is within primary
jurisdiction of FBI.

Title 18,

u.

S. Code, Sections 1961-

1968 Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO)
96
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prohibits infiltration of legitimate business organizations

by organized crime.

The "racketeering activity" defined in

1961 includes narcotics violations.

Based upon guidelines

approved by the U. s. Departl'nent of Justice October 15, 1970,
narcotics violations fall.i.Jlg within the purview of the RICO
statute are investigated by

DR~.

Other violations under

the RICO statute fall within the jurisdiction of the FBI.
2.

Mission
DEA's mission requires it to provide a leader-

ship role in narcotic and dangerous drug suppression
programs at the national and international

levels~

to

develop the overall Federal drug enforcement strategy,
programs, and plans; and to continuously assess their
effectiveness and applicability.
In its overseas operations, DEA performs under
the policy guidance of the Office of Drug Abuse Policy,
and the U. S. Ambassador or Consul General in the
country.

~ost

Foreign-related activities are designed to stimulate

international awareness of the seriousness of the illicit drug
problem and commitment to its reduction, to encourage cooperation between nations in the sharing of information and
intelligence, and to develop in those countries which lack
them the institutional capabilities to be self-sufficient
in drug suppression.
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In discharging its responsibilities, DEA uses

.•
. ;::

enforcement and non-enforcement programs which are intended
to reduce the supply of illicit drugs entering this country
from abroad or being produced domestically, and to reduce
the diversion to the

illi~it

market of legally produced

controlled substances.
DEA's domestic responsibilities include enhqncing
the capabilities of State and local law enforcement agencies
through cooperation and coordinated programs which bring
greater State and local pressure to bear on the local market and which provide for attention to potential interstate and international investigations which go beyond
local jurisdictions and resources.

DEA also works coop-

eratively with other agencies on drug abuse prevention
programs.

Further, it regulates the legal trade in nar-

cotic and dangerous drugs (controlled substances) .
entails establishing donestic

This

import-export and manufac-

turing quotas for various controlled drugs; registering
all authorized handlers of drugs; inspecting the premises
and records of Manufacturers and major distributors; and
investigating instances of criminal diversion.

b7E Per DEA
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b7 E Per DEA

Class I and II represent
the most important violators in the drug traffic while
Class III and IV violators are at a less significant level.
Predetermined criteria are· used to establish the level of the
violator and set priority action.

Evaluation factors used

by DEA to measure enforcement program effectiveness include
retail purity and price levels by type of drugs, (price/
purity ratios) , enforcement manpower commitJrt.ent by type
of drug, and number of drug related fatalities and injuries.
4.

Domestic Operations
In April, 1976, the Office of FnforceJ11ent was

reorganized in order to place the operating sectionR under
the leadership of one individual, the Assistant Administrator
for Enforcement.

It is his responsit·ility to insure that

drug enforcement resources are utilized in direct conformity
with the mission statement in both domestic and foreign
: ,.... --' 1
.- :.:Y.

operations.

~-~- ;-- -~

tfJ.j

DEA's stated policy is to concentrate on four

major enforcement areas:
1.

Emphasizing the development of international and interregional conspiracy
cases targeted against Class I and II
narcotics violators, as well as the
seizure of quantities of drugs and of
material used in drug trafficking.

2.

Attempting to increase the role of
foreign governments in narcotics contol efforts while gradually dirlinishing
u. s. Government direct involvement.
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3.

Increasing liaison between DEA and
other Federal enforcement agencies.

4.

Developing State/local enforcement
capabilities, thus reducing DEA's
attention to lower level drug
traffickers.

Although the drug investigative and intelligence functions of

u. s.

customs Service (Customs) were

transferred to DEA by Reorganization Plan t2 of 1973, the
plan reaffirmed Customs responsibilities for interdicting
all contraband, including illicit drugs, through inspection and enforcement activities at ports of entry and
along the land and sea borders.
Before the reorganization, when Customs had
drug smuggling investigative and intelligence authority,
this agency used a variety of enforcement methodologies.
They included interdiction, investigations, and intelligence
gathering, which Customs considered to be fully integrated.
After the reorganization, Customs authority in
this area was limited to a border interdiction program,
and Customs became dependent on

DE~

for investigations and

intelligence.
This precipitated a major conflict between the
two agencies.

Reorgani2ation Plan f.2 did not spell out

in detail the authority of Customs in connection with its
interdiction role.

Consequently, jurisdictional disputes

have arisen between the two agencies regarding investigations relating to interdiction.

It is the view of many DEA
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personnel that Customs nanagement was unwilling to relinquish much of what had been their narcotics enforcement
responsibility prior to 1973.

DEA personnel claim that

this atmosphere resulted in misunderstanding and duplication
of investigations and is · at the hear.t of their problem
with Customs.

According to DEA personnel, Customs'

interpretation, in many cases, is that it has the authority
to conduct investigations both in the foreign and domestic
area, utilizing the necessary techniques such as surveillance
and development of informants, to fulfill its interdiction
mission.

This brings Customs in direct conflict with DEA

causing lack of coordination and duplication of investigative
effort.
It is the opinion of the study team that DFA is
attempting, for the most part, to concentrate its foreign
resources on the identification of major traffickers and
the elimination of sources of supply.

DEA intelligence

efforts, in keeping with this mission, are understandably
geared towards these goals rather than the gathering of
intelligence information to interdict drugs at ports of
entry and along the U. S. borders.
The Commissioner of Customs and the Administrator
of DEA signed an operational agreement in December, 1975,
setting out areas of responsibility and mechanisms for the
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exchange of needed information, and support.

Based on our

analysis, jurisdictional problems and rivalries still exist
<:~~;·.·~

.· ~·ig

coordinating their respective investigative and interdiction

.~;

~~j ~

activities.
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between the two agencies but progress has been made in

DEA is charged by law with the development of a

Federal drug law enforcement strategy which encompasses
cooperation and coordination with law enforcement agencies

at all levels, both foreign and domestic.

~·
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According to General Accounting Off ice Report,
December 13, 1975, entitled "Federal Drug Enforcement:
Strong Guidance Needed," the Task Force mission is to·
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control the illicit drug traffic in its geographic area
through:

(1) Upgrading the level of drug enforcement of

local and State enforcement agencies, (2) Targeting street
and middle level violat?rs, (3) Directinq its activities
to communities where adequate resources are not available,
(4) Emphasizing investigations of drugs which produce
greater risk to society, such as heroin, as opposed to
less dangerous drugs such as marijuana, and (5) Coordinating
its drug enforcement activities with the appropriate DEA
regional or district office.
Task Forces have been mobilized at the Federal,
State and local enforcement level to enhance the commitrnent of all law enforcement in an attempt to reduce the
availability of narcotics and dangerous drugs.

The leader-

ship in this mobilization has come from the National level
through the efforts of the Congress and the efforts of the
Combined Cabinet COJTtmittee on Narcotics Control which has
recently been supplanted by the Office of Drug Abuse Policy.
There has been some criticism of

DE.~

for commit-

ting too much of its resources to enforcement efforts against
low-level narcotics violators (r.lass III and IV).

Critics

maintain that Class III and IV violators are the enforcement responsibility of the loca.l and State enforcement
officers.

As a Federal Agency with a considerable foreign
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presence, DEA is better equipped to handle the interstate
and foreign trafficker (Class I and II) •
It can be argued that certain advantages accrue
to DEA through participation in State/local Task Forces.
Many in DEA believe that the training of local police
officers, as well as the intelligence gained from these
operations, more than pay for the limited DEA investment.
Major police departments, depending upon their sophistication, feel qualified to investigate narcotics traff ickers at the Class I and II level and are not relegating
their role to concentrating on middle and lower level
violators.

Thus, if DEA were not committed to partici-

pa.ting in the Task Force concept, it could be placed at
cross purposes with and in competition with ongoing local
investigations.
In the study team's opinion, National policy
should be for the Federal agency having responsibility
for narcotics law enforcement to target its resources on
the Class I and II violators with the understanding that
local and State law enforcement must assume the respons~ f;.t-~( '4:•

.. '

~· -__

~

-_!: ~~~ .. ~-~-~

.,

-·

~

... :

ibility for policing and enforcing local and State narcotics laws at the Class Ill and IV levels.

Federal agencies,

as a matter of policy, should limit participation in longranae task force operations designed to assist local law
enforcement in fulfilling a local need and obligation.
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However, a careful analysis of the task force concept on
a case by case basis might dictate the use of this technique to coordinate local/State/Federal efforts against
high level narcotics traffickers of mutual interest.
The FBI cooperates with and works with local
and State law enforcement agencies in areas of mutual
interest and jurisdiction.

At the present time, the FBI

in conjunction with State and local authorities, is working
a iarge number of undercover operations in various parts
of the country, particularly in the organized crime and
stolen property areas.

These operations, for the most

part, have been funded by LE.AA and involve the combination
of Federal/State/local resources for the purpose of
combatting large scale criminal conspiracies falling
within both Federal and local/State jurisdiction.
The study team believes Federal law enforcement
should:

<i>

honor the prerogative and primary enforcement

responsibilities of local law enforcement, (2) assist
local law enforcement through training and cooperative
law enforcement functions in cases of mutual interest, and
(3) devote its resources to the international or interstate
problem (major drug conspiracies and traffickers) .

This

should be done in close coordination with State/local
enforcement elements.
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b7E Per DEA

The pattern of drug traffickinq has undergone
rapid change in recent years.

Trafficking patterns,

routes, and methods change quickly and major trafficking
organizati0ns develop in short periods of time, both international and interstate.
DEA does not have the necessary Agent personnel

located everywhere in the United States in sufficient
strength to deal with major narcotics organizations as
they emerge or to deal with such organizations and traffickers as they are discovered.
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In response to these types of situations

in which concentrated expert attention is needed, and

· . ·".f".

~-~

resources are not available in the areas where this

•'

investigative attention is required, DEA utilizes the
Mobile Task Force concept.

This type of operation which

is specifically directed from its inception toward conspiracy prosecutions is identified as a Central Tactical
Unit (CENTAC) investigative operation.

In recent years,

utilizing conspiracy-type investigative techniques (par-

.i ~~
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ticularly CENTAC) , DEA enforcer.lent has developed some
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high-quality conspiracy type cases against major narcotics
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traffickers.
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Like r.'\ost law enforcement agencies, DEA is
confronted with a Major probYern following the arrest of

·>~~

violators.

r:~ u

rious drug trafficker will usually be released on bail soon
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Under current Federal law, even the rnost noto-

after arrest.

Consequently, raising and then forfeiting

bail becomes just another cost of doing business.

Studies

have shown that a large number of individuals arrested for

::.·- · .....

g

r-:ti

trafficking are inplicated in post-arrest drug trafficking

, ~;h

while on bail.

Other studies show that a large number of

individuals arrested as drug traffickers post bail and then
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flee the country.

DEA has not concentrated on the location

·. ~

of fugitives and for the most part fugitive work is con:, -- ("
:·:i:·

sidered part of its "other duties" and is not given priority
attention.
The uncertaintY.,.9f a meaningful sentence, the
absence of stricter bail release procedures, and the lack
of a strong penal sanction against drug traffickers has
severely handicapped DEA's enforcement mission.
Currently, the FBI is charged with a diverse
jurisdictional span encompassing many categories of investigations including criminal, civil, applicant, domestic
security and terrorism, foreign counterintelligence, and
civil rights.
Through the cultivation and development of longterm informants and the employment of investigative techniques--including undercover operations, Title III installations, and dissemination of information throughout the
law enforcement community--the FBI has attempted to stress
the importance and need for a quality versus quantity
approach to its investigative duties.

In essence, this

approach dictates that investigative and administrative
resources be committed to the development of "impact"
cases calculated to result in the conviction of major
criminal operatives and in the disruption of their widespread conspiracies.
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FBI Agent training procedures and disciplines

;,. 1

oriented towards conspiracy type violations would, in our
opinion, be an asset to the investigation of illegal drug
trafficking.

b7E

The FBI has a strong background and experience
in developing and using technical suppo.rt and regularly
uses legal Title III intercepts to effectively attack
organized crime.

This experience would be valuable and

would lend expertise to drug enforcement.
In addition, the assimilation of DEA resources into
FBI would enable heavier across-the-board coverage based
on the larger reservoir of manpower coupled with the wide
deployment of Agent personnel throughout the country.

In

this regard, DEA reports that the drug problem has substantially expanded in the past ten years.

It is no longer
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just a major city problem, but a situation where drugs are
prevalent to a much greater degree throughout the entire
country.
It is the view of the study team that in like
manner, the

specialized~~pertise

developed within DEA

pertaining specifically to narcotics law enforcement,
informants and assets used by DEA, should enhance the
law enforcement effort against organized crime, general
criminals and white collar criminals in areas now the
responsibility of the FBI.

DEA Agents have experience

in undercover operations which would be a valuable resource
for enforcement efforts against numerous Federal crimes.
In many ways, narcotics work is a specialized
area, but it does consist of groups of criminals conspiring
to control and distribute high-value illicit goods for
which there is a continuing demand; as such, it is not
totally different from the other goods and services supplied
by organized crime and other professional criminals in
response to the domestic demand.
In our view, loan-sharking, extortion, fencing
of stolen property, gambling, labor racketeering, pornography,
and the dealing in narcotics and dangerous drugs are at the
very heart of organized criminal activity.

It has been
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the experience of the FBI that unlawful conduct in these
areas must be completely and thoroughly investigated
through the use of investigative procedures characterized
by a nationwide teamwork approach.

Based on analysi! by the study team, provisions as
set forth in the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 and
in particular Title 21, U.S. Code, Section 848, (Continuing Cril'linal Enterprise) , and the RacketeerInfluenced and Corrupt Organizations statute, Title 18,
U. S. Code, Sections 1961-1968, are invaluable tools that
can be utilized to neutralize large-scale drug and organized
criminal conspiracies both foreign and domestic.

It does

not appear that DEA has taken full advantage of these
statutes, both of which have forfeiture provisions.
Title 21,
one of

u. s.

wh~~

Code, Section 848, (five or more persons,

occupies a supervisory position, commit offense

listed as felony under Controlled Substances Act), mandates a minimum sentence of 10 years for a first offense
and 20 years for a second offense.

The FBI has had con-

siderable success using the RICO statute in its organized
crime investigations.

If the FBI were given the responsi-

bility for narcotics enforcement, it would employ both of
the above-mentioned statutes to the optimum in attacking
the drug problem.
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Should the FBI be given Federal drug law enforcement responsibilities with the conditions precedent spoken
to elsewhere being met, basic enforcement improvements
could be expected.

These would flow from:

The focusing of

both agencies' personnel. and resources on orqanized criminal
elements now being attacked separately from different jurisdictional standpoints; the increased national coverage by
greater deployment of enforcement

personnel~

and the

combined expertise of FBI/DE.I\ manpower and operational assets.
5.

Foreign Operations
On March 28, 1973, the President submitted to

the Congress Reorganization Plan t2 of 1973.

In his trans-

mittal message, the President stated that among DEA's
major responsibilities would be the "conduct of all relations with drug law enforcement of foreign governments,
under the policy guidance of the Cabinet COll'UT\ittee on
International Narcotics Control."

The President further

stated that, in establishing DEA, "We can enhance its
effectiveness, with little disruption of onqoing enforcement activities, by merqing both the highly effective
narcotics force of overseas Customs agents and the rapidly
developing international activities

of the Bureau of

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs into the Drug Enforcement
~

,
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Administration.

The new agency would work closely with
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the Cabinet Committee under the active leadership of the
U.S. Ambassador in each country where antidrug programs
are underway."
DEA derives its authority to operate in foreign
countries from Executive and Congressional proclamations

....... ~

in connecti::m with Reorganization Plan #2, and from the
.

following sources:
Article 35 of the 1961 Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs which embodies the procedural
responsibilities of siqnatories to cooperate
internationally.

'.~·:f·.: ll
f!

·;1'..
;.,. · .~· -- r:.

~~Ga

Formal written Agreements, Protocols, Terms
of Reference, Letters of Exchange or Memoranda
of Understanding between the host country and
the United States Government.

-~ -('_~;~

~~1
~-.·f.• Ii
I?

Informal agreements between the United States
Government/DEA and host governments, their
designated drug control agencies, and authorized
host country officials.

.; ~1 u·

Regulations, orners, manuals, notices and
other policy guidance and guidelines issued
by the Departrrlent of Justice or DEA, including
DEA Foreign Activities Guidelines.

.,
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In dealing with foreign druq law enforcement of-

u

ficials, DEA acts under the policy guidance of the Office
of Drug Abuse Policy, the Secretary of State and specifically the U.S. Ambassador assigned to each country.

Since

most of the serious druqs of abuse in the United States
originate in foreign countries, OF.A places a high priority
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on encouraging the greatest possible commitment from other
governments to concentrate on all aspects of illicit production and distribution of drugs.

The stated primary mission

of DEA in foreign countries is to assist host government
authorities in preventing supplies of illicit drugs from
entering the illicit traffic affecting the United States.

I

b7E Per DEA

J

Finally, significant U.S. resources

have been allocated to aiding in the illicit crop destruction and crop substitution programs.
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The enactment of Public Law 94-329, "International

Security Assistance and Arms Export Act of 1976" (The
Mansfield Amendment) had a direct bearing on the scope of
DEA

activities abroad.

Section 504 of this Act provides as

follows:
"(c) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, no official or employee of the United
States may engage or participate in any direct
police arrest action in any foreign country
with respect to narcotics control efforts."
Interpretation of this amendment by DEA is based
on dialogue prior to the enactment of Public Law 94-329
between Senators Percy and Mansfield, to which there was
no objection, quoted as follows:
"This amendment does not preclude American
Narcotic Agents from engaging in other activities
which are permissible under the law of the
host nation and which would be of great help
in the enforcement of Federal drug laws here
in the United States. These include principally:
undercover operations or other information
gathering methods, not involving the use of
force, for acquiring tactical and strategic
intelligence;--the handling and development
of informants; evaluating intelligence, information gathering, and drug law enforcement
operations of foreign police officials to
undertake special surveillance assignments, or
contracting with private parties and informants
to undertake such activities."
DEA has concluded that the Mansfield Amendment does
not preclude .American narcotic Agents from engaging in
other activities which are permissible under the Public
Law of the host nation and which would be of great help
in the enforcement of Federal drug laws in the United States.
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In response to the passage of the Mansfield
Amendment,

DEA

set for.th guidelines covering certain aspects

of the activities of United States narcotics enforcement
personnel

~broad,

including limiting their activities to

the extent allowed by host country law.
DEA Agents are operational in many foreign countries
to the degree of investigating cases, making undercover
buys, developing and operating informants for the purpose of
interdicting narcotics, as well as establishing international
conspiracy cases and having local traffickers arrested under
host country laws.

According to DEA personnel, this presence

is absolutely necessary to the
effort.

u. s.

drug law enforcement

This operational posture is maintained in certain

countries dependent upon the sophistication of the host
country police and the dedication of the host country towards
the eradication of narcotics abuse, with the concurrence and
approval of DEA headquarters and the State Department.

DEA

presence during raids and arrests in the past has resulted
in the obtaining of valuable evidence, as well as the
development of significant intelligence regarding ongoing
investigative matters.

In addition, many host countries view

the narcotics problem as an American one, and are willing
to assist the American Government in neutralizing the
t:J"affic in illicit narcotics but are not willing to commit
their resources to this end without American assistance.
~~
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What has resulted in some countries is a system of
enforcement and intelligence qathering operations which is

·\:t

7:~.

paid for, directed, and controlled by DEA but which operates
~~: ;:

, _

under the auspices of host country participation.
DEA Agents, for

~he

most part, helieve that the DEA

Foreign Activities Guidelines have shown a lessening of U. S.
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They base

this conclusion upon the feeling that the discontinuation of
bilateral enforcement efforts and a lesser degree of direct
law enforcement participation by DEA personnel indicates to
foreign governments in a very fundaro.ental way a decreased
interest by the U. S.
Many DEA personnel feel that the foreign guidelines
go well beyond the scope of the Mansfield Amendment and effect-

·~;;~,

~ ~:~
,;.: ':°!:."'

.:

~

resolve in combatting illegal narcotics traffic.

f?

~~ ti

~ ~h

ively limit DEA operations to one of liaison and intelligence
gathering through the local police.

Nevertheless, DEA foreign

personnel are still expected to target their activities at
major violators.

DEA Agents believe that in order to accomplish

this end, activities necessarily require aggressive operational
involvement.

As Agents view it, their operational mandate

and the guidelines are inconsistent.
as to their foreign mandate.

DEA Agents are confused

This confusion is based on

whether or not they should actively investigate on their
own initiative or limit their activities to the collection of
intelligence and liaison.
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Information was developed during the course of this

study that DEA Agents are operating in many countries, e.g.,
in Mexico, South America, and Thailand, at least in a technical
sense contrary to host country laws.

This conduct ordinarily

occurs with the acquiescence of host country law enforcement
officials, it being a means of accomplishing something they
cannot do themselves, and as an acconunodation to DEA.

Such

courses of conduct are reportedly with the concurrence or
with the acquiescence of the U.

s.

Embassy and DEA Headquarters.

This activity is generally not provided for in any written
agreement, either between DEA and State, or between the host
government and our government.

Under this oral or tacit

authority, DEA Agents make undercover buys, purchase evidence
and information, and carry weapons in certain countries where
law reportedly prohibits such activity.

This operational

position is taken in order to further DEA's foreign mission
as DEA Agents perceive it, i.e., the interdiction of narcotics
and the incarceration of druq traffickers.
DEA personnel in

~any

countries admittedly have

interpreted foreign law to be consistent
with any activity
...
made allowable by host government law enforcement officials
and not necessarily that of the judicial and executive branches
of the government.
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The FBI domestic security and foreign counterintelligence missions would not adversely affect FBI investigation of narcotics violations in foreign countries as previously addressed in this report.
foreign countries to

th~

The FBI would operate in

9egree necessary to fulfill its

mission but would not under any condition operate or investigate in any manner contrary to the laws of the United States
or the host country.

In those countries where active

investigative techniques would be lawful, the FBI would
request the Attorney General to secure practical resolutions
of the legal issues, supported by appropriate Federal
legislation and executive branch authorization as necessary.
To do otherwise, could place individual investigative
personnel in jeopardy of foreign prosecution and_ civil
liability if they did not have diplomatic immunity.
6.

Intelligence Operations
The responsibility for controlling illicit drug

traffic is a most challenging and difficult one.

Determining

the identity and modus operandi of illegal drug traffickers
and taking the necessary action to apprehend those responsible
or prevent the action altogether reauires accurate, timely
intelligence.

Tactical and operational intelligence are

vital to effective enforcement and strategic intelligence
is vital to management.
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basis as Special Agent investigators.

This is in addition

to the extraction and collation of data from reports and
other documents.

Also, on occasion, intelligence personnel

debrief operational informants and DEA Agents to obtain
intelligence data.
Currently, 336 DEA employees are devoted to the
intelligence function as follows:
Headquarters

Domestic

GS-132

57

GS-1811

Foreign

Total

30

15

102

l.3

123

7

143

Professional/ 28
Technical

9

1

38

23

27

3

53

121

189

26

336

Clerical
Totals
As

DEA

management has attempted to direct enforce-

ment efforts toward major narcotics traffickers and away from
the lower-level violators, it has recognized the essential
need for a sound intelligence data base to supplement the
investigative efforts.

Our study has led us to the opinion

that Federal narcotics enforcement personnel over the years,
have not received the training, direction, control and/or
discipline necessary to record detailed data in the form
-"'~·

~:-

-

~

of reports of all investigative activities - either enforcement

n
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For this reason, OF.A's system of records

did not contain the necessary base of intelligence data.
Apparently, the separate intelligence function was
established as a remedy.
As presently exercised, it is relatively new
and management is enthusiastic about its potential value.
Many OF.A investigative personnel, especially those at the
street level, advised they have not yet realized tangible
benefits from the
received.

intellig~nce

products they have

The Agents continue to resort to their own

devices to obtain the intelligence they feel necessary in
conjunction with their ongoing investigations; therefore,
it appears there has not yet occurred an effective melding
of efforts between the enforcement and the intelliqence
personnel at a working level.

The exception to this is

EPIC which is well regarded by DEA Agents.
The FBI has always approached the criminal
intelligence function as an integral part of the investigative function and has historically required the meticulous
reporting of results of all investigative activities.

The

data reported is then retrievable and available for use in
continuation of the same case or to supplement work in
other cases. The FBI utilizes a decentralized approach
to the collection of criminal intelligence information.
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of investigative activities, including information

confidential sources and other investigative

techniques, are reviewed by a specific program coordinator
in the field office and pertinent data is reported to
FBI Headcruarters for purposes of program overview.

Service

and support personnel are utilized to collate information
both in the field and at Headquarters but their activity
is limited to support and not operational input.

It is

the responsibility of the case Agent or the program
coordinator to insure necessary correlation of all
investigative and intelligence data pertinent to ongoing
or contemplated investigations.
The criminal intelligence function in the FBI,
because of the nature of its investigative procedures and
the multitude of violations £or which the FBI has responsibility, has not been and could not be separately delineated
with any degree of efficiency or economy.

To separately

delineate this function in an organization with the many
responsibilities and priorities which the FBI has would
cause duplication of resources, personnel, and effort on
conunon investigative problems which could and should be
handled by the investigative Agent and his inunediate
supervisor with programmatic overview at the Headquarters
level.
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The above is not to·downplay the importance of
criminal intelligence information to the success of
investigative activity; rather, it is a statement of law
enforcement philosophy based upon the collective FBI
experience of the study team and reinforced by the opinions
of many of those interviewed in DFA.
Should the FBI be given Federal drug enforcement
responsibilities, and in conjunction therewith asswne certain
DEA resources, the separately delineated and staffed

intelligence function of DEA would not be subject to
assimilation in its current organizational form.
Investigative personnel who beco:ane part of the FBI would
be trained and expected to perform in accordance with
the FBI system.
C.

COMPLIANCE AND REGULATORY FUNCTIONS ·

The goal of the DEA compliance effort is to
eliminate the diversion of legitimately produced controlled
substances into the illicit drug market.

Under the Controlled

Substances Act (CSA) of 1970, the Attorney General is charged
with regulating the legitimate manufacture, distribution,
dispensing, prescribing, importation and exportation of controlled substances as well as the scheduling of such substances.

Under the law, every person engaged in or proposing

to engage in these activities is reauired to obtain an annual
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registration from DEA.

Registrants may be subject to timely

inspection and/or investigation to determine that they
comply with the provisions of CSA.
Compliance and regulatory operations are directed
by the Office of Compliance and Regulatory Affairs at DEA
Headquarters.

This Office is divided into the Compliance

Division, the Regulatory Control Division, and the
Regulatory Support Division.

DFA Office of Chief Counsel,

since the inception of regul.ation under the CSA, has been
the primary source of legal advice when requested by the
Office of Compliance and Regulatory Affairs.

The program

responsibilities focus on five basic areas:
Scheduling and determining which drugs are to
be "controlled" by the Federal process.

Based

on medical and scientific evaluation by the
Secretary of Health, Education,and Welfare
and his recommendation.
Establishing quotas which essentially take
into consideration the demand and need for
Schedule II "controlled" drugs and which set
production schedules at both the agqregate and
individual producer levels.

(See Appendix D

for Scheduling Criteria.)
Registration of all practitioners and legitimate distributors or handlers of "controlled
substances."
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Compliance investigation of manufacturers
and wholesale distributors to insure compliance
with quota levels and distribution to licit
retail distribution systems.
Leadership and training directed at State and
local efforts to curtail illicit diversion of
legitimate drugs by retailers.
Scheduling:

Scheduling is handled by the Regulatory Control

Division which is staffed by eight people at Headquarters.
Schedule I drugs cannot be prescribed; Schedule II drugs
are the most potentially harmful .prescribable drugs;
Schedule III and Schedule IV drugs are less potentially
harmful.

This program is essential to assure that sub-

stances with abuse potential are appropriately scheduled
in accordance with their degree of harmful effects.
Prioritizing of all of DEA's activities depends heavily
upon the schedules in which substances are placed.

For

example, given investigative options involving substances
in Schedule II or Schedule IV, all things being equal, DEA
will opt to concentrate on investigations involving Schedule
II substances •

Another consideration is medical usage. Given

a choice, physicians generally prefer to prescribe less
harmful substances in treating their patients.

In addition,

the security and record keeping requirements are different
for the various schedules.

Therefore, accurate scheduling is

important and of interest to both law enforcement and the
registrants.

Through the scheduling process, practitioners
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will be advised of the relative harm among drugs, the continuum being Schedule II substances at the top of the list of
harmful substances which can be prescribed, and noncontrolled
prescription drugs and over-the-counter drugs at the bottom.
Obviously, drug manufacturers and distributors are adversely
affected as their products become scheduled higher.

Coor-

dination with the Deparbnent of HEW, Food and Drug
Administration {FDA) and the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, is required by law before scheduling can take place.
Once a decision is made and input is received from HEW, regulations to control, decontrol, or reschedule are published
in the Federal Register.

Providing these decisions are

not successfully contested, they become effective in 60
days in accordance with the Administrative Procedures Act.
Neither DEA nor its predecessor agencies·have received
negative decisions in the few administrative hearings held
to date.
Establishing Quotas:

The Regulatory Control Division collects

necessary information from HEW, industry and other sources to
evaluate and establish annual production and procurement
quotas for all Schedule I and II controlled substances.

The

purpose is to identify potential diversion of controlled substances from legitimate channels of distribution and to move
towards assuring that substances available in the legitimate
sector do not exceed legitimate medical needs.

DEA also has
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the responsibility to follow export and import permits and
declarations and prepare reports for the United Nations.
Registration:

The regulation of drug handlers is supervised

by the Regulatory Support Division.

This program annually

screens applicants and issues registrations to legitimate
handlers of controlled .substances.

This is essential in

order to track the flow of legal controlled substances
through the normal drug distribution chain and to ferret
out diversion.

Regulatory authority is derived from CSA

and, as of June 30, 1976, there were over 530,000 registrants
in the Master File.

Registrations of all practitioners are

coordinated with State licensing agencies.
This Division supervises the Automated Reports
and Consummated Orders Systems (ARCOS), a computerized systern designed for use in the collection and compilation of
drug distribution data required to produce estimates of
drug requirements for the United Nations according to the
U. S. Treaty obligations under the 1961 Single Convention
on Narcotic Drug and Psychotropic Convention.
ARCOS also provides information sufficient to
measure the extent to which legitimately manufactured controlled substances are maintained in legitimate channels.
ARCOS provides geographic identification of areas where
diversion is occurring and data regarding the level in the
drug distribution chain where such diversion is occurring.
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The Regulatory Support Division also coordinates
information received from the Drug Abuse Warning Network
(DAWN), a program developed for the purpose of gathering,

interpreting and disseminatinq statistical data on drug
patterns and trends from 24 standard metropolitan areas
throughout the country.

Drug abuse statistics are gathered

on a routine monthly basis from approximately 1,000 facilities (hospital emergency rooms, medical examiners, and
crisis centers).

DEA directs the information to its enforce-

ment, intelligence,

co~pliance

and scheduling programs in

addition to providing these data to other Federal agencies
and the pharmaceutical industry for their forecasting,
education, prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation
programs.
Approximately 3,000 registrants are manufacturers, distributors, importers/exporters, and others handling large volumes of controlled substances or otherwise
requiring special attention.

DEA has the responsibility

to deter and prevent diversion from these registrants.
Compliance Investigations:

The investigation of applications

for registration and registered handlers of controlled substances and the monitoring of transfers of controlled substances between legitimate handlers are a responsibility of
the Compliance Division.

Inherent in this responsibility is

the initiation of administrative, civil, and criminal

130

action against violative registrants and those acting as
registrants without appropriate authorization.

There are

currently 198 compliance investigators in DEA and eight
unfilled vacancies; 192 compliance investigators are in
the field and six at headquarters.

During FY 1976, 1,690

investigations were conducted which resulted in 389 letters
of admonition, 73 administrative hearings, 28 arrests
and 10 civil complaints.
Letters of admonition are used when violations
are not of such a serious nature as to warrant further
legal action.
Administrative hearing3 may be heard before the
Administrative Law Judge at DEA Headquarters or before
Regional Compliance Chiefs in the field.

The administrative

hearings at DEA Headquarters before the Adf'linistrative Law
Judge result from an order for the registrant to show
cause why action should not be taken against him.

As a

result of these hearings, recommendations are made

by

the

Administrative Law Judge to the Administrator of DEA
who authorizes final action.

Any relief from the de-

cision of the Administrator must come from the Federal
courts.
Administrative hearings before Regional
Compliance Chiefs usually generate what is called a
"Memorandum of Understanding" between DEA and the particular
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registrant involved wherein the registrant agrees to take
certain actions, usually of a compliance and corrective
nature, for which DEA will respond in kind with a

regis~

tration or other allowance.
Administrative hearings are usually not appropriate in cases in which criminal prosecution is definitely
anticipated.

In such cases, an administrative hearing is

not heard without the concurrence of the local
Attorney.

u. s.

As mentioned above, the Office of Chief Counsel

is the primary source of legal advice and guidance.

That

Off ice reviews all requests for issuance of show cause
orders and provides legal assistance in the preparation
and conduct of administrative hearings.
The Compliance Investigators conduct regularly
scheduled audit inspections primarily of ·manufacturers
and distributors.

DEA concentrates on firms with violative

histories or firms whose controlled substances are found
in the illicit traffic.

The CSA requires that firms manu-

facturing Schedule II substances be inspected annually.
Each region has Compliance Program Managers
who are responsible to the Deputy Regional Director.
Plans are under consideration to change this so they will
report directly to the Compliance Division at DEA
Headquarters.
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Compliance investigators conduct numerous nationwide surveys for use in consideration of additional registrations, for evaluation of recommendations and for additional controls of various substances.

Compliance investi-

gators do not carry weapons and have no powers of arrest.
They do not serve search warrants;· however, they do serve
grand jury and administrative hearing subpoenas.

They

can seize drugs in the course of their daily investigative
responsibility.
Another primary 1T1ission of the Compliance Division
is to foster and encourage State and local efforts to
curtail diversion of legitimate drugs at the retail level.
Diversion Investigative Units (DIU) were created in 10
states under Federal funding and some of these DIU's are
still operational under State financing.
contemplating funding DIU's.

Some states are

The Compliance Division

assists counterpart State Compliance Agencies in preparing
complementary registration laws, procedures, and
investigations.
Compliance Investigators during inspections of
manufacturers and distributors of controlled substances
can and do order an increase in security measures, devices
or equipment to reduce or eliminate the possibilities of
the diversion of legally manufactured drugs.

Failure to

comply with their instructions can result in legal action
as described above.
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Since Compliance Investigators do not have the
authority to make a purchase of diverted drugs or to make
an arrest, it is necessary for them to call on the DEA
Special Agent force when such action is needed.

For all

practical purposes, the Compliance Investigators conduct
the investigations up to the point of arrest and criminal
prosecution.

They do not "turn over" all criminal matters

to the criminal investigative side.

In some instances, it

is not known until well into the investigative effort,
whether that investigation will result in administrative,
civil or criminal action.
In addition to the authorized 206 series GS 1810
Compliance Investigators, 11 additional positions were
authorized for FY 1977 and 21 additional positions for
FY 1978.

The 11 positions have not been filled due to a

shortage of funds.

A few GS 1811 criminal investigators work

compliance matters in the field, but they will eventually be
phased out.

Plans are being fonnulated to place Compliance

Investigators as monitors of the worldwide exportation
of drugs, one each in Tokyo, London, Bonn, Geneva, and
Mexico City.
Statistics received as of May 17, 1977, from
seven of the 13 domestic regions reveal the following
concerninq investigations of a Compliance and Requlatory
nature:
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Total J
DEA

Region

Adminis-

Investigations

trative/
No/Action

CivilLCriminal
t of InPer
vestigacentage
tions

Region 2 (NY)
7/75 to Present

253

94.5%

14

5.5%

Region 3 (PH)
7/75 to Present

183

82.5%

32

17.5%

Region 5 (MM)
7/75 to Present

250

91.8%

23

9.2%

Region 8 (NO)
7/75 to Present

78

71.8%

22

28.2%

Region 10 (KC)
7/75 to Present

126

99.7%

13

10.3%

Region 13 (SE)
1/76 to Present

45

93.3%

3

6.7%

Region 14 {LA)
1/76 to Present

117

92.3%

9

7. 7% .

TOTAL (Average)

1,052

116

(11. 0%)

•

(89. 0%·)

The Compliance Division Chief estimates that
approximately one-half of the matters in the last column
were civil and one-half were criminal cases.
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Compliance Investigators by Region
ON BOARD

Boston

7

VACANCIES
2

New York

30

Philadelphia

20

Baltimore

13

Miami

15

3

Detroit

24

1

Chicago

16

New Orleans

13

Kansas City

14

Dallas

12

Denver

6

Seattle

6

Los Angeles

Cl over)

1

1

16
192

7

The anticipated fund i ng level for compliance and
regulatory matters for Fiscal Year 1977 was $13,479,000
for 480 positions.

Headquarters employs 84 personnel in-

eluding three Special Agents, six Compliance Investigators,
63 professional/technical employees, 10 clerical and two
chemists.

The remaining 396 positions are in the various

regional offices.
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Observations

The authority to classify manufactured products
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by "scheduling," the authority to establish quotas for

production, and the authority to require handlers of those
products to register with ·a regulatory agency are not consistent with criminal law enforcement functions.

This is

especially true when the authority is extended to conduct
inspections and audits to assure compliance.
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Recognizing

this, the power of arrest and authority to carry firearms
and to serve and execute search warrants are not authorized
for Compliance Investigators of DEA.
Although there is a definite need for these
activities in controlling the flow of licit drugs, it does
not appear to be properly placed in a criminal law enforcement agency.

Granted, there is a joint interest on the

part of the criminal investigator and compliance investigator in sharing intelligence concerning the diversion of
legally manufactured substances.

It is not necessary, how-

ever, that they be in the same Federal agency to accomplish
this.

If separated, it is obvious that the criminal vio-

lations should be reported to the agency responsible for
criminal investigation as soon as a possible criminal act
is suspected with regard to the diversion of licit drugs.
The two agencies could and should cooperate as
DEA now does with HEW in this area.
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Available statistics

indicate that slightly more than five percent of the
cases investigated by compliance investigators result in
criminal prosecution.

Intelligence from criminal investi-

gators on the street is essential to indicate the street
availability of diverted licit drugs.

This intelligence

could still be provided in a timely manner to the compliance investigators.
There are certain advantages to having compliance
investigators in the agency which has responsibility for
criminal investigation of the narcotics laws.

The flexi-

bility of having timely referrals from the compliance investi~
gators to the criminal investigators and the criminal orientation of the compliance investigators are those advantages most often stated.
We feel that because of the higher visibility of
the FBI, perceived conflicts of interest would surface.

To

have employees within an enforcement agency empowered to
conduct administrative hearings of the nature done by DEA
Compliance Program Managers in the domestic regions and by
the Administrative Law Judge at Headquarters is

tantamo~nt

to having employees of a criminal law enforcement agency
serving as judge and jury to interpret regulations they set
in the first place.
Furthermore, the FBI has many investigative responsibilities but none involving regulatory or compliance
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functions.

To assume these responsibilities might set a

precedent which could put the FBI into regulatory and compliance responsibilities in other areas, e.g., regulatory
activities involving banking institutions where FBI currently has responsibility for investigation of crimes committed against banks, to name just one.
For these reasons, the study team strongly feels
that the regulatory and compliance function currently per£armed by the Office of Compliance and Regulatory Affairs in
DEA

should he transferred to some other Federal agency if the

FBI should assume the responsibilities for narcotics enforcement.

Under any such reorganization, the FBI should be

given the responsibility and authority to conduct criminal
investigations involving criminal diversion of all controlled
substances in the same manner the FBI presently handles
referrals from other Federal regulatory agencies.
D.

ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
(Unless otherwise indicated, statistical data aet

forth in this section is as of April, 1977).
In studying the feasibility of combining

DEA

resources

with those of FBI, it is pertinent to contemplate the distinctions between the two organizations in administration
and personnel management.

The salient distinctions between

DEA and FBI are:

(1)

All FBI

employees are in the Excepted Service, ,

whereas most DEA employees are in the Competitive Service.
i-f·· ;
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Distinctions on this subject are set forth in Section IV,
Highlights/Critical Issues, Item D.l., page 63.
(2)

The FBI's management concept is that since the

FBI's mission is law enforcement, all activities are interrelated and, therefore, managed by career Special Agent personnel in positions classified in the Civil Service
1
Commission's Criminal Investigating series GS-1811.

The

activities managed by FBI Special Agents in series GS-1811
include laboratory, training, fingerprint identification,
personnel, fiscal, records management and legal, as well
as the traditional investigative activities.

The assign-

ment of Special Agents in series GS-1811 to management of
the full range of activities is much lesser in DEA.

1 In order to sustain an orderly and effective pay and
position management system in the Executive Branch of
Government, each Department is delegated the responsibility
of describing the functions performed by its employees
into position descriptions and then evaluating each position
and placing it in the appropriate series and General
Schedule (GS) grade. This classification of the position
is based upon position classification standards for each
general occupation devised and issued by the Civil Service
Commission. The standards are issued by aeries. Por
instance, criminal investigating work in the Federal service
is classified based on standards issued for the Criminal
Investigating Series GS-1811. This report will refer to
positions classified in a number of different series and
the title of the series will describe generally the nature
of the work performed by incumbents in positions classified in the series involved. The Department of Justice
has redelegated position classification responsibility to
its individual bureaus including DEA and FBI.
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(3)

In DEA .there is a much greater degree of

decentralization by delegation of authority to field
Regional Directors for final approval of personnel management decisions than in FBI.
While budget formulation is essentially

(4)

centralized at

DEA

Headquarters as in FBI, in

DEA

more

funds. management and basic accounting are decentralized
to field authority than in FBI.
l. Activity Management

The fact that FBI uses career Special Agents
(positions classified in series GS-1811) for management
of essentially all activities, provides a distinction in
the basic concept of activity management between the FBI
and DEA.
At

DEA

Headquarters, activities directly involved

in investigative matters are managed by Special Agents in
positions classified in series GS-1811.

These principal

activities are incorporated in the Office of Enforcement,
the Office of Training and the Office of Internal Security.
Other activities generally are managed by officials who are
not Special Agents and who are in positions classified in
other series.

These activities are incorporated in the

Off ice of Administration and Management (including personnel
management, budget and accounting), Office of Science and
Technology, Office of Intelligence and Chief Counsel, etc.
141
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Each DEA region is headed by a Regional Director
who is a Special Agent.

His staff includes a non-Agent

Administrative Officer (series GS 341) who has program
responsibility for such activities in the region as fiscal,
personnel, automotive fleet, records management, conununications and administrative services, with the Regional Director
retaining final authority.
The hallmark of the FBI's management concept is
the use of career Special Agents with the inherent law
enforcement background, experience and perspective to manage
all echelons of the FBI.

This includes at Headquarters

the obvious investigative activities as well as service
and staff functions such as fingerprint identification,
technical services, records management, budget and
accounting, personnel and legal matters.
Each FBI field office is headed by a Special Agent
in Charge (SAC) and he has an Office Services Manager,
GS Series 342 and staff to handle records management,
word processing and a number of related duties.

~

·~· (;·f E

:H G

The grade

level of the Off ice Services Manager is lower than that of
DEA's Administrative Officer.

This stems, in some measure,

from DEA's greater decentralization of personnel and funds
management to the regional level.
The FBI's staff of over 8,300 Special Agents
provides a reservoir of human resources with a very broad
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range of educational, vocational and avocational disciplines
and/or backgrounds.

This offers the FBI the opportunity

to identify and use to great advantage Special Agents
with needed skills for either tenrporary or indefinite
assignment.

H;~~
lffe: B

For instance, the need for a manager in

fiscal activities is readily satisfied by a Special Agent
with a background in accounting and/or business management.
A prerequisite to such assignment

is that the candidate

be otherwise qualified for advancement under the FBI's

; ttt ~

career development proqram so assignment to such a

ii~B

manageil\ent role would be a step in the career development

~~ ~;.:~

~,,;,

ladder.
Pursuant to the FBI's career development program,
a Special Agent identified as having aualif ied for further
evaluation through the advancement ladder may, as noted,
receive a supervisory assignment in one of the disciplines
related to but not directly involved in investiqative

ct

; ;.r

ti
~

activity.

This has served to compliment the breadth of

knowledge and experience of FBI managers.

Also, assignment

to a management role in one of these investigative support
entities does not remove this manager from investigative
involvement.

FBI managers are subject to rotation to

any assignment for either temporary or indefinite

duration~

they may participate in investigative or related decisions
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on a day to day basis; may serve on inspections and
special surveys1 and may serve on boards and task forces
requiring investigative backgrounds.
The FBI's concept of management of a law enforcement organization by career law enforcement personnel
has served it well.

The flexibility and law enforcement

perspective it provides are invaluable.

An

attitude of

cohesion and common mission pervades the full range of
operations.

The character and personality of the FBI

stem in large part from this management concept.

The

study group firmly believes this concept must be
sustained should the FBI be delegated the responsibility
for Federal narcotics enforcement; otherwise, overall
investigative effectiveness would not be enhanced.
2. Personnel Management
The DEA personnel management concept is that
Headquarters concentrates essentially on policies and
procedures and the field on implementation, including
final action on most personnel matters.
Each of the DEA domestic and foreign regions has
an Administrative Officer, in series GS 341,generally
GS-14 domestically and GS-13 in foreign regions, whose
staff includes personnel generalists, the composition
and grade levels of which depend upon the size and
responsibilities of the reqion.

The regions have
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available a rather comprehensive administrptive manual
which is supplemented by other directives from
headquarters.

Each region has the authority generally

to effect final personnel actions through the GS-12 level
with headquarters participating with the region in a
guidance role.

These personnel actions include final

approval of appointments, promotions, position classification, special recognitions (commendations and incentive
awards) and disciplinary action including dismissals.
Headquarters may review data on some matters which result
in dismissals.
In DEA there is a flavor of centralized guidance
and advice.

For example, in position classification a

number of standard or master position descriptions
applicable to positions in given types of work service-wide
are available.

Thus, no DEA position classification

specialists are assigned to the field and field position
classification actions are carried out by personnel
generalists.

rr
11.

This is common to the broad concept;

namely, that personnel management

in the regions is carried

out by generalists rather than specialists, the specialists
in the different disciplines being assigned to DEA headquarters.
The specialists are available to the field where
needed.

For instance, where a disciplinary action is
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contemplated that involves difficult technical or
procedural problems, the DEA Personnel Officer will
dispatch the program manager for employee relations or· a
like specialist from 4eadquarters to assist the Regional
Director in the mechanics of the action the Regional Director
is effecting.

Headquarters retains policy and procedural

responsibilities.
The FBI operates a centralized personnel management
system from FBI Headquarters, Washington, D.

c.

Under this

system, all basic personnel policy applicable throughout
the service is approved and implemented from FBI Headquarters.
Assistant Directors in charge of headquarters divisions,
Special Agents in Charge of field off ices and Legal Attaches
have delegated authority to apply the Bureau's personnel
management system.

Personnel actions of all sorts originate

and are recommended by management and operating personnel
on the scene and are reviewed and approved at FBI headquarters.
These actions include appointments, promotions, demotions,
disciplinary and adverse actions, position classification,
special recognition and organization structure.

Each field

division is equipped with manuals which contain requlations
and policies concerning personnel management: these manuals
are supplemented periodically by special directives from
FBI Headquarters.

..
-~
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Each field office is structured essentially
alike deviating only in numbers of personnel and grade
levels to some degree in the service and support personnel
categories.

In most instances, field recommendations

are approved and those involving major decisions will
receive consideration and action at levels through the
Director.
The major distinction between FBI and DEA is that
the FBI does not have servicing personnel offices at field
installations nor personnel generalists in the field. FBI
field managers assure that personnel management is carried
out; however , communication and consultation between
headquarters and field divisions are on a constant and
continuing basis.
A prime reason for the FBI's centralized system
is to strive for uniformity throughout the service, and
it is the firm conclusion of the study team that greater
uniformity and equity are achieved through FBI's centralized system than DEA's more decentralized system.
This study did not endeavor to weigh the effectiveness of DEA's system and in this regard DEA personnel
management people gave the impression of being interested,
knowledgeable and dedicated.
The FBI's system has proven effective for the FBI
with its over 19,300 employees, 12 headquarters divisions,
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59 field offices, 13 legal attache offices and 495 resident
agencies.

Since DEA has a much smaller force, the FBI's

concept of centralized personnel management would have to
prevail should the FBI be given Federal narcotics enforcement responsibilities and thus assimilate certain DFA
resources.
3.Comparisons of DEA and FBI Service and Support
Personnel Grade Structures in Certain Cateaories
Pervadinq the study of salient distinctions
between DEJi._ and FBI in the areas of administration,
personnel managenent and fiscal management are two
significant differing concepts: (1) DEA is more decentralized
and (2) FEI's concept that management of essentially all
activities be by Special Agents.
The following charts are designed to illustrate
the impact

~f

these distinctions on grade structuring

of some DEA and FBI field and headquarters service and
support personnel and at the same time foreshadow considerations which would have to be addressed should
be assimilated into FBI.

DE~

resources

There would probably be impact

on other categories of personnel as well.
The first chart compares field grade levels of
DEA and FBI employees assigned to positions in the
Accounting and Budget Group, GS-500 Series.
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Number
DE.J\

of Employees
Foreiqn

FBI

DEA

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7

FBI

DEA

...

4

4

3
1

...
2
...

1
1
1

50

2

3

9

5
4
3
2

15

,

Total

3
5

10

>J. u . r · ;

Employees

3
5

6

TOTALS

'-~ ' ~.t;.••~~:~~;~,.::.,. .;.-',•·: -~1:._: :..

Number

of Employees
Domestic Field
GS Grade

d;' Q·

11

FBI

...

10
16
3

2

1

...

53

2

The foregoing depicts that under its more
decentralized system, in this case involving funds
managell'\ent, DEA has 50 employees assigned to 13 domestic
regions concentrated essentially in GS Grades 5 through
7 with others to GS-12.

DEA has 3 eMployees in this line

of work on foreign assignment.

The FBI, consistent with

its centralized system of funds management, has limited
employees in The Accounting and Budget Group Series, only
two employees in GS-4

bein~

among 59 field offices.

assiqned in this Series group

Duties in FBI field offices requiring

on-the-scene funds management, such as managing and dispersing
cash accounts and some voucher examining are delegated
to personnel in positions classified in other series.
\- - .

rr rr
~

--~:

L~ ~
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As referred to previously, each DFA Region has
assigned thereto an Administrative Officer in a position

.'.

~
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classified in the

Administra~ive

Officer Series GS-341.

This

Administrative Officer is generally in GS-14 in the domestic
regions and GS-13 in foreign regions.

Other DEA field

employees are in positions classified in Series GS-341.

As

noted previously, the top non-Special Agent in FBI field
offices is the Office Services Manager, Series GS-342,
in Grade GS-9 through GS-12 depending upon the size and
attendant responsibilities of the field off ice involved.
For purposes of comparison, the following chart combines
those in Series GS-341 and GS-342.

All but seven of the

DEA employees are in Series GS-341 and all FBI employees

are in Series GS-342.
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GS Grade

Number of Employees
Domestic Field
DEA
FBI

15
14

12

13

3

12
11
10

4

Number of Employees
Foreign
DEA
FBI
2
4

...

4
5

5

Total
Employees
DEA
FBI
14
7
5

25
44

25

9
8

6

7

1
1
1

6
5
4
3

44

3

9

27

...

l

9

1

1

l

l
l

10

43

l

4

4
5

27
9
1

l

2

Total

116

33

116

Each of the 13 DEA domestic regions is headquartered
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in a city where there is an FBI field office. Keeping in
mind DEA's more decentralized operation and FBI's
concentration of more management in Special Agents,
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DEA has 21 administrators in Grades GS-13 and 14 whereas

FBI employees are in no higher than GS-12 and are concentrated in Grades GS-8 through GS-10.

The differing

management concepts then surface a real consideration that
would have to be carefully dealt with should assimilation
occur particularly under the assumption that FBI would
become the parent or lead organization with FBI management
controlling.
Another significant comparison is that of
field personnel assigned to positions classified in the
Personnel Management and Industrial Relations Group
Series GS-200.

GS Grade
15
14
13

12
11

No. of Employees
Domestic Field
DEA
FBI
1
11
2

No. of Employees
Foreign
DEA
FBI

Total Employees .
DEA

FBI

1

...

11
2

10
9

7

u
il
.

.

6
5
4
3
2

Totals

5

5

8

8
6
1

1

1
1
1
2

...

.2

...

1

36

6

8
6

1
1

1

2

2

1
36

6
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differing management concepts result in DE.A assignment of

-<-. >-~

personnel generalists to its 13 regions in Grades up to
GS-13 whereas FBI accomplishes field personnel management
essentially through delegations to other classes of
employees.
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In swnnary the three charts point up that DEA

.•-

has a total of 52 employees in Grades GS-11 through 14
assigned to the field in the three occupations for
which the FBI has no directly comparable management roles.
The study team believes that should DEA resources
be assimilated into FBI, the FBI management concept should
··t
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be sustained; consequently, there is no obvious or direct
assignment in the FBI to which these 52 employees {as well
as some others) could easily cross over and be received
in the same grade.
The following charts are designed to point up

...

~-~ ~~.

tl

the impact of the differing management concepts on grade

Li

structuring of

ti

personnel.

u

DE/..

'

and FBI headquarters service and support

Here again, this information

for~shadows

considera-

tions which would have to be addressed should DEA resources
be merged into FBI.
The first chart compares

hean~uarters

grade levels

of DEA and FBI employees assigned to positions in the
Accounting and Budget Group, GS-500 Series.

Since
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accounting and budgeting in FBI are managed by Special

Agents, the number assigned to such management roles is
included.
DEA
FBI
Employees
DEA
Employees
GS
in GS-500 Special in GS-500
Grade
Series
Series
Agents
16
1
15
1
14
2
1
13
6
1
12
3
11
2
6
2
10
1
9
7
4
8
2
7
9
7
6
21
11
5
60
3
4
87
1
16
3
Totals
209
45

FBI
Special
Agents
1
1
3
3

DFA
Totals
1
1
2
6
3
2
1
7

FBI
Totals
1
1
4
4

6
2
4

2
9
21

7
11
3
1

60
87

16
8

45

217

DEA fiscal operations are managed by a Controller,
GS-16, and staff in positions and grade levels set forth
in the chart.

DEA has no Special Agents assigned.

The chart shows a limited number of FBI support
employees in Series GS-500 above the GS-7 level.

Here

again pursuant to the FBI's career development program
~

u

I

and management concept, the FBI's Budget and Accounting
Section is headed by a Special Agent GS-16 assisted by
one Special Agent GS-15, 3 Special Agents GS-14 and three
Special Agents GS-13.

All these Special Agents have

accounting degrees, prior accounting experience, and most

-~-~"-- - --- -

--- __,, _____

_._ ____ ___:_;_ ____,_c_

are Certified Public Accountants.

The FBI's budget for FY

1977 is $513,377,000 and DEA's is $168,263,000.

The FBI has

over 19,300 full year employees and DEA has just over 4,000
full year employees.

Most of the FBI employees in the

Series GS-500 group in Grades GS 4, 5 and 6 are involved in
lower level voucher examining and payroll work.

In this

regard, FBI manages its own payroll while the DEA payroll
is handled by the Department under the JUNIPER System.
Further, DEA voucher examining is decentralized and performed in the Regions while FBI's is generally centralized.
Another significant comparison is that of
headquarters personnel assigned to positions classified
in the Personnel Management and Industrial Relations
Group, Series GS-200.

Since personnel management in the

FBI is managed by Special Agents, the number of Agents

assigned to such management roles is included.

GS

Grade
16
15
14
13
12
11

10
9
8
7
6

5
4
3

Totals

:>.:

DEA
FBI
Employees
DEA
Employees
in GS-200 Special in GS-200
Series
Agents
Series

FBI
Special
Agents
1
8

l
4

l

7

5

1
5
4

3

8
2

DEA
Totals

1

l

8

4
5

8
4

8

5

2

4
5
9
13

5
l

l

9

13
4

20

3

...

13
33
27
3

30

134

2

~
u

FBI
Totals

20

4
3

13

2

33

27
3
19

30
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DEA's personnel operations are managed by
a Director of Personnel, GS-15, and staff in positions
in Grade levels as set forth in the chart.

DEA has

no

Special Agents assigned.
The FBI's centralized personnel management
system is managed by a Special Agent, GS-16, Personnel
Officer and a staff of 18 Special Agents in Grades GS-13
through GS-15.

As noted previously, the FBI has no

operational personnel offices in any field office nor
personnel staff employees in field offices.
Like the conclusions set out concerning field
staffing, the data in the latter two charts point up
difficulties in assimilation of personnel that would have
to be addressed should DEA resources be brought into FBI.
4.

Comparison of a Typical DF.A Regional Office With a
Typical FBI Field Office - Dallas in Each Case
There follow organizational charts for the Dallas

Regional Office of DEA (Exhibit 10) and the Dallas Field
Off ice of the FBI (Exhibit 11)
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The charts cannot be construed as providing
direct comparisons in organization because of

distinc~ions

in geographical coverage and

compl~ent

DEA and FBI Dallas Offices.

For. instance, the DEA

of the respective

Dallas Regional Office covers all of Texas and Oklahoma,
whereas the FBI Dallas field office is the largest of
four FBI field off ices in Texas and does not cover the
Texas/Mexican border.

The DEA Dallas Regional Off ice

has a total complement of 306 including 192 Special
Agents, 11 compliance officers, four intelligence officers
and 99 service and support personnel.

The FBI Dallas

field office has a total complement of 193, including
125 Special Agents and 68 service and support personnel.
Nonetheless, the charts point up certain distinctions
in the management concept as follows:
The DEA Dallas Regional Off ice has three
Assistant Regional Directors, GS-15, between the Regional
Director, GS-16, his Deputy (GS-15), and the Group
Supervisors, GS-14.

This is common to DEA management

but the FBI does not have a counterpart to this intermediate
Assistant Regional Director position in its field offices
between the SAC (GS-17), ASAC (GS-15) and supervisory
Special Agents GS-14 (field supervisors) who are similar
to DEA's Group Supervisors GS-14 •

.158

The FBI does not have a counterpart for the
Assistant Regional Director for Administration, GS-14
(Administrative Officer).
If DEA's District Offices in the Dallas
Regional Off ice can be compared to the FBI Resident
Agencies in the Dallas Field Office, it can be seen that
there are more GS-14 Special Agents heading these
respective offices in DEA than in FBI, 11 to 2.
Of 192 Special Agents in the DEA Dallas Region,
19 are at the GS-14 management level and above, a ratio

of one such manager to each 10 Special Agent employees.
The FBI has nine of 125 Special Agents, a ratio of one
to 14.
5.

Comparisons of DEA and FBI Executives
in the Executive Schedule
DEA

Executive Schedule
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

I
II
III
IV
V

Number

Title

1

Administrator

1

Deputy Administrator
(vacant}

FBI
Executive Schedule
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

I
II
III
IV
V

Number

Title

1

Director

l
2

Associate Director
Deputy Associate
Director
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6.

Comparisons of DEA and FBI Supergrade
(GS 16, 17 and 18} Positions

GS Grade
18
17
16
Totals

Headguarters
DEA
FBI
12
3
2
16
11
42
16
70

Field
DEA FBI
8
2
24
8
38
70
10

Total
DEA FBI
3 20
4 40
19 80
26 140

Of the three DEA GS-18 positions, one is in
Series GS-1811, that of Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement; one is in Series GS-132, that of
Assistant Administrator for Intelligence; and one is
in Series GS-341, that of Assistant Administrator for
Administration and Management.

Three of the four GS-17

positions are in Series GS-1811 and one in Series GS-1301,
that of Director of Research and Technology.
GS-16 positions, 12 are in Series GS-1811.

Of the 19
Thus, 16 of

the 26 DEA supergrade positions are in Series GS-1811 and
10 in other Series.
Of the

D&~

supergrade positions, 21 are

subject to position classification approval by the Civil
Service Commission and are included in the supergrade
positions allotted by statute to the Civil Service
Commission.

Five such positions in DEA were established

by separate statute.
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In the FBI, all but one of the FBI's 140
supergrade positions are in Series GS-1811.

The exception

is a GS-16 Communications Manager in Series GS-391.

Title 5, u. s. Code, Section 5108 (c)

(2)

states, " ••. the Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, without regard to any other provisions
of this Section, may place a total of 140 positions in
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in GS-16, 17 and
l.8 ••• "

Accordingly, should

DEA

resources be brought into

the FBI 5 U.S.C. 5108 (c) (2) would have to be amended
to permit the Director of the FBI to place necessary
additional positions in the FBI in GS-16, 17 and 18.
Similarly, legislation would be required to
provide additional Executive Level position(s) for the

FBI.
7. Qualifications for the Entrance to
Special Agent Position
DEA

generally appoints new Special Agents (SAs)

at the Grade GS-7 level.

To

~ualify

for consideration,

one must meet the standards specified by the
Civil Service Commission for Grade GS-7 in the criminal
investigating Series GS-1811.

Generally, these qualifica-

tion standards require at least three years of

~eneral

experience that is job-related to the SA position and one
year of specialized experience (progressively responsible
investigative experience which demonstrates qualifications

r~-: ·-_:· -
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experience and education may be applied to qualify for GS-7.
DEA may

and does hire new SAs without a college education

or at least without a Baccalaureate degree.
Since DEA is in the Competitive Service, any competitive hiring of new SAs would be from the Civil Service
register.

Rank on the Civil Service register is based

essentially on the applicant's score on the •professional
and Administrative Career Examiniation," the Civil Service
Commission examination afforded to college graduates, and
an evaluation of the applicant's experience and education.

i

i1 H

In practice, DEA does not usually hire from the Civil
Service register.
The Civil Service Commission has granted DEA
authority for 154 positions excepted from the competitive
Civil Service under Schedule A, previously described, and
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requirements for the position will include the need to
work in undercover assigilI!\ents.

While new SAs could be

hired from the Civil Service register, DEA resorts
essentially to hiring new SAs under Schedule A appointments in order to acquire those with the skills and back-
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ground it desires.

Those hired under Schedule A meet

the Conunission's qualification standards for the level
at which appointed.
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~ecruitment

consideration following interview, investigation is conThe results are

reviewed by the Off ice of Internal Security at DEA headquarters and the region advised whether the candidate is
eligible for hiring.

Each Region is advised of how many

candidates it may hire for each new Special Agent class
and final selection and appointment are the responsibility

of the Regions.

However, headquarters guidance and

authority are involved, for instance,

to

assure that the

minority candidates and women are being attracted and
brought into the service.
DEA Special Agent candidates must first pass a
physical examination administered by a doctor of their
choice afforded during the applicant processing period.
Distant vision must be at least 20/30 (Snellen) in both
eyes without glasses; and at least 20/20 (Snellen) in
one eye and 20/30 (Snellen) in the other eye corrected.
During new Special Agent training, following entrance
on duty, the new Agents are afforded another physical
examination by the DEA medical staff and continued
employment is contingent upon passing this physical
examination.

Candidates must be at least 21 years old,
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and hiring.

After a candidate has been favorably cleared for further

ducted by the Civil Service Commission.

.

but not have reached their 3Sth birthday upon the date
of entry on duty, possess American citizenship, and have

a valid driver's license.
Mention was made that DEA may and does hire new
Special Agents who do not have a college education and/or
a Baccalaureate degree.

With this in mind there follows

a chart showing the extent of education of

DEA

Special

Agents.
EXTENT OF EDUCATION OF DEA SPECIAL AGENTS IN
POSITIONS CLASSIFIED IN SERIES GS-1811

Grade

18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11

Less
Than
H.S.

High
School
Diploma

..1.

..7.

.. .

27
32
38
5

1

1

9

7

Some
College

B.S • . B.S.

... ...
•••

2

20
61
84
167
47
11

LLB

MA

Ph.D

......

•••

.• ..••

1

2

1

7
39
112

1
83

•••
5
6

263

155

10

405
59

198
17
1

8

13

11

e

24

3

•••
••• • ••
2

45

3
1

86

1

110

403

908

484

30

Percent
of
Total
.1

5.4

19.9

44.9

23.9

1.5

...
...
...
...

13
20 •••

......

2

Total

Total

Plus

2

4. 3 •••

1
3
10
98
303
564

861
132
27
24
2023

100%

Some 25.4 percent have less than a Baccalaureate
degree and 74.6 percent have a Baccalaureate degree or
more.
FBI appoints new Special Agents at the Grade GS-10
level.
tions:

Applicants must possess the following qualifica-

(1)

They must be citizens of the U.S.

(2)

Education and experience:
(a)

law schools.

Graduates from state-accredited resident

NOTE: Graduates of law schools must have

successfully completed at least two years of resident,
undergraduate college work.

A resident college is one

requiring personal attendance.
(b)

Graduates from a resident four-year college

with a major in accounting.
(c)

Graduates from a resident four-year college

with a major in a physical science for which the FBI has
a current need.
(d)

Graduates from a resident four-year college

with fluency in a lanquage for which the FBI has a current
need.
(e)

Graduates from a resident four-year college

and three years of professional, executive, complex investigative or other specialized experience.
(3)

Age:

They must have reached their 23rd but not

their 35th birthday on the date that they entered on duty.
(4)

Physical ability:
(a)

All applicants for the Agent position must

have uncorrected vision of not less than 20/200 (Snellen)
in each eye without glasses and at least 20/20 (Snellen)
in each eye corrected.

No applicant can be considered who

has been found to be color-blind.
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The FBI has rather comprehensive hearing

requirements that the applicant must meet.

All applicants

must be in excellent physical condition and can have no
physical problem which would interfere with their use of
firearms or with their participation in raids, dangerous
assigl1111ents, or defensive tactics.
An applicant's physical and visual conditions are
ascertained through a rigid physical examination conducted
at a U.S. Government examining facility during the applicant processing period.
(S)

All applicants must have a valid license to

drive an automobile.
As an Excepted Service aqency, the FBI hires
independently of the Civil Service register .

Applicants who

meet the basic requirements are afforded a detailed interview as well as written examinations.

Full fielrl investi-

gations are conducted by the FBI of those who qualify for
further consideration.

Consideration and processing

of all FBI applicants is coordinated and administered at
FBI headquarters and final appointive action is effected
at FBI Headquarters.
8.

Special Agents Promotions
DEA generally appoints SAs in Grade GS-7 and they

are eligible for promotion to GS-9, to GS-11 and to GS-12
after one year in each grade.

This means an SA may achieve
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promotion to GS-12, the journeyman level, after three
years of service as an SA •. Promotions are not automatic
but are based on the employee's job performance, his
ability to perform satisfactorily the duties at the higher
grade, and on the recommendations of supervisory personnel.
There are limits on the nmnber of GS-13 positions (over
500 at this time) and promotions beyond GS-12 are made
through the competitive procedures of DEA's promotion
plan.

This involves bidding for positions and being con-

sidered under procedures of the competitive service.
The FBI appoints new SAs in Grade GS-10.

While the

FBI is in the Excepted Service, it is subject to the
Civil Service Commission (CSC) position classification
standards and this entrance level position as well as other
SA positions have been approved by the

csc.

FBI SAs are

generally eligible for promotion to GS-11 two years after
entry on duty, to GS-12 after three years service in GS-11
and to GS-13, the journeyman level, after three years in
GS-12.

This means an FBI SA may expect to reach GS-12 after

five years' service as an SA and GS-13 after eight years.
9.

Comparison of DEA and FBI Special Agents by
Age Grouping and Grade Level
The following Exhibit 12 is self-explanatory.

Although the journeyman level for Special Agents in DEA is
GS-12 and the journeyman level for Special Agents in FBI is
GS-13, the average grade of Special Agents is slightly higher
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COMPARISON OF DEA AND FBI SPECIAL AGENTS
BY AGE GROUPING
AND GRADE LEVEL
MARCH 31, 1977
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I .. :·

·.·..·.
tI :'
...
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GRADE

.·,

GS-18

l

. . 'f1. .

AGE
25-29

''t '.'. •. J..J,
I
I'..•.. :•_l

GS-15

I- ]

.....

1 °'

CX>

i

GS-14
4

GS-13

29

GS-12

'!
l

I

GS-11

I.

GS~

~

.. j l"1

.•,J Ix
" : ffi
.'. ~

:; z
.:

0

...

I\)

85
148
248
49
855

11
62
3
15
88
213
65
80
289
872
236
151
1,358 588
438
181
442
125
87
,17
244
43

2

12

11

1

1

10
990
248
11.9%
12.1%

13
2,432
822
29.2%
40.8%

1,898
445
22.8%
22.0%

AGE
40-44

AGE
45-49

AGE
50-54

AGE
55-59

2

4

10
1
20

2

23
2
75
14
183
24
887
26

6

2

11
2
44
4
264
4

6
1

4
1
8
2
62
29
114
80
628
82
105
&9
14

4

18
2
34
8
74
33
150

59
497
38
13
21

7

AGE
&D-M

AGE
15-70

3

&

80

3
1
12

1

B

3
1

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

18
1
43
3
75
10
280
97
780
303
3,203
585
2,149
857
830
141
942

TOTAL
GR"ADE
POINT
324
18
731
51
1,200
180
4,200
1,455
10,920
4,242
41,639
7,345
25,788
10,284
9,130
- 1,551
9,420

28

234

1.28%

24
8,320
2,027

168

1.18%

TOTAL

0.22%
0.05%
0.52%
0.15%
0.90%
0.49%
3.36%
4.78%
9.38%
14.95%
38.50%
27.87%
25.83%
42.28%

t·

f.
\.

i

t

1; ·
~..

r\· .

rf .
r"
~·
r

(

.

f

r·

!1·

t
~"-

9.97%
8.98%
11.32%

,k

GS-08
GS-07

.'

~~

3

GS-10

j

i

AGE
35-39

3

~

I

AGE
30.34

GS-17

' ~: . :·.

'

AGE
LESS
THAN 25

GS-111

. ..

.

~: 1 -;.;.;:.: _ :
11>

·1

i

~

TOTAL
PERCENT
OF TOTAL

•
0.3%

827
267
9.9%
12.7%

791
180
9.5%
7.9%

978
319
72
1&
73
15
2
1
11.8% 3.8% 0.9% 0.2%
3.8% 0.7% 0.1% 0.0%
FBI
DEA

··,'

103,352
26.508
t

I.

"f.

Average Grade:
Average Grade:

12.422
12.584

!'

'

in DEA than in FBI, 12.584 versus 12.422.
this are:

(1)

~hile

Contributing to

DEA's journeyman investigative position

is GS-12 it has 565 Agents in GS-13 or 27.87%; (2) DEA has
9.42% of its Agents below GS-12, whereas the FBI has 21.29%;
and (3) DEA has a higher percentage of Agents in GS-14
(14.95% versus 9.38%) and GS-15 (4.78% versus 3.36%).
Public Law 93-350, approved July 12, 1974, the
statutory basis for retirement of Federal law enforcement
officers, provides generally that one with at least 20
years of Federal qualifying investigative service must
retire at age SS.
January 1, 1978.

This provision becomes effective
As can be seen from the chart, a number

of FBI Special Agents in management positions will retire
within the next 5 years.

Fewer DEA Special Agents in

similar positions are in this category.
10.

Policy Concerning Mobility of Special Agents
Both DEA and FBI require that Special Agents be

available for assignment consistent with the needs of the
service.

The only apparent distinction of consequence is that

DEA Agents may file a formal grievance over a transfer action,
for instance to cancel a transfer ordered by DEA Headquarters.
A formal grievance entitles one to a formal hearing if desired before final decision by DEA.

An

FBI Agent may make a

formal request concerning transfer action including that a
transfer be cancelled.

The request would receive formal con-

sideration up to the Director of the FBI but there is no
provision for a formal hearing nor would there be one.
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11. Security Clearances
A full field investigation is conducted by the FBI
for each applicant being considered for employment by the
Appointments are approved and issued from FBI

FBI.

Headquarters for FBI employment nationwide.

All FBI employees

are required to have a security clearance of at least "Top
Secret" and this clearance is granted on the basis of
the FBI background investigations.
DEA applicants are subject to a full field investigation by the Civil Service Commission (CSC).

If hired,

the employee would then be entitled to access to sensitive
material (investigative material) but not to any classified
material requiring a security clearance.

There is no

requirement that each DEA employee have a security clearance because some assignments do not call for access to
classified material.

Security clearances are secured only

after requested by the Reqional Director or Headquarters
Office head, reviewed and recommended by DEA's Office of
Internal Security and approved and issued by the Department
of Justice.

Employees are generally hired before a

request for a security clearance is made although in the .
cases of Special Agents, the Office of Internal Security
will have passed on the individuals.
As of April, 1977, the security clearance status
of DEA employees was as follows:
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a clearance of "Secret" and 97 percent had

'v

a clearance of •Top Secret."
(2) 1760 DEA employees had no security clearance.

m

SAs in Series GS-1811 are required to have a Top
Secret clearance; however, 15 percent of SAs do not
currently have a Top Secret clearance because (1) a Top
Secret clearance has lapsed and has not been renewed;
(2) a request for a Top Secret clearance has not been
made or, (3) some DF..A employees who transferred to DEA
from the U.S. Customs Service had Top Secret clearances
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which were cancelled when they came to DEA and never
renewed.
At the present time DEA is carrying out a program
to insure that all SAs have Top Secret clearances.
In some instances, the Office of Internal Security
concludes that a request of the Department of Justice
for a security clearance of a given individual should not
be made.

The reasons generally deal with background

information developed during the CSC investigation.

Where

a clearance is not to be recoJ'!Ut\ended, the Office of
Internal Security corresponds with the Regional Director
or the Headquarters Off ice head and advises of the
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reasons therefore.

This means the employee will have

access to sensitive material but not to classified
material.
All FBI employees are required to have Top Secret
clearances.

Accordingly, a condition precedent for any

DEA employee transferring to FBI would be that, if such
individual had no Top Secret clearance, the FBI would
conduct a full field investigation and the decision as
to the employee's acceptability for FBI employment would
rest with the FBI Oirector.
12. Position Classification Appeals

Any Federal employee may appeal up to the Civil
Service C01mnission (CSC), where final decision is made,
the grade of his or her position and the Title and/or
Series in which the position is classified.

Appeals are

considered first by the bureau or other entity in the
Department of Justice where the appeal is filed, then by
the Department's Office of Personnel and Training and if
resolution is not achieved, by the CSC where final decision
is made.
DEA has 15 position classification appeals pending.
All 15 involve appeals that the position should be in a
higher grade.
Eleven of the 15 appeals are by Special Agents who
feel their position should be in the next higher grade.
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Of the 11, one is by a GS-14 Assistant Regional Director

-...... ..,_.

of a foreign region who feels his position should be in
GS-15; seven are by GS-13 Special Agents in Charge of
District Offices who feel their positions should be in
GS-14; and three are by GS-13 Group Supervisors in
District Off ices who feel their positions should be in

GS-14.
Of the remaining four appeals, two are by GS-11
.Compliance Investigators in the same domestic region who
feel their position should be in GS-12 and two are by
GS-13 Administrative Officers in foreign regions who feel
their positions should be in GS-14.
The FBI has no position classification appeals
pending at this time.

FBI Position Classification personnel

have no recollection of there ever having been a position
classification appeal filed by an FBI Special Agent.
Should DEA resources be consolidated into the FBI,
the positions which are the subjects of the present position
classification appeals in DEA would no longer exist.
Accordingly, any of those present DEA employees who have
a pending appeal and who would be assimilated into FBI
would first be obliged to withdraw their appeals and understand that as FBI employees they would be subject to the
position classification structure and policies and
procedures of the FBI.
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13. Internal Security (Professional Integrity) and
Disciplinary Matters
The Office of Internal Security at DEA headquarters,
under the Chief Inspector, conducts internal security
(professional integrity} investigations under the following circumstances:
(1) criminal activity is alleged,
(2) a civil rights violation is alleged,
(3) there is an allegation of flagrant or serious
violation of Department of Justice or DEA regulations, or,
(4) there is an allegation of misconduct wherein
the particular allegation is quite serious or the subject
of the allegation occupies a position sufficiently high
in the administration of DEA to warrant . investigation by
the Office of Internal Security rather than by the local
Regional Director or Headquarters Office. (Also included
in category (4) are those situations where Regional
Directors or Headquarters Off ice heads request that the
Office of Internal Security conduct the investigation).
There are six Internal Security Regional Offices
(separate and distinct from DEA operational regions)
reporting to the Office of Internal Security at DEA Headquarters with each Region headed by a GS-15 Inspector.
There is a total of 51 inspectors assigned to the six
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regions and the Off ice of Internal Security at DEA headquarters.

The inspectors, aside from those in supervisory

roles, are in GS-14 and serve three years in the
Office of Internal Security and then are rotated to
another GS-14 level assignment. GS-14 Inspectors are
chosen either through a vacancy announcement or selection
by the Chief Inspector when he wants a particular Agent
with given aptitude.

It is important to note that most

of the work of the 51 Off ice of Internal Security Inspectors
throughout the service is involved in unannounced inspections of DEA Regional Off ices and District Offices
and on special projects.

In other words, the Office of

Internal Security provides certain inspection and audit
functions of regional and district off ices as well as
internal security investigations.

There is a separate

Office of Field Evaluations, organizationally distinct
from the Office of Internal Security, which looks into
the operational effectiveness of the Regions and District
Offices.
A study was made of DEA Internal Security
investigations closed during 1975, 1976 and through March 31,
1977 and pending internal security investigations.

It

disclosed that during 1975 and 1976 the Office of Internal
Security investigated and disposed of a number of allegations
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which had been made several years before.

The date

of receipt of the oldest internal security investigation
as of March 31, 1977, was July 23, 1974, that of an employee
who had been dismissed and a prosecutive opinion of the
United States Attorney was awaited.

This is indicative of a

successful effort to resolve long-standing allegations.
In the FBI, the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR), an element in the Planning and Inspection
Division, is responsible for investiqatinq all allegations
involving criminality, moral turpitude or serious misconduct.
The Off ice of Professional Responsibility is headed by a
Deputy Assistant Director and consists of a staff of four
Supervisory Special Agents, Grade GS-14.
The efforts of this office are involved solely with
professional integrity investigations.

Others perform

inspections and audits of FBI installations.

Professional

integrity investigations are conducted either by the
personnel of this off ice or delegated by OPR to officials
in the field or at the various Divisions at Headquarters
which investigations are nonetheless controlled by OPR.
The study team also looked at the status of
•

investigations for which the FBI's OPR is responsible.
These investigations are handled promptly.
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E.

FISCAL FUNCTIONS
The operational accounting for obligation

and expenditure of funds is centralized within the FBI
structure and decentralized to an extent at DEA.

The

merits of a centralized versus decentralized system of
operations are not the subject of this study and in
making this kind of comparison a great deal depends on
what objectives one is trying to achieve by the use 0£
one or the other system.

The fact remains that the FBI

manages all funding centrally and should DEA's functions
be transferred to the FBI, the fiscal management could and
should be achieved through the FBI's centralized system.
DEA maintains an operational accounting £unction
at the Regional level.

Accountants or other professional

employees are assigned to each Regional Office for purposes
of handling all financial matters relegated to the regions.
The financial operation is usually under the management
of the Assistant Regional Director for Administration
Each Region is responsible

{Administrative Officer).

for certain expenses as allocated to it by Headquarters.
The Region then sub-divides the allocation to the District
The Regions are held account-

Offices within the Region.

able for certain expenses known as "controllable expenses"
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and for amounts allocated for the purchase of evidence
and payment for information (PE/PI funds).

All

other financial management is centralized at DEA
Headquarters.
All domestic regional operational accounting,
such as the scheduling of invoices for payment, maintaining
and reimbursing cash funds and recording of obligation and
expenditure of funds, is accomplished within the Regions.
Special operations are funded by Headquarters if outside
the normal scope of a regional operation.

If a Region is

experiencing difficulty staying within a financial plan,
the Regional Director can apply to Headquarters for
additional funds or curb operations to stay within his
financial plan.
DEA's total financial plan is prepared and
reviewed periodically and all changes approved by the
Administrator.

DEA is actually managed, fiscally, from

this planning document.

The DEA financial plan groups

funds by management categories, some of which are specific
accounts and others, groupings of accounts into operational
This system seems to provide the

and support categories.

necessary overview of financial operations which lends itself
to management of controllable funds and recognition of
shortfalls in uncontrollable areas.
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The FBI maintains a centralized fiscal management
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and operational accounting system.

Field managers have

the latitude to authorize all normal operating expenditures
within the scope of their particular field division.
are no allocations of funds to fie,ld offices.

There

All

obligations and expenditures of funds together with all
operational accounting are centralized at FBI Headquarters.
Any unusually large or abnormal items of expenditure desired
by a Special Agent in Charge of a field office, are
authorized by FBI Headquarters.

All major financial

decisions are made jointly by the FBI respective operational
division and the Finance and Personnel Division, subject
to the approval of the Deputy Associate Directors
(Investigative and/or Administrative).

This method allows

flexibility with respect to deployment of personnel and
funding to handle special or unusual investigations.
While there is much program planning and funding level
authorization based qn historical costs, the FBI, because
of its wide area of responsibility, must maintain the
flexibility to apply financial resources to current crime
problems which may not have been apparent at the time
funding levels were established or are the result of new
legislation giving the FBI additional responsibility.
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DEA is the recipient of several million dollars
provided from funds appropriated to other agencies.
Presently the use of these funds is restricted to the training
of foreign law enforcement personnel, participation with
foreign governments in

~he

interdiction and eradication

of illicit narcotics, the gathering and dissemination of
intelligence on narcotics traffic and the development
and use of technological capabilities.

These funds are

reimbursements except for certain amounts provided by
the Department of State which take the form of direct
allocations for approved programs.

For FY 1977, DEA

expects to receive $4,625,000 in reimbursables and
$1,464,000 in allocations for a total of $6,089,000.
The bulk of this amount, or $4,040,000 is from the
Department of State. (The FBI is the recipient of
approximately $5,000,000 from other agencies, most of
which is reimbursement for applicant background investigations).
Following are Exhibits 13 and 14. Exhibit 13
shows total direct funding authorized by
major function. It is distinguished from
Exhibit 14 showing comparable direct funding
authorized by major function by exclusion
from the latter of FBI's cost free service
functions for which there are not comparable
DEA functions.
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FISCAL YEAR 1977

£
[

TOTAL DIRECT FUNDING AUTHORIZED

BY MAJOR FUNCTION
(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
ADP and Telecommunia1ions Systems Suppon
4J'lli$UO&

1111111111 hspec1ions

1.K tl.111
M1111gement 11111 Adminislmilln

~.-

-.
--.

"r

--

~

4.1" .....
labor1tory incl Technical Servicn

1.5"

~

:,o\

'14.z&l

DEA
Complilnce and Regula1ory
1.3% •11.111

$168,263

---+-

TOTAL INVESmATNE OPERATIJNS
t131.111

D 11.n

., :.' E·.
.·

...

Field Investigations

57.7% t97.116
lnanll lnlpectilllS
ADP and

T~

Ji"

Symms Supfiort

W1D
Mlnaglmlnt 11111 Administrltion

1.K tl.312

U'lli •ttGD

Llpl, Elllmll Afflirs and FOi/PA

u" m.&&11
Finplprint W.llifiCltion

IB Ml.715
Uniform CrilH fllporting

and NCIC

I
., I
·-.
'

1.l'lli tl.3%1

n1---......

FBI

labol'ltory
TllChnicll Services

m

m.122

$513;J77

~·

-

·1

-; I
;I
II
.,

D

TUTAI. INVESmATNE OPBIAmNS
74.7" t313.151

D

11.K • !il.122

SERVICE RJNCTIONS

~

<
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EXHIBIT NO. 13

FISCAL YEAR 1977

COMPARABLE DIRECT FUNDING AUTHORIZED

BY MAJOR FUNCTION
(DOLLARS JN THOUSANDS)
ADP llld TM11111-ations Systems Support
U% . . . .

UboqlD!y

Ind Technical Services

U% t14J13

DEA
$168,263

Campiaa llld R19*tory _ _....,_
1.3% t1U11

D

lOTAl. INVESTIJATIVE DPERATIJNS
Tift

t131.111

filld Investigations

57.7" tl7,111

......... llld
TtcllicllSllWCll
I.ft t13.12Z
ferlign lililon-~..

..,. tz.19

FBI

$457,255*
•'

..,

~. ·.;

'I. -

:;.

~

~ ·

-.~

.- .:

,.
....~

D

...

. ?:

":' I·

.'

:

~

TOTAL IMSmATNE OPERATIJNS
a.ft t313.151

.

..-·

"

* txa.llDES COSTIJl'BIATDIS.
Fl/EI S8MCt

'(

RISBll'RINT

RJflCT/DltS

lllJM.IE1JEIUl

Tri lrATE MID UJCM. lAW BIRJltCBIBIT

llCfiMID . , , _ &mil ltE1f1ll1$J

"
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The direct appropriation to ORA for FY 1977 is

$168,263,000.

This amount doP.s not include carryover authority

~: .: -. - ~

of $2,241,000 from the preceding year.

This level of funding

allows for 4,007 full year employees for FY 1977.

The FBI's

direct appropriation for FY 1977 is $513,377,000 and allows
for 19,367 full year employees.
carryover authority.

The FRI has no appropriation

Both the FBI and DF.A have joint efforts

in 1977 with State and local law enforcement aqencies which
receive the support of LEAA.

For FY 1970, DF.A has asked for

direct funding of $6.777,000 to be transferred from LEAA
toqether with enabling appropriation language to administer
such funds.
It would be difficult to make a valid
function by function comparison of

th~ F~I

within the time frame of this survey.

and DEA

The Exhibits,

which <lepict a comparison of fundinq by function, are
for purposes of portrayinq a fiscal overview of the two
operations and the approximate manner in which financial
resources are allocated.
functions of the FBI,

When fundina for the service

(NCH-:, Uniform Crime Reporting

and Fingerprint Identification) is removed, a closer
comparison of fund alloci'\tion by function is achieved:
however, there are different concepts in allocating funds
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to these functions and an in-depth audit would have to
be conducted to unravel all these differences.
Responsibility for fiscal operations of

DEA is incorporated into the Controller's Office and
comes under the authority of the Assistant Administrator
for Administration and Management. Budget formulation
and all matters related thereto are handled at Headquarters.
The coordination of regional accounting operations and
accounting for all other obligation and expenditure data
are also necessarily centralized in order to meet reporting
requirements.

All of these positions, in the field and

at Headquarters, are manned by staff accountants and other
professionals.
Responsibility for the fiscal operations of the
FBI falls within the purview of the Assistant Director of
the Finance and Personnel Division and is under the authority
of the Deputy Associate Director (Administrative) •

The

current Assistant Director has an accounting background and
was previously the Special Agent in Charge of a field off ice
as was the Deputy Associate Director.

Most key budget and

accounting positions are currently manned by Special Agents.
Most are Certified Public Accountants (CPAs) and all have
professional as well as law enforcement experience.

The

interaction between the financial and operational Special
Agents greatly facilitates the budgetary
184

a~d

accounting

operations of the FBI.

This also serves a valuable purpose

in the career development of these Special Agents for future
management assignments.
Following is Exhibit 15 showing a comparison
of authorized funding by object class.
As shown in Exhibit 15, personnel compensation
and related benefits represent approximately 79% of the total
FBI direct appropriation for FY 1977 while representing 62%
for DEA.

One significant factor in this percentage difference

is the payment by DEA of approximately $8,000,000 for
contract ADP services and for use of the Department of
Justice computer services.

By a comparison of personnel

compensation, one conclusion can be drawn that all the
other costs combined to operate the smaller DEA are
disproportionately large due to the necessity of
maintaining facilities, communications and certain
functions regardless of the size of the organization;
in other words, the fixed cost to operate the smaller
agency is proportionately larger.

In doing this type

of comparison, one must remain aware that the operations
of DEA and FBI are similar but not exactly the same and
that pending priorities for any given Fiscal Year where
a comparison is being made can have an effect on such a
comparison.
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E COMPARISON OF AUTHORIZED FUNDING
BY OBJECT CLASS
(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

DEA
$168,263

Penonntl Com....-.

°" ....

G7 WORK YEARS

Facities & CommuniCltions

"' *47,121

FBI
$513,377

"'1annel Coi111*lllliM
111 m.111
11,317 WORK YEARS
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The average pay grade for all DEA employees is
higher than for FBI employees.

One difference is in the

fact that DEA has a larger proportion of higher graded
professional/technical personnel.

This difference still

exists when a comparison is made of the two organizations,
excluding the FBI's major service function, the
Identification Division.

Part of the reason for the

higher average grade is the use of contract services by
DEA for input into the ADP systems in lieu of its
own employees.

Some of the difference is accounted

for in the mission, structure and size of the organizations and the overall systems of recording, filing
and managing investiqative results.

The FBI has

no counterpart functions to the Compliance and Regulatory
or Intelligence operations of DF..A.

The key area

of difference, however, is the FBI's use of support
personnel in all echelons of the organization as opposed
to any extensive use of non-Agent professionals.
Travel and transportation costs of DEA are
proportionately higher than the same costs for the FBI.
This may be due to the fact that DEA must cover the same
geographical area as the FBI from fewer offices.

A

col'!lbining of resources could effect some economy in this

~·
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area, since the wide deployment of the FBI might,
eliminate some travel.

The following comparison portrays

the availability of average funding per employee and per ·

investigative employee as a means of pointing out c1assif ications of funding available to carry out the responsi-

bilities and missions of DEA and the FBI:
FISCAL YEAR 1977 (AUTHORIZED}
AVERAGE FUNDING PER EMPLOYEE BY OBJECT

FBI
Full Year Employees

19,367

Less:

(3,389)

FBI Identification
Division

CLASS

DEA
4,007

15,978

4,007

Travel and Transportation $
of persons

606

$1,985

Transportation of Things

220

393

2,605

4,173

68

281

Other Services (Repairs
672
and Maintenance Contracts,
Payments to Other Agencies,
etc.)

6,727

Supplies and Materials

560

1,143

1,196

1,257

Rent, Communications
and Utilities
Printing and Reproduction

Equipment

188
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These comparisons eliminate the employees in

the FBI Identification Division and corresponding dollar
amounts to reflect this reduction.
FISCAL YEAR 1977 (AUTHORIZED)

AVERAGE FUNDING PER INVESTIGATIVE EMPLOYEE
BY OBJECT CLASS

FBI

DEA

8,318

1,965

8,318

2,161

$1,163

$3,680

422

729

Rent, Communications and Utilities 5,003

7,739

Full Year Investigative Employees:
Special Agents

196

Compliance Investigators

Travel and Transportation of
Persons
Transportation of Things

130

522

Other Services (Repairs and
Maintenance Contracts, Payments
to Other Agencies, etc.)

1,290

12,473

Supplies and Materials

1,077

2,119

Equipment

2,297

2,331

Printing and Reproduction

189

It should be recognized that the foregoing
comparisons measure only the input in terms of financial
and personnel resources and that there is no definitive
measure of output which can be cOMpared to this input.
The FBI has a massive system of records and
written communication management both in the field and
at FBI Headquarters.

DEA does not have such an extensive

system nor do they record as much investigative information;
therefore, DEA has fewer employees engaged in this type
activity.

This would mean fewer lower grane DEA personnel

to handle filing, etc., of investigative information.

More

personnel would require more support· costs, however, and
there is no way to determine how such a comparison would
look.
Since the two organizations are similar but
not the same, it is difficult to make a comparison which
could specifically address the cost-effectiveness of one
versus the other without adjusting figures to the extent
that they would no longer be valid for such a comparison.
The DEA appropriation for FY 1977 is 32.8% or
slightly less than one-third of the FBI's.

If narcotics

law enforcement is transferred to the FBI, narcotics
investigations would be the largest single program within
the FBI's jurisdiction.

Currently the two major FBI

19fi
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criminal investigative programs are white-collar crime
and organized crime.

Narcotics violations would overlap

into both of these investigative areas, primarily organized
crime.

There are inherent efficiencies in being able to

investigate one individual or group of criminals for
violations of a multitude of Federal statutes.

These

efficiencies extend beyond the investigation and into
reporting, prosecution, record storing, etc.
Certain efficiencies would be achieved by
combining DEA into FBI which would give rise to efficiencies
outside the FBI, namely, single review in all areas at the
Department of Justice, Office of Management and Budget,
General Accounting Office and the Congress.
The initial stages of combining DEA responsibilities
with the FBI would require additional funds for conversion
of communications equipment, moving costs incurred
in the consolidation of space, revision of automated systems,
travel and per diem for transitional employees, training
of both DEA and FBI employees, background investigations
on those DEA employees who have no security clearance,
integration of the DEA records management system into the
FBI and necessary transfers in connection with realignments
of offices and functions.
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The costs of these transition items depend
somewhat on the method of implementation and the time
required to complete the integration.

It is estimated

these costs could range from $30,000,000 to $40,000,000
depending on the extent of field off ice moves (both FBI
and DEA) required.

Initially there would necessarily be

some duplication of effort during the transitional and
training period but eventually efficiencies would emerge
which might offset the additional start up costs.

The

principal consideration of a melding of DEA functions
into the FBI should be whether the combined efforts would
provide an improved enforcement product and not necessarily
whether the combination of administrative efforts and
physical facilities would be economical.

If, in fact,

there is a monetary savings, it would not surface immediately
and could take the form of improved capabilities for the
combined law enforcement effort and never surf ace as a
pure dollar savings.
There are some distinct differences between the
organization of the fiscal functions of the FBI and DEA
as well as some basic conceptual differences on how to
apply financial resources to achieve the goals and objectives
of the respective organizations.

DEA's fiscal functions are

decentralized to an extent, FBI's are centralized; DEA
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has professional/technical employees in all fiscal

management positions, the FBI does not; DEA pays for
extensive outside contractor and other Department of Justice
ADP services, the FBI has their operations centralized
within; DEA has a highly sophisticated accounting system
aimed at accumulating costs by organizational element;
the FBI system is less complex and is aimed primarily
at accumulating costs by investigative classification
or by major support function; DEA has an extensive aircraft
inventory and operational capability, the FBI owns a
limited nwriber of aircraft and leases the balance on a
project basis; and DEA maintains large cash balances and
cashier operations in each office, the FBI does riot.
While these and many additional issues could be raised
with respect to differences, none of them can be considered
to be of sufficient magnitude alone to be a decisive factor
in considering the feasibility of combining DEA/FBI resources.
F.

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

1.

Training
The Office of Training at DEA Headquarters,

called the National Training Institute (N.T.I.), consists
of two divisions.

One division of 30 persons, including

16 A<;1ents, handles training of DEA personnel and police
officials from local, state and other Federal agencies.
The other division of 35 persons, with 21 Agents, handles
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is completely funded by the
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The latter division

Department of State._

The Office of the Director of Training with 12 employees,
three of whom are Agents, handles management, planning,
evaluation and administrative functions. The training
mission of the NTI is to provide both basic and advanced
training in narcotics and danqerous drug law enforcement skills.

Each DEA Regional Office has a Regional Training

Coordinator who programs and helps conduct field training
of an In Service nature for DEA employees and field schools
for local, county, State and Federal law enforcement
agencies.
All new Special Agents of DFA are trained in
Washington, D. C., at the NTI.

Prior to the only Class in

Fiscal Year 1977 which graduated April 1, 1977, the training
lasted 10 weeks.

This year's only class was increased to

a 12-week program to emphasize conspiracy cases, report
writing and more legal matters.

Academic curriculmn is

re-inforced by a continuous series of field training exercises covering undercover, informant debriefing, surveillance,
raid techniques, and courtroom procedures.

Physical

conditioning, self-defense and firearms training are an
integral part of the program.

The length of the course is

deceptive since a considerable number of extra hours are
spent in practical exercises on nights and weekends that are
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not readily apparent from a stated 12-week schedule.

The

training class completed April 1, 1977, consisted of: 250
classroom hours, 284 practical field training hours, 79
firearms training hours, and 84 hours of physical activities
for a total of 697 hours.

Over 200 of the total hours were

spent in training on nights and weekends.
The overall objective of new Aqent training is to
prepare them to become immediately productive upon assignment to initial duty stations.

As a practical matter, however

each new Agent is assigned as a teammate of an experienced
Agent in the field for varying lenqths of tiJTte, up to as
long as a year.
A

six-week program was devised to prepare new

Compliance Investigators to became immediately productive
in the auditing of legitimate manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers in an effort to identify and halt diversion
of legitimate drugs to illicit channels.

The program

covers investigative techniques, pharmacology and identification of controlled substances, legal principles and
drug security.
A four-week program for intelligence analysts
is devoted to technical intelligence subjects.

Individual

and group exercises allow for practice in the application
of intelligence analysis techniques to drug law enforce-

ment situations.
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Some DEA training is provided in foreign languages, foreign service orientation, advanced investigative
skills, Equal Employment Opportunity, technical, clerical,
supervisory, mid-management, executive and chemist programs.
This training is done at-DEA Headquarters, by other government agencies, or civilian sector programs.
DEA is active in training of local, county,
State and other Federal law enforcement officials.

One

such program is the Drug Enforcement Officers Academy.
This ten-week program is conducted in DEA space in
Washington, D. C.

The training is cost free, however, each

Department sending representatives must defray the per diem
costs for the students in Washington.

The course is similar

to the Basic Agent Program of DEA in that it combines
academic, field exercise, physical and firearms training.
Students are provided management, leadership and methodof-instruction training.

Four such schools are scheduled

each year with 30-35 officers in each.
Law Enforcement Officer Schools of two weeks
duration are held in Washington, D. c., and at selected
locations throughout the United States.

Basic surveillance

techniques, undercover operations, drug identification and
field testing are covered in the classroom and field
exercise situations.

Fifty-seven such schools are scheduled

for Fiscal Year 1977.
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One-week seminars for forensic chemists complement
the police training programs.

The program includes class-

room and practical work to update methodology and improve
techniques in the analysis of drug evidence.
Other programs of from one to five days duration
are conducted in headquarters and regional seminars.

DEA

does not contribute to the travel or per diem costs for
any of the schools conducted for State and local police.
Individual training programs for foreign police
officials are geared to upgrading the indigenous drug law
enforcement capability of foreign law enforcement agencies
through training in management, inveatigative techniques
and training of drug law enforcement units.

Programs vary

in content and design from country to country and region to
region.

Attempts are made to motivate foreign police

officials to initiate and continue higher level drug investigations and to increase communications and cooperation
between foreign police and DEA personnel and among foreign
police working along international drug trafficking routes.
The international training program is completely funded
by U. S. Department of State.

The Advanced International Drug Enforcement School
is a multilingual program of six weeks duration conducted in
Washington, D. C., while some field observation and
on-the-job training is accomplished at selected DEA field
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offices throughout the

u. s.

Classes consist of about 28

students and are composed and organized on the basis of
regional drug trafficking patterns, mutual problems and
similar cultures.

High level law enforcement officials are

provided training which emphasizes the management and training
of drug law investigative units.

Overseas DEA represen-

tatives were consistently high in their praise of the effects
of this training program in influencing and stimulating
action on the part of the many participating countries to
exert more effort against the drug law enforcement problem.
Six of these classes are scheduled and held each year.
Some schools for foreign police are designed to
provide intensive practical, on-site enforcement training
in the recipient country.

The objectives vary from course

to course but generally teach the students, in as practical
a manner as possible, techniques involved in initiating
and developing drug cases whether on the retail level
in-country or on the international level.

Thirty programs

for 1000 students have been budgeted for Fiscal Year 1977.
The average length of a program is from two to three weeks.
The International Training Division also provides
expertise to ongoing foreign police academies by having
Audio-visual, Intelligence and Education experts spend
from three to four weeks on-site in the academy providing
direct assistance.
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Also scheduled for Fiscal Year 1977 is the
International Drug Enforcement Association Program.

Three

conferences are scheduled each year for approximately 150
participants and three magazine issues are prepared.

This

program brings together in one geographic area of the world
previous graduates of international programs for mutual
discussion and update.
Executive programs for 45 executives from two to
four weeks duration and two chemist schools for from three
to four weeks for 30 students have also been budgeted for
Fiscal Year 1977.
The executive programs are designed to give the
highest executives in foreign counterpart organizations a
firsthand look at DEA operations and are generally intended
to increase support and cooperation from these top level
officials.

Invitations are issued on a very select basis

by the Administrator through the Department of State.

Projected costs for Fiscal Year 1977 for foreign
training programs total $2,376,066 of which $1,106,966 is
for payroll of DEA employees and $1,269,100 for other costs.
All of this is reimbursable from State Department.
International training appears to be a necessary
ingredient to DEA's foreign mission.
The FBI Training Division, consisting of approximately 340 employees including 96 Special.Agents, conducts
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training for FBI Special Agents and other employees and

fo~

local, county, State and some Federal and foreign police
at the FBI Academy located on the United States Marine Corps
base at Quantico, Virginia.

This nine-building facility

is completely self-sufficient and can house 700 students.
All training materials, food, housing, laundry and dry
cleaning are provided without charge to all students at
the Academy.

Roundtrip travel is also provided to all

local, county, and State law enforcement officials of
the United States who attend courses there.
The FBI trains each of its new Special Agents
in a 16-week course of 619 hours duration, 15 hours of which
is after normal working hours.

New Agents are trained

to handle all the FBI's many investigative and administrative
classifications and are trained to become operational in
their first office of assignment.

For practical on-the-job

training, they receive guidance from experienced Agents
and supervisors during a one-year probationary period.
Training of an In-Service nature is also provided
at Quantico to the experienced Agent force in short courses
designed to meet a particular need.
The FBI has been offering training assistance to
local, county, and State police in the United States since
1935.

The FBI National Academy (FBINA) program conducted

at the Academy is an 11-week college-level.course of
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instruction, the great majority of which is provided by

FBI Special Agent instructors.

Each instructor has an

advanced degree in at least one of five special disciplines-Behavioral Sciences, Management Principles, Forensic
Sciences, Criminal Law, and Education-Communication.
Required elective courses in these five disciplines are complemented by Law Enforcement Arts subjects of physical
training, firearms training and investigative techniques.
The successful student can earn up to 16 semester hours of
undergraduate credit from the University of Virginia.

Those

who already possess Bachelors degrees can earn up to nine hours of credit at the Graduate level.

Four sessions of the

FBINA consisting of 250 officers each are held during the
Fiscal Year.

"

Since 1935, and with the graduation of the 109th -

session on June 16, 1977, there have been over 11,000

graduates.

The FBI invites a limited nwnber of foreign

police officers to attend each FBINA session.

This training

is designed to enhance the administrative capabilities of
the participants who return to their own agencies upon
graduation.
Shorter courses of classroom and practical exercise instruction are also held at Quantico for local officers.
These courses differ in length from two-day seminars to four
weeks of specialized training.

Subjects vary based on needs

and desires of local police and cover such areas as Firearms
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Instruction, Anti-Sniper and ·survival Training, Crime
Prevention, Applied Criminology, Domestic Crisis Intervention,
Hostage Negotiations, White Collar Crime Investigations,
Labor Relations, Executive Development, and a broad range
of Forensic Sciences such as Fingerprints, Photography, and
Scientific Examinations.

Four to five thousand local police

are trained at the FBI Academy each year.
Each FBI field off ice has a Police Training
Coordinator who assists local police agencies in scheduling
and conducting police training schools. FBI Agent instructors
from the field and FBI Academy handle varied lecture and
training assignments.

One of every six FBI Agents is a

trained police instructor.

Hundreds of hours of training

are given local police each year in the field.
In the event FBI assumes narcotics investigative
responsibilities, training priorities of both agencies would
have to re-evaluated for the task of cross-training certain
numbers of Agents as soon as possible in both organizations.
Neither agency has scheduled a new Agent training class
until after October 1, 1977.

It would be expected that all

new Agent classes in the future would train the composite
Agent to investigate narcotics as well as the other
FBI matters.
DEA new Agent trainees now receive 697 hours of
training to investigate violations of the Controlled

Substances Act.

FBI new Agents receive 619 hours of instruc-

tion to investigate over 125 various Federal criminal and
civil violations.

On assimilation, training of a representa-

tive number of FBI Agents to handle narcotics could start
immediately without disrupting the current effort of DEA
against narcotic traffickers.
Due to many similarities in practical investigative
techniques, experienced FBI Special Agent criminal investigators shoul.d quickly learn to handl.e narcotics investigations.

Emphasis in this training, which could be given

by DEA personnel, would be on drug recognition factors,
jargon, and practical exercises unique to the narcotics
traffic and enforcement.

Training time would be

solidified after a pilot session of two to four weeks.

This

training could be complemented by on-the-job training with
experienced narcotics investigators.
Cross-training DEA Agents to handle FBI responsibilities, because of its n\Utlerous investigative and
administrative classifications, would take longer.

Study

teams from the FBI have evaluated the DEA basic Agent
course and predict approximately six weeks would be
necessary to properly train and indoctrinate DEA Agents.
Policy, administrative procedures, records systems,
communications, recording results of investigations, and
investigative responsibilities are quite different from
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This would necessitate that, as

soon as practical without severely distrupting current

narcotics investigative efforts of DEA, each Agent and
supervisor of DEA receive this training.

Most, if not all,

of this training would have to be provided at the FBI
Academy.

Instruction would be given by the existing faculty

supported where needed by Headquarters Divisions of the
FBI.

After a pilot course, training time could be

adjusted.
The ideal situation would be to cross-train as
many investigators from each organization as possible in
the shortest possible time.

Again, care must be taken not

to totally disrupt the current effort against the narcotics
traffickers.

The FBI Academy priorities could accept

as many as 150 DEA cross-trainees at one time.

Starti~g

a class of 48 every other week, the FBI could train 528
in six months.

As many as 650 FBI Agents could be trained

at the Academy in the same six months by DEA instructors.
Initial priority would be qiven to training FBI Agents
currently assigned to high narcotics crime areas, probably
major cities like New York, Miami, Los Angeles, Chicago,
etc., where the FBI has larger numbers of Agents.
The advantages of joint training of FBI and DEA
Agents at the same time at Quantico would be many and varied.
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The informal discussions engendered by rooming them together
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and training at the same time, although in different courses,
might result in a shorter training time.
As an example, the total approximate cost for
cross-training 2,000 FBI Special Agents and 2,000 DEA
Special Agents would be $1,600,000 (excluding personnel
compensation costs).
Adjustments to the FBI new Agent training program
have not been calculated.

It is assumed that this could

later be adjusted when the pilot cross-training programs
have been implemented.
2.

Scientific and Technical Services
DEA's Office of Science and Technology·(OST)

is structured in a compatible and complementary manner
to the FBI's Laboratory Division and Technical Services
Division.

The mission of OST is to:

"Assure that DEA

has and effectively uses the scientific and technical
resources and capabilities needed to achieve its objectives,
plans and programs."
DEA Forensic Sciences Division
This Division exercises direct line supervision
over the Special Testing and Research Laboratory in
McLean, Virginia, and seven Regional forensic
laboratories located strategically throughout the
United States in areas of heaviest investigative activity.
(See Exhibit B, Paqe 84).
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Scientific personnel of this Division and the
regional laboratories include forensic chemists who furnish
expert testimony concerning the results of their analyses
in Federal, State and local criminal justice systems.

These

services are provided free of charge to State and local
law enforcement agencies in drug related criminal
matters.

In many cases they refer requests received

for crime laboratory services other than drug analyses
to the FBI Laboratory.

Through long-standing informal

agreement the FBI Laboratory refers state and local requests
received by the FBI for chemical analyses in drug related
matters to the appropriate

DEA

regional laboratory.

The need for rapid results of physical evidence
examinations in drug related investigations justifies
the decentralization of regional laboratories to the
seven strategic locations.

Essential factors in the

success of narcotics investigations are:

establishing

probable cause in making arrests; offering proof in
prosecutive proceedings that a questioned sample has
definitely been established as a narcotic or controlled
substance through scientific analyses; and establishing
the level of trafficker through the purity level of
heroin.
The Special Testing and Research Laboratory in
McLean, Virginia, has four major program areas:
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a.

The analyses of all drugs from overseas
operations.

b.

A "ballistics" program studying and
classifying markings on illegal tablets
to identify sources of tablet manufacture.

c.

Training, with five domestic schools and
two international schools each year, for
the benefit of state and local analytical
chemists.

In addition to formal training

sessions, individual seminars are also
conducted.
d.

Research, including a program which produces
the drug "signature" process that works toward
identifying the source of a sample of drug
evidence by scientific means.

The staff of this facility works closely with
headquarters strategic intelligence personnel in tracing
the routes being followed in the growth, manufacture, and
later trafficking in narcotics.
DEA Technical Operations Division
Effective law enforcement requires the support
of reliable communications systems and the development
and coordination of special technical capabilities to
support investigative operations including legal wiretap
and covert surveillance systems.
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The

per~onnel

of

the headquarters staff are available to assist in complex investigative situations requiring special expertise
to reinforce the capabilities of the Technical Operations
Off ices (TOO) located in various domestic investigative
regions of DEA.
Items of technical equipment noted were, for
the most part, of similar design and manufacture to
equipment utilized by the FBI.
DEA has developed a single side band radio
conununications capability through contract with a
private firm to maintain around-the-clock monitoring of
their mobile air and marine units.

This provides a

tangible added safety factor to operations being ·conducted
in remote areas.

The application of this system trades off

the security of the communications, which can be openly
monitored by anyone tuning into their frequency, with the
long-range capability afforded by single side band operation.
DEA Advanced Technology Division
This division is tasked with exploring means
by which technology may be best utilized to support
the DEA mission.

Its personnel conduct

research

and design

systems to be utilized anywhere in the broad range of
DEA activities to take advantagP. of the many advances
made in related technical. fields.

Projects range

from the development and concealment of radio antennae to
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the use of satellite conununications and in general fa11

into two categories; (a) hardware development and (b)
policy development utilizing scientific data.
This Division maintains close liaison with
defense and intelligence agencies to make useful application
whenever possible of existing developments which may be
adapted to law enforcement needs.
FBI Laboratory Division
The FBI Laboratory Division has one central crime
laboratory in Washington, D.

c.

It offers a complete range

of criminalistics services free of charge to Federal agencies
in criminal and civil matters and to State and local law
enforcement agencies in criminal matters only.
.•.

·

The FBI Laboratory is staffed with specialists
experienced in many scientific and technical fields.
The Document Section examines and analyzes
materials relating to criminal violations pertaining to
handwriting, handprinting, and other examinations of a
document nature.

Translation of documents in foreign

languages and specialized photoqraphic capabilities are
also provided.
The Scientific Analysis Section conducts examinations and research in the biological, physical, and
chemical sciences and supervises the training of local,
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State, and Federal law enforcement crime laboratory personnel in a wide range of specialized scientific areas.
This section frequently provides on-the-site investigative assistance to the FBI field offices in major case
investigations.
The Special Projects Section provides visual
and graphic support in the form of artist conceptions and
court room exhibits utilized in the investigation and
prosecution of criminal matters.
FBI Technical Services Division
The Engineering Section of the Technical Services
Division is responsible for insuring that all of the field
divisions are equipped with FM automobile two-way
communications systems.

In addition, forensic examinations

are conducted and testimony offered in matters involving
electronic or mechanical devices of evidentiary value.
Investigative and technical support personnel provide field
support when needed to overcome existing difficulties in
technical installations.

This section possesses a

capability in the enhancement of recorded voice communications
and serves as a resource for Federal agencies requiring
assistance in this area.
Observations
Some potential benefits to merger of FBI and

DE..~

resources would come through assignment of additional
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personnel, e.g., FBI questioned docwnent examiners and
tool-mark examiners, to existing regional laboratories
thereby offering increased on-the-spot capability in
evidentiary examinations to provide more timely assistance
to the over-all investigative effort.

The FBI could

benefit from DEA's extensive experience in all facets
of drug examinations and

DEA

could benefit from the

FBI's overall criminalistic approach to the examination
of evidentiary materials.

Additional.technology in the

form of latent fingerprint work and in basic photographic
support could be provided to regional laboratories by
the FBI.
DEA forensic chemists testify concerning results
obtained in DEA regional laboratories.

The functions

of the FBI Special Agent Laboratory examiner and the
DFA forensic chemist differ in that additional investi-

gative and administrative responsibilities are placed on
the FBI Laboratory personnel.
The success achieved by DEA in the utilization of
forensic chemists as expert witnesses has demonstrated to
DEA personnel the feasibility of continuing this category of
employee through whatever reorganization might take
place.

It is seen as the only practical manner in which

invaluable expertise and efficient service can continue to
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be provided to those law enforcement agencies that are now
serviced by the regional laboratories and the special
testing facility at McLean, Virginia.
A technical problem in compatibility of equipment
exists in that DEA uses UHF FM mobile radio systems
whereas the FBI uses VHF FM mobile radios.

In some

areas, it would be possible to set up cross-band repeaters
at base stations permitting existing DEA vehicles using

~

systems to conununicate car-to-car with FBI vehicles using
VHF systems.

However, cost effectiveness would probably

dictate the use of parallel systems with conunon base
stations until such time as operational experience, replacement cycles and new developments in equipment of fer better
alternatives.

Otherwise, a combining of FBI/DEA technical

personnel and material resources would appear to be feasible.
This would make available for investigative support, a
larger variety of equipment to service particular needs.
The equipment and facilities of the DF.A laboratories are compatible with existing facilities located
in the FBI Laboratory with a single notable exception, i.e.,
the storage facilities for custody of evidentiary materials.
DEA regional laboratories are currently burdened
with the responsibility of maintaining custody of entire
bulk seizures of illicit dangerous drugs.

The courts

and prosecutors do not currently accept representative
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sampling of bulk substances which are examined by these
laboratories and determined to have evidentiary value.

This

has necessitated the building of large and costly safe-type
storage areas with attendant guard services since the total
street value of the materials stored in these areas frequently exceeds the amount of currency stored in local
banking institutions.

This problem was not created by

DEA nor does it possess the capability of solving the problem internally since the current policy decision on whether
or not the seizures must remain intact lies with the
prosecutors and the courts.

No sizeable losses have been

directly attributed to this storage of evidence to date;
however, the potential remains for a major problem to occur
unless this matter is addressed through policy development.
The FBI Laboratory does not store evidentiary
material--it is returned to the contributing agency or
FBI field office upon completion of examination.

The FBI

does not have jurisdiction over any violation likely
to accumulate evidentiary material of similar value to
illicit drugs.
3.

Records Systems, Automatic Data Processing and
Telecommunications
The basic file systems of both DEA and FBI are

designed to record results of investigative activity.
recorded in these file systems are retrievable through
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Other than differences

in volume of recording, format of reporting and file .
maintenance, the systems are compatible and should FBI
assmne the DEA mission, recording and reporting of
investigative activity could be readily adapted.
As published in the March 4, 1977, issue of the
Federal Register, DEA maintains 19 identifiable systems of
records .

According to its Annual Report to the General

Services Administration on September JO, 1976, the volume
of its records holdings totalled 27,410 cubic feet including
2,653 reels of magnetic tape.
For comparative purposes the FBI maintains nine
identifiable systems of records, and its September 30, 1976,
Annual Report to the General Services Administration listed
total file holdings of 765,490 cubic feet of which approximately 151,000 cubic feet were FBI fingerprint identification
records.
The FBI record systems mentioned above are
identified as follows :
(1)

National Crime Information Center

(2)

FBI Central Records System

(3)

Bureau Mailing List

(4)

Routine Correspondence handled by preprinted

form

.

.

.

.
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Routine Correspondence prepared without
file yellow

(6)

Electronic Surveillance Indices

(7)

FBI Automated Payroll System

(8)

Personnel Information Network System (PINS)

(9)

Identification Records System

All data of consequence from FBI investigations
are maintained at FBI Headquarters in the Central Records
System and are accessib1e through a manual indices (which
is currently being automated).

Field offices also maintain

files accessible through manual indices of data originating
within the field office territory.

As indicated, all

data of consequence are also maintained in the Headquarters
Central Records System.

Resident Agencies supporting FBI

field offices do not maintain a separate file system but
file data in the form of serials are charged out to the
Resident Agents on an as needed, temporary basis.
The DEA systems of records mentioned above are
identified as follows:
(1)

Air Intelligence Program

(2)

Automated Intelligence Records (Pathfinder I)

(3)

Automated Records and Consmmnated Orders/
Diversion Analysis and Detection System
(ARCOS /DAns)
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(4)

Congressional Correspondence File

(5)

Controlled Substances Act Registration
Records (CSA)

(6) Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Records
(7) International Intelligence Data
(8) Investigative Reporting and Filing System
(9) Medical Records
(10) Office of Internal Security Records
{11) Operations Files
(12) Registration Status/Investigations Records
(13) Security Files
(14) System to Retrieve Information from Drug
Evidence (STRIDE/Ballistics}
(15) Training Files
(16) Drug Enforcement Administration Accounting
System (DEAAS)
(17) Grants of Confidentiality Files
(18) DEA Applicant Investiqations
(19) Specialized Automated Intelligence Files (NIMROD)
Investigative records maintained in District Offices,
for the most part, are duplicated in Regional Offices and at
DEA Headquarters.

Such records maintained in Regional Off ices

are duplicated at Headquarters.

DEA accesses its investi-

gative records through an automated on-line index system
known as the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. Information System
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(NADDIS).

This index provides file references to all persons,

vehicles, and certain identification numbers listed in DEA
files and limited file data on known and suspected drug
traffickers.

NADDIS contains nearly 550,000 records on drug

law violators.
NADDIS is accessed through the DEA Automated
Teleprocessing System (DATS) which is operational at 72 DEA
office locations.

These tenninals provide on-line access to

information both at Headquarters and in the field.
OATS is a nation-wide multistation teleprocessing
system linking DEA operational elements with a central
repository of automated records maintained at the Department
of Justice Computer Center in Washington, D.

c.

Operational

elements include DEA Headquarters, all domestic regions, and
some district offices and foreign regions.

The central corn-

puter is an IBM Model 370/155 and each terminal an integrated
input/output device consisting of a cathode ray tube (CRT)
display unit and a keyboard input device together with
printers to provide hard copy output.
DP.A maintains the following automated records
systems:
(1) Controlled Substances Act (CSA) · - The CSA
System contains records of registrations of
persqns who handle, dispense, or prescribe
controlled substances.
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More than two million

records are used by the system to classify
registration status of physicians, hospitals,
pharmacies, manufacturers, and distributors,
and the annual renewal of more than 530,000
such registrations.
(2) Automated Reports and Consummated Orders
System (ARCOS) - ARCOS is USP.d for collection
and compilation of drug distribution data.
It is used to produce estimates of drug
requirements for the United Nations according
to United States treaty obligations of the
1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drug and
Psychotropic Convention.

It also provides

information to measure the extent to which
legitimately manufactured controlled substances
are maintained in legitimate channels and
geographic identification of areas where
diversion is occurring.
(3) System to Retrieve Information from Drug
Evidence (STRIDE) - STRIDE supports OF.A's
enforcement operations and intelligence
efforts through processing of information
generated in the eight DEA laboratories.
(4) DEA Accounting System (DEAAS) - DEAAS
provides for administrative appropriation
accounting for DEA.
218
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(5) Pathfinder - The Pathfinder System (under
development) is an automated component of the
National Narcotics Intelligence System being
designed to provide DEA Intelligence and the
El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) with a
centralized computer capable of providing
automated storage, retrieval and analysis
of all source information relevant to illicit
drug activities.
(6) Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) - DAWN

was developed by DEA and is jointly funded
with the National Institute on Drug Abuse for
the purpose of gathering, interpreting
and disseminating data on drug abuse patterns
and trends throughout the country.

On a

routine monthly basis, drug abuse statistics
are gathered from approximately 1,000
facilities such as hospitals, emergency rooms,
crisis centers, and medical examiners.

(All

processing associated with DAWN automation
is accomplished using contractor supplied teleprocessing, computer hardware and computer
programming.)

-

(7) Other Statistical Systems - Six smaller

systems are used to collect, compile, and
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summarize a variety of statistical
information and produce historical,
demographic, and administrative reports
on a continuing basis.
(8) El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) I

EPIC is essentially a cormnunications and
data retrieval storage center providing
service to enhance the border enforcement responsibilities of the cooperating
agencies presently involved with and
using this facility, i.e., DEA, Customs,
INS, Coast Guard, FAA, and ATF.
The NADDIS automated indices to narcotics-related

information could be maintained as a separate access system
to such data which might also be included in the FBI Central
Records System and available through manual (or automated when
operational) indices.
Some of the other records systems of DEA could
likely be consolidated into the FBI Central Records System,
e.g., training files, applicant investigations, operations
files, security files.

Others would likely continue as

special purpose compilations necessary for administrative,
historical and other purposes.
As spoken to elsewhere in this report, the DEA
records systems do not appear to adequately serve DEA's
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total mission.

This is partially due to Agents not being

trained and disciplined to record detailed investigative
results, including intelligence information.

The records

systems rely heavily on automation but do not contain the
data base necessary to be of maximum assistance to ongoing
investigations.
Automated Data Processing (ADP) and Telecommunications
In support of its ADP Operations, DEA basically uses
services provided by the Department of Justice Computer Center:
however, it does have some independent processing capability. ·
For ADP support, DEA reimburses the Department of Justice
approximately $3 million per year.
DEA has an IBM 360/40 and two Hewlett Packard 9830's
at Headquarters.

The Special Testing Laboratory, McLean,

Virginia, has a PDP-8.

The Air Support Office, Addison,

Texas, has a Data Point 1100.

The New York Regional Off ice

has an IBM System 32 and an IBM System 7 which are used mainly
for property/fleet management, inventory control, and
maintenance and control of evidence inventory.

Also, the

Office of Intelligence and the El Paso Intelligence Center
each has both a PDP 11/70 and a PDP 11/45.
DEA's ADP services are generally dependent upon
the Department of Justice Computer Center, of which DEA is
one of the largest users.

Its other ADP equipment is used

in support of specific programs.
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FBI ADP operations are independently maintained
apart from the Department of Justice Computer Center and,
in view of their unique nature, the investment in capital
equipment and their state of development, would continue to
be separate should FBI assume the DEA mission.

Some DEA

systems would be subject to melding into FBI systems, but
basically the same equipment would probably be necessary.
DEA's payroll is part of the Justice Department JUNIPER
System whereas the FBI's

payroll is part of the FBI PINS

System which handles not only payroll but is also an integral ·
part of the accounting and personnel management information
system.

Logically, DEA's separate payroll system would meld

into the FBI's payroll system to become an integral part of
the larger PINS system.
Equipment located in the field such as the systems
in the New York Regional Off ice could be adapted to wider

local usage should the FBI assimilate DEA's mission.
In further support of its ADP Operations, DEA
Headquarters maintains 65 dedicated terminals and the field
regions and laboratories maintain 174 dedicated terminals
which are further supported by 27 dial-up terminals.

These

could be used by the FBI to support systems currently under
development - particularly the automated indices.
DEA's telecommunications expenses in large measure
relate to their UHF Radio System (FY 1977 estimated costs of
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$3.4 million) and commercial and FTS telephone (FY 1977
estimated costs of $2.5 million).
DEA also has a secure teletypewriter system
connecting Headquarters and most of its continental offices
(FY 1977 estimated costs of $992,000).

Facsimile Communication

Systems between offices with leased equipment at 124 locations
will cost an estimated $91,000 in FY 1977.

Other ADP and non-

ADP telecommunications systems account for the balance.
DEA's FY 1977 estimated obligations for ADP systems
is $11.7 million and for Telecommunications Systems is $11.9 .
million.

FBI estimated obligations for the period were $11.7

million and $13.4 million respectively.
A detailed study of ADP and Teleconununications
resources would be necessary to provide the basis for rational ·
decisions concerning essential needs should a consolidation
of FBI and DEA resources occur.
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts
To date, FOIPA has not become an overwhelming
problem to DEA.

About 60 requests are received per month

and these are handled by a staff of 15 people.

Current

backl09 of about 200 requests exists.
The FBI is currently receiving over 60 requests
per day, many of major, complex proportions necessitating
a staff of nearly 400.

In addition, 200 additional
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personnel are now being used on a "crash" basis to
eliminate a backlog of many months in processing these
requests.
Should the FBI assume the responsibility for
Federal narcotics enforcement, it appears logical that the
FBI would assume control of the DEA records system.
records would then become FBI records.

DEA

The study team

did not do a legal study to determine if every FOIPA
request received after the FBI assumption would require a
search of all of the former DEA records.

If so, it would

create an additional burden as the former DEA files would
have to be searched about 20 times more frequently than at
present.

4.

Physical Facilities
During FY 1976, GSA Standard Level User Charges

for DEA utilization of building space amounted to $7,004,000
and for the FBI $20,801,000.

Previous exhibits depicted

the location of FBI and DEA office facilities and
laboratories.

The El Paso Intelligence Center {EPIC) is

a unique facility and is described elsewhere in this report.
In general, the DEA Regional and District Offices
visited by the survey team were noted to be utilizing
building space which is comparable to and compatible with
that occupied by FBI Field Offices and Resident Agencies.
The investigative responsibilities of both organizations
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have required each to establish representation in the area

of greatest investigative need.

Future implementation

studies, if such are undertaken, will have to determine
any possible economies of building space which may be
effected by combining FBI/DEA resources.
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Appendix A

. ®ffm nf tqt Attnme-y Citn.end

:m nsqingtnn, E. <U. 2ll53D
MAR 2 l 1977

TO

Clar:.:!~~
Fee==~:

M. Kelley, Director '
Bureau o= I~vestigation

Pe:er 3.
,_ --::
D-·--

~-..::..'J
--0~

B2~s~~;:~ 1

- ce:._:..,.
--..... ,_
....

Administrator

-=n· • s t re:.~t·ion
_-.._,.u.ni
.i

FROM :
SUBJ

Stud;T of Transfer" of Drug Law Enforcement Functions
f ro2 DEA. to F3I

Attached hereto is a "Study Proposal" that provides the
basic guideli~es lvith reference to the above subject.
I have approved this proposal, and the purpose of this
memorandum is to direct that it be implemented as soon as
possible. Needless to say, I expect full coop2ration with
Mr. Ash, whc~ Director Kelley and I have selected to conduct
this project.

Attachment
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STUDY PROPOSAL:

To examine the mission, structure and operations of
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to determine if FBI
assumption of Federal narcotics enforcement responsibilities by
combining FBI/DEA resources will result in improved enforcement capabilities.
The study will encompass consultation at DEA Headquarters, field and foreign levels to ascertain management policies
and procedures together with data regarding DEA 's:
Investigative priorities and strategies
Administrative, personnel and fiscal functions
Support functions including training, communications,
information retrieval systems, scientific and technical
activities and records management
Deployment of laboratories and other physical facilities
Within 90 days of the initiation of the study, findings
and recommendations will be submitted together with suggested
assimilation concepts, U warranted.
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APPENDIX B
OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF MISSION AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF DEA
The mission of DEA is to enforce the controlled
substances laws and regulations of the United States of
America and to bring to

j;he

criminal and civil justice

system of the United States or any other competent
jurisdiction, those organizations, and principal members
of organizations involved in the growing, manufacture or
distribution of controlled substances appearing in or destined for the illicit traffic in the United Statesr and to
recononend and support non-enforcement programs aimed at
reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances
on the domestic and international market.
In carrying out its mission, DEA is the lead
agency responsible for the development of overall Federal
drug enforcement strategy, programs, planning and evaluation.

DEA's primary responsibilities include:
(1) coordination and cooperation with State and

local law enforcement officials on mutual drug enforcement
efforts and enhancement of such efforts by exploiting potential interstate and international investigations beyond
local jurisdictions and resources;
(2) investigation of and preparation for prosecution, major violators of controlled substances laws operating at interstate and international levels in keeping with
established drug priority goals;
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(3) regulation and ·enforcement of compliance
with the laws governing the legal manufacture and distri-

bution of controlled substances;
(4) management of a national narcotic intelligence

system in cooperation wi.th Federal, State, local and foreign
officials to collect, analyze and disseminate data as
appropriate;
(5) operation under the policy guidance of the
Cabinet Committee on International Narcotic Controls, all
programs associated with drug law enforcement officials of
foreign countries;
{6) provision of training and research, scientific
and technical and other support services that enhance DEA's
overall mission;.
(7) liaison with the United Nations, Interpol and
other organizations on matters relatinq to international
narcotic control programs; and
(8) coordination and cooperation with other Federal, State, and local agencies, and foreign governments
in programs designed to reduce the illicit availability of
ahuse-type drugs on the United States market through nonenforcement methods, such as crop eradication, crop substitution, training of foreign officials, and the encouragement of knowledge and commitment against drug abuse.
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APPENDIX C

DEA's GEOGRAPHIC DRUG ENFORCFMENT PROGRAM (G-DEP)
Violator Classification Criteria
Class

I

Violators
Two or more criEeria are required, of which one

must be qualitative and one quantitative.
(a) Sale or seizure of 1,000 grams or more of
unadulterated (pure) heroin or cocaine or the equivalent
amount of adulterated heroin or cocaine, e.g., 2,000 grams
at 50 percent purity, or 2,000 pounds or more of

marih~ana.

(b) Sale or seizure of 100,000 dosage units or
more of clandestinely manufactured dangerous drugs or diverted
controlled substances in Schedule I, II, or III, from a
violator capable of selling 100,000 or more such dosage units
per month.
(c) Laboratory operator or type B

re~istrant.

(d) Head of criminal organization.
(e) Financier.
(f) Drug smuggling head.

Class

Violators

II

Two or more criteria in Class II or one each in
Classes

I

and

II

are required.

One criteria must be

qualitative and one quantitative.
(g) Sale or seizure of at least 500

grams~

up to,

but not including, 1,000 qrams of unadulterated (pure) heroin
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or cocaine or the equivalent aJl\ount of adulterated heroin
or cocaine, e.g., 1,000 qrams at 50 percent purity. (Include
all opiates in this category).
(h) Sale or seizure of 1,000 pounds of
marihuana up to but not.i.ncluding 2,000 pounds.
(i) Sale or seizure of 50,000 dosage units up to
but not including 100,000 dosage units of clandestinely
manufactured dangerous drugs or diverted controlled substances in Schedule I, II, or III from a violator capable
of selling 50,000 or more such dosage units per month.
( j) Vacant.

(k) Head of a structured illicit druq distribution
organization, an identified organized crime subject not
listed in Class I or any Type A registrant (or employees
thereof).
Class III Violators
Any one of the criteria in Classes I, II, or III.
(1) Sale or seizure of 2 ounces or more of heroin
or cocaine.

(Include all opiates in this cateqory.)

(m) Sale or Seizure of 250 pounds of marihuana up
to but not including 1,000 pounds.
(n) Sale or seizure of 10,000 dosaqe units up to,
but not including 50,000 dosage units of clandestinely
manufactured dangerous drugs or diverted controlled sub-

stances in Schedule I, II, or III.
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(o) All registrants which do not qualify in
Classes I or II.

Class IV Violators
Defendants not meeting criteria for Classes I,

II, and III.

fJ

ll
ff.
ll.
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APPENDIX D

SCHEDULES OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970
Public Law 91-513
Sec. 202. (a) There are established five schedules
of controlled substances, to be known as schedules I, II,
III, IV, and V.

Such schedules shall initially consist of

the substances listed in this section.

The schedules estab-

lished by this section shall be updated and republished on a
semi-annual basis during the two-year period beginning one
year after the date of enactment of this title and shall be
updated and republished on an annual basis thereafter.
(b} Except where control is required by United
States obligations under an international treaty, convention,
or protocol, in effect on the effective date of this part,
and except in the case of an inunediate precursor, a drug or
other substance may not be placed in any schedule unless the
findings required for such schedule are made with respect to
such drug or other substance.

The findings required for

each of the schedules are as follows:
(1) Schedule I. (A) The drug or other substance has a high
potential for abuse.
(B) The drug or other substance has no currently
accepted medical use in treatment in the United
States.
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(C) There is a lack of accepted safety for use
of the drug or other substance under medical
supervision.
(2) Schedule II. (A) The Cf.rug or other substance has a high
potential for abuse.
(B) The drug or substance has a currently
accepted medical use in treatment in the United
States or a currently accepted medical use with
severe restrictions.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other substances may
lead to severe psychological or physical dependence.
(3) Schedule III. (A) The drug or other substance has a potential
for abuse less than the drugs or other substances in
schedules I and II.
(B) The drug.or other substance has a currently
accepted medical use in treatment in the United
States.
(C) Abuse of the

dru~

or other substance may

lead to moderate or low physical dependence or high
psychological dependence.
(4) Schedule IV. (A) The drug or other substance has a low
potential for abuse relative to the drugs or other
substances in schedule III.

E
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(B) The drug or other substance has a currently

accepted medical use in treatment in the United
States.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other substance may
lead to limited-physical dependence or psychological
dependence relative to the drugs or other substances
in schedule III.

(5) Schedule V. -

(A) The drug or other substance has a low
potential for abuse relative to the drugs or other
substances in schedule IV.
(B)

The drug or other substance has a currently

accepted medical use in treatment in the United
States.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other substance may
lead to limited physical dependence or psychological
dependence relative to the drugs or other substances
in schedule IV.
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